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ABSTRACT 
This work traces the holiness movement from the Biblical Day of 
Pentecost, when the disciples of Christ first received the Holy Spirit, 
to the founding of independent holiness denominations in the first two 
decades of the twentieth century. In the eighteenth century the main 
emphasis of this perfectionists movement centered around the teachings 
of an Anglican priest, John Wesley. Wesleyan doctrine stressed two 
distinct religious experiences--justification (God forgiving individ-
uals their sins) and sanctification. The latter cleansed the belie-
ver ' s heart from original sin and made him ready for heaven. 
American holiness proponents founded the Methodist Episcopal 
Church in 1784 and in the early nineteenth century developed the camp 
meeting system to keep pace with westward expansion. Perfectionist 
thinking also played an active role during the 1830s in the agitation 
of the slavery issue. When the Civil War ended in 1865, the advocates 
of Wesleyan theology used camp meetings to lead literally thousands of 
people into a second religious experience of "perfect love .. " In the 
1880s and 1890s the leaders of this movement initiated independent ho-
liness associations whose members became progressively critical of many 
of the social and intellectual developments of their day. Separate ho-
liness denominations dedicated to the continuation of moral as well as 
spiritual holiness developed as a result of the work of these activists. 
Primary nineteenth-century religious periodicals composed the bulk 
of sources used. State historical societies, universities, and theolog-
ical school libraries supplied this material, much of it on microfilm. 
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PREFACE 
The writer developed an interest in the American holiness move-
ment as a result of his early background in the United Methodist 
Church and his subsequent conversion (at age seventeen) in a holiness 
church. As a result the author has attempted first to briefly trace 
the roots of this movement from the day of Pentecost when the disciples 
of Christ first received the Holy Spirit to the emergence of the 
eighteenth-century Anglican priest and founder of the modern day holi-
ness movement, John Wesley. It followed that Wesley adapted many pre-
viously used terms to facilitate the development of his teachings 
concerning the workings of God in the human soul or heart. 
Original sin according to Wesleyan doctrine constituted the depra-
vity or corruption of the human nature inherited by the descendants of 
Adam because of his disobedience to God. Repentance consisted of 
genuine sorrow for actual transgressions. Conversion or justification 
embodied the forgiveness of these actual or overt sins which an individ-
ual knowlingly committed. Through the merits of Christ a person could 
be regenerated or experience a new birth of the soul whereby all his 
sins would be forgiven. Entire sanctification, Christian perfection, 
heart purity or holiness were equated with a second religious experi-
ence in which the believer through faith in the blood of Christ conse-
crated or sacrificed himself to the will of God and thereby received 
the indwelling Holy Spirit. 
Sad to say many historians have failed to recognize the importance 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORY OF THE HOLINESS MOVEMENT UNTIL A.D. 1725 
The Bible is one of the earliest written records of the inter-
action between humanity and an omnipotent God. During the period of 
history recorded in the Old Testament, the only way man could approach 
his Creator was through a blood sacrifice of an unblemished animal. 
This was in accordance with the law given by God to the Hebrew leader 
and prophet, Moses. These sacrifices were symbolic and pointed to 
a Messiah, who through the sacrifice of his own life, was to make it 
possible for man to attain a condition of holy interaction with God. l 
When Jesus Christ was revealed as the Messiah, he announced his 
purpose was not to destroy the Old Testament law but to fulfill it. 2 
In Christian theology, events surrounding the life of Christ not only 
fulfilled the Mosiac law but also marked a central point in the his-
tory of the world. 3 Throughout his ministry, Jesus told the disciples 
that his kingdom was not of this world, that He would be crucified, 
raised from the dead, and ascend to heaven. The disciples, however, 
were not to be left alone; their Master promised them another Comfor-
ter in the indwelling person of the Holy Spirit. 4 
lHebrews 9:16-23. 
2Matthew 5:17. 
3Lars P. Qualben, ~ History Of The Christian Church, I. Cited 
hereafter, Qualben, Christian Church. 
4John 18:26-28, 14:16, 17.' 
2 
The eyewitness account by the Apostle Luke in the Book of Acts 
constitutes the most trustworthy record of this event. 5 When the apos-
tles received the Holy Ghost, their lives specifically changed in two 
ways: first , they obtained special guidance through the Spirit, and 
also power to perform the work of spreading the Gospel for which Christ 
had chosen them. Following this transformation, the disciples went 
forth "preaching everywhere, the Lord working with them, confirming 
their B ostlesh!£J with signs and wonders." Such actions caused a tre-
mendous upheaval among the Jews at Jerusalem and, as time progressed, 
among the remainder of the people throughout the then-known world. 6 
Peter and the other disciples demonstrated this newly received 
spiritual power on the day of Pentecost when they spoke boldly to the 
people on the divinity of Jesus. As a result the Jewish rulers warned 
the apostles not to teach that Jesus was the Christ, but the apostles 
showed fearless dedication in defense of Christ by answering: "We 
ought to obey God rather than men •••• Him hath God exalted: ••• 
we are his witnesses of these things; and so is also the Holy Ghost 
whom God hath given to them that obey.,,7 
5The Acts of the Apostles 2:1 - 5. This Holy Spi r it was to lift the 
believer to a new stratum of holy relationship with God. What the dis-
ciples received when the Holy Ghost descended on the day of Pentecost 
was not remission of sins but an indwelling strength -and power to dem-
onstrate to the world that Jesus was the Son of God. This two-fold 
aspect of salvation was taug~t during the first century, but by the 
second century , salvation wa~ thought of as being obtained all in one 
experience. 
6Mark 16:20. John the Baptist, predicted this event when he told 
the people who came to the Jordan to be baptized that there was coming 
a Savior mightier than he and who would baptize them with the Holy 
Ghost and with Fire. Matthew 3:11. 
7The Acts of the Apostles 2:14-27, 5:29-32. The word Christian was 
first applied to the followers of Christ at Antioch , Syria, abou t A.D. 
3 
Several distinctions during the early Christian era separated the 
followers of Christ from other religions. First, the Christians looked 
upon themselves as immediate recipients of the Old Testament heritage 
of Bible holiness; consequently, they felt they made up the sanctified 
minority within traditional Judaism. As the followers of Christ (the 
Jewish Messiah) their mission was to proclaim first to the Jews and 
then to the Gentiles, the reconciling and sanctifying power of Christ. 
This new, revelation was made public in three specific ways--preaching, 
written apologies, and the disciples"willingness and, even more im-
portant, their eagerness to show the excellence of the Christian re-
8 
ligion through martyrdom. 
A controversy arose among Christian believers when the Gentiles 
first received the Holy Ghost. Many non-Jewish people had previously 
believed that Christ was the Son of God, but they had not received 
the promised Comforter. When this took place, and the Gentile be-
lievers were accepted into equal fellowship with their Jewish counter-
parts, discord developed over the necess~ty of adherence to the Mosiac 
law. At a Church council in Jersaleum in A.D. 40, it was , decided that 
the Gentile Christians would only be required to abstain from such 
moral pollutions as worshipping idols and committing fornication. 
This was a victory for the concept that salvation was obtained through 
forgiveness of sins and the indwelling Holy Spirit, not through 
40. 
8 
Claude Holmes Thompson, 'nThe Witness Of American Methodism To 
The Historical Doctrine Of Christian Perfection," 4 vo1s., PH.D. 
dissertation (Madison, New Jersey: Drew University, 1949), I, 81, 
82, 88. Cited hereafter, Thompson "Witness Of Methodism." 
4 
9 adherence to the law. When the Gentiles were put on an equal basis 
with the Jews, the Church gradually lost its Jewish character. This 
was not to say that the Christian Jews immediately forsook their 
heritage; rather, over a period of years, they turned from the legal-
ism of the Old Testament to the physical and spiritual laws initiated 
10 by Christ. 
Sainthood as exemplified in both spiritual experience and expres-
sion was not as strongly stressed during the second century A.D. as it 
had been during the first. By the end of the first century, the Church 
had within its ranks many learned apologists who not only based their 
theological precepts on Christian writings but consulted and relied on 
non-Christian philosophers to support their teachings. Such men felt 
that knowledge and true perfection were closely associated. ll 
Irenaeus (120-202) supported his written concepts concerning the 
combined providence and goodness of the Christian God (one) by quoting 
the Greek philosopher, Plato, who said: "God indeed, possesses the be-
ginning, the end, and the mean of all existing things, does everything 
rightly, • justice always follows him against those who depart from 
9The Acts of the Apostles 15:6-20. 
10Thompson, "Witness Of Methodism," I, 82. An example of the 
early Christian Jew's interaction with their ancient heritage was the 
fact that they continued to worship on the seventh day of the week at 
the Jewish synogogues and also on the first day of the week (known as 
Lord's Day) with the Gentile believers. Frank C. Masserano, "A Study 
Of Worship Forms In The Assemblies Of God Denomination," Ph.D. disser-
tation (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University, 1966), 23. 
11 A lexande.r_ Roher.ts and .James Dona 1 dson, eds., The Ante-I'H cene 
Fathers, Translations . .D.f .The Writings of the Fathers down to ~.Q. ill, 
l? vols., I, Book 3, Irenaeus Against Heresies ~ Irenaeus, 458-460. 
Clted hereafter.,. Robe.rts and Dona 1 dson, eds., tIi t 1 es and authors 
variJ Irenaeus Against Heresie,s. 
5 
the divine law." Further relying upon Plato, Irenaeus said that the 
"Maker and Framer of the universe is good and no envy ever ex; sts re-
d · H· " gar 1 ng 1m. Thus, a second-century Christian conceptually estab-
lished the divine function and holiness of God. Such men used the 
philosophers to complement and support the inspired writings of the 
earlier apostles. They did this not only to demonstrate the nature of 
God but to show how man could attain a part in His holiness. 12 
Clement of Alexandria (153-217) followed the pattern established 
by other Christian apologists and at the same time adopted the practice 
of referring to the believers as "true gnostics." By this twist of 
terminology Clement attempted to substract good from what he considered 
to be heretical. 13 He often combined stoic, gnostic, and epicurean 
terminology and reason to demonstrate true Christian perfection. The 
Alexandrian exemplified this in his writings by using an epicurean 
phrase "medicine against grief," to describe the inner effect of sal-
vation through Jesus Christ and reception of the Holy Spirit by the 
believer. Clement used Stoic terminology when he asserted: "The Word 
(Christ) through the power of the Holy Spirit tamed man, the least 
12 Ibid., I, 459; Roberts and Donaldson, eds., I, Dialogue With 
Trypho ~ Jew by Justin, 245. 
13John Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 124. Cited hereafter, 
Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria. The gnostics were a second and third-
~entury school of philosophers within Christianity. Gnosis was equated 
with knowledge and cognition, and the philosophy from which it derived 
its name and dealt with the metaphysical world and the nature of 
reality. This reasoning was applied to the reality of Christ; it was 
assumed that Jesus could not be both human and divine; he was therefore, 
a spirit who merely pretended to die on the Cross. Redemption could 
only be obtained by those who possessed sufficient ascetic and medita-
tional powers. Therefore, only a select few could reach perfection. 
C~rl Stevhenson, Medieval History, Europe From the Second to the 
Slxteenth Century, 45. 
11 old ° 1 1114 manageable of a Wl anlma s. 
6 
Chri st was fi rst referred to as the Word or Logos (~ r ~ by the 
Apostle John when he said: I1ln the beginning was the Word, and 
the Word was God. And the Word was made flesh and He dwelt among us, 
and we beheld His glory, . . 11 The term logos was also used by the . 
gnostics to refer to diVine reason. Thus, the Apostle John used gnos-
tic terminology to show that Christ was both God and man. 15 
The logos, according to Clement, made the attainment of full 
salvation for men and women equally possible. Hence among Christians 
the double standard that had existed in the major cultures of the 
world since antiquity was abolished. Clement showed in his writings 
how Jesus freely disregarded Jewish custom by speaking to the woman at 
Jacob's well. He also showed that during the Apostolic Period (30-100) 
the Church leaders allowed women considerable freedom and authority. 
A typical example was Priscilla, who along with her husband, was re-
sponsib1e for instructing the Apostle, Appo110s, in the way of 
H 1· 16 o lness. 
Both men and women received painfully equal treatment when called 
on to sacrifice their lives as witnesses for Christ. The women were 
no more willing than the men to deny their Savior by making public 
sacrifice to heathen gods. Clement again used the different heretical 
14Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 46. 
15john 1:1, 14. (The Interlinear Greek-English New Testament with 
English ~rans1ation by Alfred Marshall). 
16 Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 72. Ever since the earliest 
days of the Christian Church, its leaders who taught holiness have also 
allowed women to fill important ecclesiastical roles. The Quakers, 
Salvation Army, Methodists, and other small holiness groups constitute 
the majority that have held to this practice in more recent times. 
7 
philosophies to explain why his fellow Christians so cheerfully sur-
rendered their lives. The apologist asserted that to be burned alive, 
devoured by wild animals, or crucified was considered by his fellows 
as the ultimate fulfillment and perfection of a holy life. Such 
steadfastness showed a literal contempt for the material world. As 
the Alexandrian pointed out, both Christ and the stoics taught such 
consecration, but only the Christians were able through the inner 
strength of the Holy Spirit to seal their faith with their own blood. 17 
An example of such consecration was witnessed when the noted Christian 
apologist and Bishop of Antioch, Ignatius, was condemned to death. 
Just before hi s martyrdom, I gnati,us showed hi s consecration to Chri st 
by saying: "Now I begin to be a disciple. I care for nothing, of 
visible or invisible things, so that I may but win Christ.,,18 Such 
a fate was shared by an innumerable multitude of Christians who 
through their dying testimony caused the ranks of Christianity by the 
end of the second century A.D. to swell to approximately two million 
followers within the bounds of the Roman Empire. 19 
The Christian faith gained this remarkable numerical strength 
and eventually the acceptance of the Roman Emperor, Constantine, in 
A.D. 313, for several reasons. Among the most obvious were the Chris-
tian martyrs' heroic love and faith besides the inspired writings of 
their apologist.s who encouraged the beHevers and showed to a heathen 
17 Ibid ., 134-136. 
lBw~lliam Byron Forbush, ed., Fox's Book Of Martyrs ~ History 
.Q.f. ~ LUles-, S.ufferin.gs, And Triumphant Deaths Of The Early Christian 
And ~ Protestant Martyrs-;--?, 8. - --
19 
Roberts and Donaldson, eds., I I I, Apology by Tertullian, 55-58. 
8 
world that Christianity was based on strong philosophical, historical, 
20 
and Scriptural precedents. 
The difference between the Emporer Nero (37-68), who was the 
first Roman ruler to persecute Christians, and Constantine, who granted 
them official acceptance, was startling. Nero burned Christians as 
a spectacle and at times to provide light for garden parties, while 
Constantine provided a marked contrast when in A.D. 325, he sat at the 
first Church council held at Nicaea--a council attended by three hun-
dred and eighteen Christian bishops who represented every geographical 
a rea of the Roman wor 1 d. Many of these men "wore the ins i gn i a 'of tor-
ture on their maimed and crippled bodies which gave the highest sanc-
tion of authority to the eternal deity of the once crucified Jesus of 
Nazareth!" Acceptance of the Church and the Christian faith by the 
Roman civil authority probably affected the followers of Christ more 
than any other single event until the Protestant Reformation over 
a thousand years later. The consequences were negative both in 
h . 1 ( 1) d .. 1 21 a p YSlca structura an splrltua sense. 
Spiritually the Church declined after the persecutio~s were 
stopped. To a great degree this was an outgrowth of the Alexandrian's 
philosophical approach to holiness and the higher Christian life. As 
a result, two distinct factions developed within the Church. The 
first was made up of intellectuals who aspired to a holy or higher 
life through self-discipline and knowledge. ' These ascetics composed 
20 Qua1ben, Christian Church, 103, 104. 
21 
. Philip Schaff, History Of .. The Christian 
Nlcene Chri.stianity, ,tl.,Q.. 100-325, II, 72-74. 
Schaff, Ante-Nicene Christianity, I I. 
Church, ' 7 vo 1 s., Ante-
Cited hereafter, 
9 
a moral nobility and self-made aristocracy while the second class 
represented the Christian masses who were not instructed in the way 
of holiness and were not expected to live in such a way as to obtain 
22 
Christian perfection. 
Acceptance of this on the part of the catholic or universal 
Church constituted a double standard of morality. To accommodate such 
a spiritual class system, distinctions were made between mortal and 
venial sins. Actually both classes had departed from the personal 
evangelistic profession of Christian holiness so strongly stressed in 
the New Testament teachings of the Apostle Paul. Therefore, the posi-
tive aspects of holiness faded during the fourth and fifth centuries, 
and the ascetic life became more and more accepted as the appropriate 
expression of Christian perfection. These trends continued in the area 
of philosophical Christianity and directly resulted in what became 
23 
known as the Monastic orders. 
Many historians over the years have attacked the monastic _system 
for several reasons: first, "Flight from the world had no support in 
the Gospels; second, it implied that evil resided in matter; third, 
monasticism was a negation of life; and fourth, the Church universally 
24 
identified it with perfection." As monastic orders progressively 
developed during the fifth and sixth centuries, the secular world 
22 Ibid ., 394-396. 
23 
Ibid., 305, 396. Mortal sins were those that were committed in 
~ ~rave matter wi th awareness of guil t and fu11 ,.,co,nsent. Roman Catho 1-
lClsm taught that such transgressions brought death to the soul. 
Venial sins wer.e oll.es committed in a minor matter or without reflec-
tion or consent. Such transgressions only merited temporal punish-
ment. Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 552, 985. 
24 
Thompson, "Witness Of Methodism," I, 114. 
10 
proceeded toward a state of anarchy. Such conditions existed in part 
because taxes continued to increase while at the same time the popu-
lace lost faith in the ability of the Roman civil authorities to with-
stand barbarian invaders from without and deal with a rising crime 
rate within the empire. The teachings of the Church regarding impend-
ing judgment from God, and the eminent physical return of Christ also 
caused many people to look upon their present life as uncertain. 
Such circumstances were vitally essential to the ascetics' justifica-
tion of their negation of both civil and religious responsibilities. 
The very world the ascetics sought to escape desperately needed the 
25 
holy example they could have provided. 
The principal ideological reasoning that supported the ascetics' 
rejection of humanity was not peculiar to the fifth and sixth centuries 
only but was rooted in concepts established by the third and fourth-
century stoic and gnostic philosophers. These philosophers taught that 
evil resided in matter and that perfection could only be gained through 
self-control and reason. Consequently, stoicism and gnosticism composed 
the natural philosophical parentage of monasticism. Christianity and 
heathenism were again combined, a.s they had been by the Alexandrians 
during the second century,in order, supposedly, to preserve Christian 
h 1• 26 o lness. 
The Church by the middle of the fifth century had developed into 
an organization which structurally resembled the Roman civil 
25 George R. Crooks and John F. Hurst, eds., Library Of Biblical 
~ Theological Literature, 9 vols., History Of The Christian Church, 
I I, by John Fletcher Hurst, 681, 683. Cited hereafter, Crooks and 
Hurst, eds., History Of Christian Church. 
26 lbid • 
11 
government. Ecclesiastical authority vested in such a system with the 
Bishop of Rome as ruler was justified by the Western Church pope or 
because of the tradition that the Apostle Peter was the first Bishop 
of Rome, and power was granted to him and his successors by Christ. 
This system of apostolic succession was supported by Irenaeus when he 
said that such a practice had been "derived from the apostles, ••• 
and comes down to our time by means of the succession of bishops: 
. . 
• inasmuch as the apostolical tradition has been preserved con-
27 
Hnously, •• " . 
Actually it was not Peter's supposed bishoporic of Rome that 
caused that city to be looked on ,as the center of the Christian world, 
but it was the fact that the capital was the commercial center and 
chief focal point of all civil life and authority. From this stand-
point, Rome was superior to other great cities of the Mediterranean 
world such as Alexandria, Constantinople, and Antioch. Constantinople 
gradually assumed the leading political role within the empire by the 
fourth century, but Rome remained the ecclesiastical center of the 
28 
wor;ld. 
Growth of the well defined Western ecclesiastical hierachy was 
supported by the bishops who constituted an elite body within the apos-
tolic succession. The importance of the bishop was shown by Cyprian 
(200-256), one of the Church apo 1 ogi s ts, who- quoted Peter: "Whence you 
ought to know that the bishop is in the Church and the Church in the 
bishop; and if anyone be not with the bishop, then he is not in the 
I 
27 Roberts and Donaldson, eds., I, Book 3, Irenaeus Against 
Heresies, by Irenaeus, 459. 
28 Crooks and Hurst, eds., History Of Christian Church, 11,715-717 .• 
29 Church. 11 
12 
The influence or power of the priesthood was mainly based on the 
fact that the priests we~e the only ones who could administer the sac-
raments, and, therefore, were determinative in the salvation of each 
lay individual. The Lord1s Supper, when performed and blessed by the 
priests, supposedly caused both the blood and body of Christ to be 
physically present in the sacrifical elements. Hence, what the priest 
did, he did as the representative of Christ. The Church as a result 
took on a new importance because it was only through its offices that 
the average Christian could receive the sacraments and cons~quent 
fellowship with Christ and his mystical (spiritual) Church. 30 
Cyprian sunmed up the importance of such a system by asserting: "He 
can no longer have God for his father, who has not the Church for his 
mother. 1I31 
Almost total emphasis was placed on orthodoxy and sacramental 
ritualism within the Roman Church by the end of the sixth century. No 
29Roberts and Donaldson, eds., V, Epistle 68, The Epistles of 
Cyprian, by Cyprian, 374, 375. 
30 . Stewart D. F. Salmond and Charles A. Briggs, eds., The Inter-
national Theological Library. The Ancient Catholic Church From The 
Accession Of Trajan To The Fourth General Council &.Q. 98-451, by 
Robert Rainy, 231-233. Cited hereafter, Rainy, Ancient Catholic 
Church. The correlation between the Church and the sacrament of bap-
tism was asserted by Cyprian when he worte: "Dost thou believe in 
eternal life and remission of sins through the holy Church? We mean 
that remission of sins is not granted except in the Church, ••• 
where there is no Church, sins cannot be put away. • •• It is also 
n~cessary that he should be anointed by the Church priest who is bap-
tlzed; so that having received the chrism, that is, the anointing, he 
may be anointed of God, and have in him the grace of Christ." Roberts 
and ?onaldson, eds., V, Epistle 68, The Epistle of Cyprian by 
Cypnan, 376. 
31 
Roberts and Donaldson, eds., V, Treatise I, The Treatises of 
£yprian, by Cyprian, 423. 
13 
individual could come to Christ without going through the Church. 
This was a departure from first-century Christianity which practiced 
the sacramental ordinances, but looked upon them as a type of what had 
been accomplished by Christ in his victorious death and resurrection, 
not as containing the actual power or embodiment of that resurrection. 
Early Christians placed primary emphasis on a personal experiential 
knowledge of Christ. Such a knowledge consisted of two separate ex-
periences: forgiveness of sins and consecration of the believer to 
the whole will of God which resulted in his reception of the Holy 
Spi ri t)2 
The theological teachings of Aurelius Augustine (354-430) marked 
a pivotal point in Christian thought. The importance and magnitude of 
his writings were evidenced during the upheaval caused by the Protes-
tant Reformation when both the Romans and the reformers relied on him 
f f " " 33 or con lrmatlon. The strong belief of Augustine in a personal re-
lationship with God, and his abhorrence of sin inherently passed from 
Adam to each individual was evidenced in his statement that lithe 
weight of sin always presses ~umanitl1 downwards to a steep abyss and 
charity Lgivine lov'il raises us up again through the Holy Spirit. 1I 
Augustine revealed his consecration to God when he wrote: IIWoe is me 
except in Thee; and all plenty which is not my God is poverty to me. 11 
Such teachings brought him within the scope of early Christian ' thought 
and made his wrJ-tings a valuable point of confirmation for later 
32Schaff, Ante-Nicene Christianity, I I, 171-175. 
33W"11 " " b 1 lam Hazlltt, ed., and trans., The Ta le Talk Of Martin 
l~ther, with a memoir by Alexander Chalmers, 141, l~ii7, 232, 233. 
Clted hereafter, Haz1itt, luther Table Talk. 
34 
Church reformers. 
14 
Augustine did, however, strongly back the authority of the Church 
and high clergy as universal. He made his stand on this p:oint very 
clear when he asserted: "I should not believe the Gospel except as 
35 
moved by the authority of the Church." In other words, it was the 
Neo-Platonizing and ecclesiastical Augustine rather than 
the Pauline, the author of The City Of God and the cham-
pion of the One Holy Catholic Church as a visible institu-
tion, rather than the author of the Confessions or of the 
anti-Pelagain treaties, gh0 became the ruling influence in 
mediaeval Christianity.3 
Such a statement aptly characterized the principal aspects of Augustin-
ian theology which the Papal Church nurtured for over a thousand years 
during the Middle Ages. 37 
The progressive misuse of Church power by the hierarchial succes-
sion of bishops from the sixth to the sixteenth century led to an ec-
c1esiastical revolt against sacramental ism and a partial recovery of 
the first-century emphasis on personal experience with God. According 
to the reformers, the four basic premises of primitive Christianity 
were: "(1) Man is justified by faith alone and not by words. (2) There 
is a general priesthood of all believers (God is accessi.b1e to every 
Christian without mediation of a priest or of the Church). (3) The 
Bible is the only source and standard for faith and life. (4) The 
34whitney J. Oates, ed., with notes and intro., Basic Writings 
Qf Saint Augustine, 2 vo1s., I, 232. 
35Marcus Dods, ed., Against the Epistle of Manichaeus Called 
Fundamental, from The Works of Aurelius Augustine, V, Writings ~ 
Connection with the Manichean Heresy, 101. 
36Thompson, "Witness Of Methodi sm," I, 123, 124; James Vernon 
Bar~l:tt and A. J. Carlyle, Christianity in History, ~ Study of 
Rel1g10us Development, 426. 
37Crooks and Hurst, eds., History .Of Christian ' Church, I, 457, 458. 
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° t t d b th °d f the Holy Sp1°r1°t.,,38 Bible must be 1n erpre eye a1 0 
Martin Luther and John Calvin were the two most important men in 
the sixteenth-century reform movement. The basis of their theological 
teachings was only a partial return to first-century Christianity. 
They stopped short of exhorting the Christian believer to go on to 
holiness as taught by Paul and the other Apostles. Luther in part 
supported the teaching of the early Church on the difference between 
original and actual sin. He said: "That original sin is to covet, 
lust, and desire, which is the root and cause of actual sin: such lust 
and desire in the faithful, God forgives, imputing it not unto them for 
the sake of Christ, seeing they resist it by the assistance of the Holy 
Ghost." On the other hand the reformer deviated from the first-century 
apostles by asserting: "Original sin, after regeneration ••• remains 
in Christians until they die, yet itself is mortified and continually 
dying. Its head is crushed in pieces, so that it cannot condemn us ... 39 
John Calvin varied little from Luther when he supported the reform 
doctrine that it was not possible for original sin to be eradicated 
from the heart of the believer before death. Calvin quot~d Saint 
Augustine when he wrote: 
116. 
36. 
all the pious ought, indeed, to aspire to this object, to 
appear one day immaculate and guiltless 'before the presence 
of God; but since the highest excellency in this life is 
nothing more than a progress towards perfection, we shall 
never attain i4~ till being divested a~ once of mortality 
and sin, ••• 
38 Qualben, Christian Church, 229, 230. 
39 ° Hazl1tt, ed., and trans., Luther Table Talk, #244, 110; #256, 
40John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 2 vols., II, 
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The difference between the sixteenth-century European reformers, 
Calvin and Luther, and the eighteenth-century Englishman, John Wesley, 
stel1111ed from the conviction of Wesley that "heart purity" was required 
41 
by God for each individual believer during his lifetime. This re-
sulted from an exacting study of the original Hebrew Scriptures and the 
original Greek language of the New Testament plus other theological 
works. 42. To the Continental reformers, the only perfection possible 
during life on earth was faith in the redemptive power of Christ; 
Wesley added to this a consecrationa1 perfection in love and obedience 
43 
to God brought by the indwelling Comforter. 
Such teachings in part were derived from the writings of Montanus, 
who appealed to the mind of Wesley because of his systematic method of 
Hfe and reliance on the Scriptures. In 17'50 Wesley wrote in his 
Journal that Montanus and his followers were i ' rea 1 Scriptural 
h ·, I 44 M l' h .. M . J h W 1 C rlst1ans. I any years ater 1n t e Armln1an agazlne, 0 n es ey 
wrote that Montanus "was not only a truly good man, but one of the best 
men who lived during the second century; and his teachings were 
41 Th k . ' omas Co e and Henry Moore, The Llfe Of The Rev. John Wesley, 
~ • .t1. Including An Account Of The Gr.eat Reviv.al. Of . Re1igionl.!!. Europe 
And America Of Which He was the ~irst and Chief Instrument, 53. Cited 
~ereafter, Coke and Moore, . ~ohn_ ~es1ey-.--At age twenty-three Wesley was 
lnf1uenced by Rules and Exercises of ~ Living and Dying by Bishop 
Jeremy Taylor, a bishop in the Anglican Church, and a year later in 1726 
by Christian Pat-te.rnby Thomas Kempis, who was an Augustinian monk, and 
by Christian P,erfection and Serious Call by William Law. These men were 
known ' f~r their piety and ascetic devotion. Ibid., 52. 
42 . John Whitehead, A Discourse Delivered At The New Chapel in the 
Chy-.Road, On the Ninth-of Mardi 1121.;- At theFuiiei="al of the late Rev. 
&. John We-;Tey, 4, 5. --
43 
Thompson, "Witness Of Methodism," 158. 
44 John Wesley, Journal of John Wesley, 8 vols., I I I, August 15, 
1750, 490. Cited hereafter, Wesley, Journal. 
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rejected by the Church because he severely reproved those who pro-
fessed themselves Christians and had not the mind of Christ.
1I45 
In 
Wesley was culminated the teachings of the early Church; "his life em-
bodied the morality of the Greek Christian (Fathers), the devotion of 
46 
the third-century ascetic, and the philosophy of the P1atonists." 
45John Wesley, "Montanus,1I Arminian Magazine (London), VI I I, 
January, 1785, 421. 
46 T John Allen Wood, "How Was Mr. Wesley Led To Receive And Teach 
he Doctrine Of Holiness?" Advocate Of Christian Holiness (Phila-
delphia), o.s. XI I I, February, 1881;~9. 
CHAPTER II 
AMERICAN METHODISM AND ITS PECULIAR MISSION 1784 TO 1830 
The founder of Methodism, John Wesley, was born at Epworth, 
England, on June 17, 1703. His early life, while rather uneventful, 
molded the strong religious character he demonstrated as an adult. 
This character was exemplified by the leadership ability Wesley ex-
hibited as a member of the Holy Club, a group of young men who bound 
themselves together at Oxford University in November, 1729, to study 
the Scripture, Latin and Greek classics, and to strive ascetically 
for Christian perfection. The activities of these ascetics consisted 
of visiting nearby prisons, teaching poor children, and at the same 
time maintaining a systematic approach to religious studies. 1 It was 
also at Oxford that John Wesley and his followers were derisively nick-
named the "Ho1y Club," "Godly C1ub," and "Methodists," and since that 
time, the followers of Wesleyan theology have generally been referred 
to as Methodists. 2 
It was in 1729, according to the Wesley brothers, John and 
Charles, that they first saw through the study of the Bible and other 
theological works that limen could not be saved without holiness. They 
followed after it and incited others so to do." In 1737, "they saw 
1 Coke and Moore, John Wesley, 38, 54 • 
. 2George Bourne, The Life Of The Rev. John Wesley, &.t:1. With 
~emolrs Qf The Wesley Family To Which Are Subjoined QL. Whitehead's 
7unera1 Sermon: And & Comprehensive History Of American Methodism, 
3-75. Cited hereafter, Bourne, John Wesley. 
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likewise that men are justified before they are sanctified, holiness 
" obJ"ect" and as a resu1 t "God thrust them out to rai se a ho1 y was thelr 
1 " peop e. Wesley taught that sanctification is obtainable instantan-
eous 1y, between justification and death, and that it is not 'sinless 
perfection,' but perfection in love, so that those who possess it 
'feel no sin, nothing but love. 11,3 
3Henry King Carroll, The Rel igious Forces Of Th_~ United States 
Enumerated, Classified, And Described Returns For_ l$QQ Anrl- l2lQ Com-
Eared ~ The Census Of 1890, Condition And Characteristics Of Chris-
tianity lfr The United States, 221. Cited hereafter, Carroll, Religious 
Forces. In 1764 Wesley wrote down what he had observed about Chris-
tian perfection: 
(1) "There is such a thing as Christian Perfection, for it is 
again and again mentioned in scripture. 
(2) It is not so early as justification: for justified persons 
are to 'go on to perfection.' Heb. vi. 1. 
(3) It is not so late as death; for St. Paul speaks of living 
men that were perfect. Phil. iii. 15. 
(4) It is not absolute. Absolute perfection belongs not to man 
nor to angels; but to God alone. 
(5) It does not make a man infallible; none is infallible while 
he remains in the body. 
(6) It is perfect love , I John iv. 18. This is the essence of it: 
its proper ties, or inseparable fruits, are reJolclng evermore, 
praying without ceasing, and in everything giving thanks, 
I Thess. v. 16 &c. 
(7) It is improvable. It is so far from lying in an indivisible 
point from being incapable of increase, that one perfected 
in love, may grow in grace far swifter than he did before. 
(8) It is amissible, capable of being lost; of which we have had 
instances. But we were not thoroughly convinced of this for 
several years. 
(9) It is constantly both preceded and followed by a gradual work. 
(10) But is it in itself instantaneous, or not? In examining this 
let us go on step by step. 
An instantaneous change has been wrought in some believers; 
none can deny this, who are acquainted with experimental 
20 
The Wesleys, along with George Whitefield, also a member of the 
Holy Club, were ordained ministers of the Church of England. Therefore, 
when they successfully led individuals to Christ in extra-ecclesiastical 
meetings, they instructed the new converts to join the established 
church. The Methodist societies formed by Wesley were initiated for the 
purpose of instilling within the Anglican Church the spiritual fervency 
of first-century Christianity. As such they constituted an ecclesias-
tical faction within the parent church. This close relationship between 
the Methodist Societies and the Church of England is evidenced in the 
"Articles of Religion,1I twenty-five doctrinal points by Wesley, taken 
from the IIThirty-nine Articles of the Church of Eng1and. 1I Ultimately, 
the more important statements of Wesleyan theology were transferred to 
the English North American colonies. These included: (1) Present and 
personal salvation by faith, (2) the witness of the Spirit, (3) 
4 
sanctification. 1I 
The Wes1eys first introduced these teachings in North America when 
the brothers came as missionaries to the colony of Georgia in October, 
1735. They were unsuccessful and, consequently returned to England 
after two years. Another minister, Philip Embury, was the first Meth-
odist to establish a permanent wor.k in America based on Wesleyan 
religion. 
Since that change, they enjoy perfect love.--They feel this 
and this alone: they rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, 
and in everything give thanks. Now this is all that I mean 
of Christian perfection: therefore these are witnesses of 
. the perfection of which I preach. 1I 8. Plain Account of Chris-
~lan Perfection, by John Wesley and later republished in 8. Collection r!- In~eresting Tracts, Explaining Several Important Points Of Scripture 
octrlne published by Order Of The General Conference, 289, 290. 
4 Bourne, John Wesley, 340; Carroll, Religious Forces, 221-225. 
5 theology. 
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Embury arrived in New York on August 10, 1760, and preached his 
first sermon in his own home in October, 1766. That first congrega-
tion of Methodists consisted of four individuals, and from it the 
6 
"class meetings" got their start. "Class meetings·· were initiated in 
England by Wesley to meet the organizational needs of the Methodist 
societies and were usually divided into companies of five to ten per-
sons who met under the care of a leader for prayer, testimony and spir-
itual admonition. The efforts of the American Methodists to spread 
Christian holiness were strengthened through the introduction of the 
"class meetings.·· 7 
The first Methodist Annual Conference held in the colonies met in 
Philadelphia on July 14, 1773, twenty-nine years after the first such 
gathering was held in England. When the American Conference met, ten 
preachers received appointments. It was also reported that Methodism 
had grown from one congregation in New York (consisting of four 
members) to a total enrollment of 1,160 members dispersed over a large 
geographical area within the colonies of Maryland, New Jersey, New 
Y k P 1 • d V· .. 8 or, ennsy vanla, an lrglnla. 
5Sourne, John Wesley, 28-.35,97-111.; Richard Watson, The Life Of 
.Ih!. Rev. John. Wesley,_ ~ .. ~ •. , . Some.t-il'J'la .Fellow Of Lincoln College, Oxford, 
~ Founder Of The Methodist Societies, with translations by John 
Emory, 31-46, 201. Cited hereafter, Watson, Wesley. 
6 Ibid ., 201, .322; Coke and Moore, John Wesley, 448; William Warren 
Sweet, Methodism .!.!l American History, 30, 31, 42, 43. Cited hereafter, 
Sweet, Methodism. 
7 Watson, Wesley, 67, 68, 201; Carroll, Religious Forces, 223. 
8 Of Co~e and Moore, J.ohn Wesl.ey., 451; . C. C. Goss, S.tati sti ca 1 Hi story 
A~ Flrst C.entury Of. American Metho.d.ism With ~ Summary Of The Origin 
_nd Present Operation Of Other Denominations, 41. Cited hereafter, 
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American Methodism continued to grow and to spread the doctrine of 
Christian holiness which John Wesley described as II • • • the grand dep-
ositum given to the Methodists; and chiefly to propagate this, it 
appears God raised them Up.11 During the early years of the societies 
both in America and England, this doctrine was supported without ques-
tion .. One year before his death, John Wesley wrote: If lIany leader or 
local preacher speak against the doctrine of perfect love, let him be a 
local preacher no 10nger. 119 
The leading advocates of Christian perfection in the colonies dur-
ing the American Revolution (1776-1783) found themselves in a difficult 
situation because of their close ties with the Anglican Church. Such 
closeness was apparent in the fact that from the beginning of Methodism 
in North America, Wesley always instructed the ministers of his societies 
not to administer the sacraments but to rely on the ordained clergyman 
of the Anglican Church for the elements • . After the Colonies won their 
independence from Great Britain it became obvious to Wesley and the 
Methodist leaders in the new nation that if the Americans were to be 
successful in spreading the Gospel, they would have to form a new and 
separate ecclesiastical body.l0 
Goss, Statistical History. 
9 
. Wesley, Journal, VI I, 206; Abel Stevens, The History Of The Re1i-
S10US Movement of the Eighteenth Century, Called Methodist, Considered 
lull! Different Denominational Forms, And Its Relations To British And 
American Protestantism, 3 vo1s., 1,406:----- -- ---
10Nathan Bangs, ~ History of " the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
4 v01s., I, 151, 152. Cited hereafter, Bangs, History of Methodist 
£hurch. In 1775 John Wesley published an inflammatory pamphlet against 
the revolution. No doubt, his statements were injurious to the cause of 
~hr!stian holiness and caused the Methodists in America to be branded as 
tOrle~. John Wesley, ~ Calm Address To ~ American Colonies. For 
he dlsapprova1 of Francis Asbury on the invo1vment of Wesley in 
23 
A special conference for this purpose convened in Baltimore on 
ember 24, 1784, attended by sixty of the eighty Methodist preachers Dec 
. 11 
in Amerl ca • Wesley sent Thomas Coke to help Francis Asbury, who had 
been in the colonies for thirteen years, to organize the new church. 12 
These two men were elected superintendents or bishops by the preachers 
at the conference, showing a desire on the part of the Methodist lead-
ers to adapt to the prevailing democratic spirit of the new nation. 
"Articles of Religion" by Wesley were accepted as the primary doctrinal 
statement for the new organization which adopted the name, Methodist 
Episcopal Church. The ministers in attendance stated that the primary 
purpose of Ameri can Methodi sm was "to reform the nati on, especi a 11 y the 
church, and to spread scriptural holiness over the land."l) 
American politics see Francis Asbury, Journal of Rev. Francis Asbury, 
3 vols., II, March 19, 1776, 176, 177. Cited hereafter, Asbury, 
Journal. For another opinion see Watson, Wesley, 201, 202. He deliver-
ed an address at Cambridge entitled The Principles of the Revolution 
Vindicated ~ ~ Sermon Preached Before The University Of Cambridge, On 
Wednesday, May 12, llZ£, by Richard Watson. 
llGoss Statistical History, 53. 
12Bourne, John Wesley, 335-339. When the Revolution started, 
Francis Asbury was the only English preacher who adopted A~erica. He 
was determined to stand or fall with the cause of independence. All 
the other preachers returned to England. John Emory, Defense of "Our 
Fathers'," And Of The Original Organization Of The Methodist Episcopal 
Church Against The Rev. Alexander M' Cane And Others: With Historical 
8!!& Critical Notes Of Early American MethOdism, 127. --
13 Coke and Moore, John Wesley, 311, 460-462; Bourne, John Wesley, 
340; Je~se Lee, ~ Short History Of The Methodists, ~ The United States Qf Amerlca; Beginning ~ ll2£, And Continued Till l§Q2, 91. Cited 
hereafter,L.:ee, Methodists. "The labors of Doctor Coke were great. He 
C~o~sed the Atlantic Ocean no less than sixteen times; he paid eight 
V1Slts to the United States and four to the West Indies Islands. He 
~ravelled extensively both in Europe and America. • •• In 1797 and 
80S he was president of the American Conference •••• " "A Short Ac-
C?unt of the Life and Death of Doctor ThOmCJs Coke," The .Western Chris-
!Jan Monitor (Chi llicothe, Ohio), I, 1816, 21. For a more detailed ac-
COunt of his life see Samuel Drew, The Life Of The Rev. Thomas Coke, 
-- - . ...- -- -- --
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As the people on the Eastern seaboard moved into the unsettled 
Of the American frontier, they took with them many previously regions 
divergent religious and secular beliefs. The area west of the Alleghe-
ny Mountains provided a common ground where such ideology could meet 
and be fused into a new and composite whole. This was true because the 
frontier had very few well established social traditions such as exist-
ed in Europe and in the Eastern Tidewater Regions of the United 
States. Through the blending of social thought, the pioneer farmer 
gradually assumed the identity of a "new man" or an American. The 
characteristics which he carried with him to the frontier were dis-
carded if they proved to be undesirable or did not blend well with the 
democratic and pragmatic spirit of the West. From such a system a new 
social order emerged which was peculiar to the West, and, therefore, 
acted as the driving principle which helped to reshape secular and re-
ligious institution~ during the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century.14 
As they pushed into the frontier regions, the leaders of American 
Methodism found it essential to initiate innovative methods which 
would illustrate the necessity of Bible holiness to the people. It was 
as defenders of Wesleyan theology that these men were made to realize 
that the pioneer farmers of Kentucky, Tennessee, and later the Ohio 
Valley were ~nahLaor unwilling to relate to the formalities commonly 
Inc:.lu~ing In. DetaiJ His V.arious Travels And Extraordinary_Miss.ionary 
~xer~lons, . ln. England, America, And The West Indies: With An Account 
'i H1S Death_.On the. M Of May, 1814., While On~ Missionary Voyage To 
~ Island Qf Ceylon, In. The East-Indies. 
14 
I Ray ALlen. B.iJJ.ington ~ 00.+ The Frontier Thesis: Valid 
-Dterpretation of American History? Intro., 1-3. 
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associated with the "Old World" religious orders. American Methodism, 
therefore, discontinued such practices as wearing clerical robes and 
using the liturgy or common prayer book compiled by Wesley. The pri-
mary teachings of English Methodism pertaining to Christian holiness, 
however, not only survived the transition from Europe to the American 
West but actually thrived on the egalitarianism of frontier life. The 
ability of Methodism to adapt to the pioneer ideology which asserted 
the rights of all men, at least in part, was related to its teachings 
on Christian holiness which stressed the free will of each individual 
and the necessity of living a life free from the bondage of sin. This 
doctrine was strongly stressed by the travelling ministers during the 
fifteen-year period following the 1784 inception of American Metho-
dism15 and as a result the numerical strength of the church increased 
16 
from 14,988 to 64,894 by 1800. 
One of the most successful methods used to spread Wesleyan doc-
trine among the frontiersmen was the American Camp Meeting. These 
meetings were launched in 1800 through a combined effort on the part of 
Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist ministers in Kentucky. After 
a few years, the Presbyterians abandoned the camp meetings, primarily 
because of the unorthodox emotionalism which often accompanied these 
gatherings. Such an unwillingness to vary a set form of worship 
caused Pr-.e.sbyterianism to decline in the unsettled frontier regions. 17 
15 Helmut Richard Niebuhr, The Social Sources Of Denominationalism, 
172-174. 
16 
Coke and Moore, John Wesley, 462; Goss, Statistical History, 51, 66. 
17 S Edward Davies, Douglas ~ Meeting, Intro., XIV; William Warren 
weet, liThe Protestant Churches" in "Organized Religion In The United 
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some emotionalism was more or less accepted by the Methodists who 
encouraged people to seek after what was termed the "witness of the 
spirit" and was generally accompanied by some form of outward demon-
stration. Many critics arose against these teachings to charge the 
Methodist leaders, and especially Bishop Asbury, with perpetuating 
religious fanaticism or what they termed "Methodist fits." Actually 
the ministers did not support outlandish displays of passion but taught 
the same doctrine that John and Charles Wesley promoted years earlier 
in England regarding "religion of the heart." This extreme emotional-
ism which was associated with the camp meetings was a manifestation of 
the unsettled conditions on the American frontier. 18 This instability 
was witnessed in phenomenal demonstrations characterized by "the jerks" 
and rolling on the ground; at times people even tried to chase what 
they supposed to be the devil from the trees of the camp meeting site 
19 by barking like dogs. When such physical extravagrances were 
States," Thorsten Sellin, ed., The Annals of the American Acade!!!l of 
Social Science, MMLVI , Philadelphia: (March, 1948), 45. 
18John Atkinson, Centennial History Of American Methodism, Inclu-
!ill. Of 1 ts Ecc 1 esi a.s.t .i ca-l .. O-rgarl-i..zat-ion .1 n .1-784- And- ill Subsguent De~ 
velopment Under The Super.inteodenc-Y of ... Francis Asbyry, 486-488. Cited 
hereafter, Atkinson, Centennial History. 
19 Bernard Weisberger, They Gathered ~ the River, 127-137. As 
a camp meeting exhorter, Peter Cartwright attempted to "remedy" the 
II· k Jer s', rather than encourage them. He regarded such demonstrations 
as hazardous by-products of the revivals. In his own words Cartwright 
" looked upon the 'jerks' as a judgment from God, first to bring sinners 
to repentance and secondly to show professors that GOD. could work with 
or. wi thout means. • • ." Peter Cartwri ght, Autob.iography of Peter Cart-
wrlght, 45, 46. Cited hereafter, Cartwright, Autobiography. For more 
about the "jerks' ~ and the earl y camp meeti ngss.ee. Lorenzo Dow, Hi story ¥ CosmoPQU te.;. _O.r_ Th.e. Four_ VD.lumes. Of Lor .. enz.o' s Jo.urnaL. Concentrated 
...!l.. One: Conta-ini nA .. H-i s. Expe.ri ence And Travels, . FrooL Chil dhood . to l.§J2, 
~elnSQpwards Of Thirty-Seven Years. Also His Polemical Writings, 138, 
39, 148, 156, 157, 177-190. ----
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, ssed in England during meetings conducted by John Wesley, he 
\<I' tne 
opposed them, and his brother, Charles, condemned such actions as 
f the dev,'l.1I20 "the works 0 
Even though many excesses took place during the formative years 
of the American meetings, the Methodists successfully used these gath-
erings to spread the doctrine of holiness and at the same time increase 
the numerical size of the church. During the first decade of the nine-
teenth century, American Methodism more than doubled its membership to 
190,666. By 1811 Bishop Asbury estimated that between four and five 
hundred of these assemblages were conducted each year. Approximately 
ten thousand persons at one time or another attended camp meetings 
lasting from nine to ten days. Asbury revealed his support for this 
method of spreading Wesleyan doctrine when he wrote: III think well of 
large meetings, camp meetings, and quarterly meetings. The more 
preachers to preach and pray, and so many of God's people and so many 
that need conversion, ••• we may hope for great things in the 
21 
nature of things. 1I 
20 Henry C. Vedder, Chur-ch. Hi story Handb_ooks, 17 vol s., Modern 
Church History from the Reformation to the Close of the Nineteenth 
Century, III, 6~- --- ----
21 Atkinson, Centennial History, 491, 508. B. H. Gorham illus-
trated the importance of the camp meeting as an institution in the 
religious life of ante-bellum America when he said: 
(1) '~hey call God's people away from their worldly business and 
cares for several successive days, thereby securing time for 
the mind to disentangle itself of worldly care, and rise to 
an undistracted contemplation of spiritual realities. 
(2) The mind of the church is assisted in the effort thus to rise 
by being held so constant and so long in contact with the 
sublime truths of revelation. 
(3) Camp meeting services are well adapted to exercise the powers 
28 
These gatherings were usually held in the backwoods during their 
early years where the necessary items for conducting such protracted 
meetings were in abundance. The essential needs consisted of a good 
Of water near the campsite and sufficient raw lumber to con-source 
struct a (temporary) stand for the preachers and cabins where the peo-
ple could stay. About twenty men usually met at the appointed site 
a few days before the camp was scheduled to commence and prepared the 
grounds for the people who came on horseback and in wagons from as far 
away as twenty miles. All classes of people normally attended the 
meetings, and, almost invariably Saturday night brought "the roughs" 
and plenty of whiskey by the keg and jug full. These men sometimes 
mocked the religious services by using whiskey in conducting "sacra-
mental meetings" in the woods surrounding the camp. They also showed 
contempt for the mourner's bench by mimicking the altar exercises. 22 
of faith and prayer of the church; and they therefore great-
ly strengthen those powers. 
(4) By calling large numbers of our ministers and people to-
gether, to labor and enjoy in concert, they improve the bonds 
of Christian union among us. 
(5) They offer to the church an admirable break upon the worldli-
ness of sunmer. 
(6) Multitudes hear the gospel at Camp Meetings who rarely or nev-
er attend church services elsewhere; and of those attracted 
to the place as they have been, by the singularity of the 
occasion, thousands have been converted to God. 
(7) Nor are these the only souls converted at Camp Meetings. 
These meetings are perhaps never held without being attended 
by persons under a painful sense of unforgiven sin, and who 
gothere with an intention, often secret it may be, but 
firmly fixed nevertheless, to avail themselves of the extra-
B 0 rd i nar_y .fad Li ties- the re a ff or.ded for s.eeld ng sa 1 va.t i on • II 
• W. Gorham, Camp Meeting Manual, ~ Practical Book For The Camp 'Ground, 
in two parts, 17, 18. 
22"Old Fashioned Camp-Meetings Versus New Fashioned," Western 
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It was not uncommon, on the other hand, at these protracted meet-
ings for such men to be converted. After conversion, they were in-
structed to go on to holiness which was sought as a separate religious 
experience and characterized as perfect love. People who claimed such 
an experience reported that they were compelled by God to surrender com-
pletely or consecrate their lives to His will; when this was done, they 
felt that the Holy Spirit filled their hearts with a perfect 10ve. 23 
Such incidents were common at most of the early camp meetings, and were 
often recorded by the advocates of Bible holiness. Peter Cartwright, 
for example, wrote in his autobiography: 
Sister S. said that the covenant had hardly been made one 
moment, when God filled her soul with divine love, so she 
did not really know whether she was in or out of the body. 
She rose from her knees, and proclaimed to the listening 
hundreds that she had obtained the blessing, • •• She 
went through the vast crowd with the holy shouts of joy, 
exhorting all to taste and see that the Lord was gracious, 
••• and scores of souls were happily born into th~4 
kingdom of God that afternoon and during the night. 
Such times were often followed by songs of triumphant praise where the 
whole congregation could manifest their adoration for Christ. A typi-
cal verse from a hymn used consisted of: 
You need not fear, the cause is good, 
Come, who will list and be a soldier; 
Christian Advocate (Cincinnati, Ohio), XL, September 17, 1873, 6. When 
such individuals became intoxicated they often attempted to disrupt the 
testimony portion of the meetings by jumping to their feet and shouting, 
"I am sanctified through and through and plumb full of bug juice." 
J. M. Keating, History of the City..2! Memphis and Shelby County, 
~ vo!s., I, 153. For advice to the rowdies by Bishop Asbury see James 
rh Fln1ey, Autobiography of Rev. James ~. Finley; Or Pioneer Life lrr 
~ West, ed., W. P. Strickland, 252, 253. 
23 , . 
Atklnson, Centennial History, 491, 492. 
24 Cartwright, Autobiography, 94. 
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In this cause the martyrs bled, 
And shouted vict~ry in the fire: 
In this way let's follow on, 
And soon we'll tell the pleasing story, 
How through Christ we gain'd the crown, 25 
And fought our way through grace to glory. 
As a result of these gatherings a large number of people received 
either forgiveness of sins or a pure heart and were carried into the 
Methodist fold. It was not uncommon to witness 140 conversions and 
eighty experiences of sanctification all in one day, and during the 
larger camp meetings it was reported that as many as 1,100 were con-
6 °f· d 26 verted and 91 sanctl le • 
250range Scott, cC>rJ1)., The New And Improved ~ Meeting Hymn Book: 
Being ~ Choice Selection Of Hymns From The Most Approved Authors, De-
signed To Aid lrr The Public And Private Devotion Of Christians, 110, 
111. 
26Wi1liam McDonald, "History Of Camp-Meetings," Advocate Of Chris-
tian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. XI, June, 1879, 138, 139; Henry 
BOehm, "Camp Meeting Eighty-Nine Years Ago," The Christian Standard And 
International Holiness Journal (Philadelphia), XXXI, November 7, 1895, 
5; James Young, cC>rJ1)., ~ History Qf The Most Interesting Events lrr The 
Rise And Progress Of Methodism In Europe And America, 371-389. Doctor 
Nathan Bangs recorded the rules normally used for the average camp meet-
ing during the first half of the nineteenth century: 
(1) "The tents are generally arranged in a circular form in front 
of the preacher's stand. 
(2) The fires for cooking are in general behind the tents, so that 
the people may not be discommoded with smoke etc. 
(3) Lamps are prepared, and suspended on the trunks of the trees, 
and on the preachers' stand in sufficient number to illumi-
nate the entire camp, and each tent must have a light burning 
in it through the night, ••• 
(4) The times of preaching are 10 A.M., and 3 and 7 P.M., notice 
of which is given by the sound of a trumpet or horn at the 
preachers' stand. 
(5) The intermediate time between preaching is occupied in prayer 
meetings, singing, and exhortation. 
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The universal success of the Methodist Camp Meeting during the 
first decade of the nineteenth century was followed by a period of re-
o dOfference One of the early ministers of the American ligiouS 1n 1 • 
church, Rev. Benjamin Lakin, in a letter of March, 1814, observed that 
there were three primary causes for this phenomenon: "(1) The confus-
ed state of affairs and the intrest G:iSJ every man takes in the events 
of the war--~ 181 ~ (2) We have preached the gospel but have been 
deficient in enforcing the doctrine of sanctification, and (3) the peo-
ple stoped Iii£] in a justified state without persueing ~ i £l holiness.11 
As a consequence, many professors of religion "have 10ss j}'i €1 that 
bright evidence of their acceptance with God they once had, and rest 
too much on general determination to serve God, • 1127 . . Bishop Asbury 
was concerned about such a situation and even admitted that he had "not 
(6) In time of worship persons are prohibited from walking to and 
fro, talking, smoking, or otherwise disturbing the solemni-
ties of the meeting. 
(7) All are required, except on the last night of the meeting to 
be in their tent at 10 P.M., and to arise at 5 A.M. 
(8) At 6 A.M., they are required to take their breakfast, before 
which family prayer is attended in each tent occupied by a 
family. 
(9) In time of preaching all are required to atten.d, except one 
to take care of the tent. 
(10) That these rules may be observed, t~ey are published from the 
stand, and a committee appointed to enforce them. 
(11) A watch is generally appointed to superintend the encampment 
at night, to keep order to see that no stragglers are on the 
ground, and t.O detect any disorderly conduct. 11 Bangs, His~ 
!9r..l.2!. Methodist Church, II, 266, 268. -
27wo 0 • 1840 11ham Warren .Sweet,. Religion 2U the American Frontier. 1783-
~' ~ v~ls., The Methodists, IV, 249. Cited hereafter, Sweet, The 
!en od1sts; taken from Journal of Benjamin Lakin, March 15, 1814, n.p. 
Jamln takin Papers, Divinity Library, University of Chicago. 
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B. W. Gorham, Camp Meeting Manual, ~ Practical Book For The Camp 
Ground, in two parts (Boston: H. V. Degen, 1854), 135. 
32 
ched sanctifi cati on strong enough .11 The bi shop, after refl ecting prea 
on the problem, vowed to proclaim holiness of heart llmore pointedly 
f 1128 than ever be ore. 
The early Methodist bishops including Thomas Coke, Francis Asbury, 
Richard Whatcoat, William McKendree, Enoch George, Robert R. Roberts, 
Joshua Soule, Eli jah Hedding, James O. Andrew, John Emory, Beverl y 
Waugh, and Thomas A. Morris
29 all supported without deviation the Wes-
leyan concept of Christian perfection and urged all the officials of 
the church to do the 
30 
same. In an 1820 letter, Enoch George, in his 
official capacity as a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, admon-
ished a presiding elder of the Genesee Conference, western New York, to 
uphold the doctrine of Chri sti an hol iness. The bi shop wlrote: 
I have been writing to the presiding elders in the New Eng-
land, New York, and Genesee Conferences on one particular 
subject; that is, to request them as far as possible to 
introduce the doctrine, spirit, and practice of holiness 
among their preachers, local and travelling, ••• that we 
may, ••• lead our people in a safe and pleasant way to 
heaven, and also that we may see our fields of labor bloom-
ing with beauty, prosperity, and glory; for we shall find a 
holy ministry and a holy people w~ll, in general, be success-
ful in gathering souls to Christ. 
28 Asbury, Journal, II, September 22, 1793, 206. 
29Matthew Simpson, ed., Cyclopaedia Of Methodism Embracing Sketches 
~~Its Rise Progress And Present Condition, 59, 234, 636, 577, 494, 760, 
3~, 814, 444, 36, 904, 631, 109. Cited hereafter, Simpson, Methodism. 
The first bishops in order of their election were: Thomas Coke (1784-
1814), Francis Asbury (1784-1816), Richard Whatcoat (1800-1806), William 
McKendree (1808-1835), Enoch George (1816-1823), Robert R. Roberts (1816-
1843), Joshua Sou 1 e (1824-18~5), Eli j ah Hedd i ng (1824-1852), John Emory 
( 1832-1835), James O. Andrew (1832-1844), Beverly Waugh (1836-1852), 
Thomas A. Morris (1836-1874), Leonidas L. Hemline (1844-1865), Elmund A. 
Janes (1844-1876), Matthew Simpson (1852-1884). Ibid. 
30Charles Munger, IIHoliness And The Methodist Episcopate,11 Advocate Qf Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. I I, January, 1871, 106. 
31Wi11iam McDonald, IIBishop George1s Lett.er To . P.r.esidingEl'ders On 
33 
When the General Conference met every four years, the bishops in 
addresses to the delegates admonished them not to neglect the their 
preaching of holiness in their local areas. In 1832 the episcopal 
leaders specifically alluded to the fact that Methodism at that time 
had few living witnesses who could honestly testify that the "b100d of 
Jesus Christ c1eanseth from all sin." The bishops continued by saying: 
IIAmong primitive Methodists, the experience of this high attainment in 
religion may justly be said to have been common: ••• " Many of the 
holiness leaders (other than the bishops) held powerful and influential 
32 positions in the church. 
Holiness," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness 
(Boston), n.s. IX, January 22, 1891, 1. 
32John Leland Peters, Christian Perfection And American Methodism, 
99, 100. Cited hereafter, Peters, Christian Perfection. "A Memorial 
To The Bishops Of The Methodist Episcopal Church On The Subject Of En-
tire Sanctification," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible 
Holiness (Boston), n.s. X, February 11, 1892,5; liThe Voice Of The 
Bishops," Ibid., XIV, March 19,1896,2,3, showed how the early 
leaders felt about entire sanctification : 
"I have constantly testified for these five and twenty years, in 
private and public, that we are sanctified, as well as justified, 
by faith. And, indeed, the one of these great truths does exceed-
ingly illustrate the other. Exactly as we are just'ified by faith, 
so are we sanctified by faith. 
John Wesley, Journal of John Wes- · 
ill, 1, 338. 
Dr. John McCl intock said: II f Methodi sm retains that doctrine 
and the experience of sanctification, the next century is ours.' 
John Wesley, Journal of John Wes-
ill, V I, 529 • . 
If Methodists give up the doctrine of entire sanctification, or 
suffer it to become a dead letter, we are a fallen people. 
Episcopal Address, General Confer-
ence, Methodist Episcopal Church, 
1824. 
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One such individual was the Rev. Nathan Bangs, who, as a young man 
d t he experience of Christian holiness. Rev. Bangs first professe 
gained prominence in the Methodist Church when he served as an elected 
delegate to the General Conference of 1808, a position which he held in 
that body until 186, (with the exception of 1848). This strong advo-
cate of Christian perfection was also responsible in 1820 for founding 
and writing the constitution of the Missionary Society of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church. Bangs held the offices of vice president, sec-
retary, and treasurer of that society for sixteen years. In addition 
to these duties he was appointed by the General Conference of 1828 to 
be editor of both the Methodist Magazine and the New York Christian 
Advocate. The latter was founded in 1826 and was one of the most influ-
ential nineteenth-century Methodist periodicals. The most lasting con-
tributions of Bangs, however, were his published works which were a de-
fense of primitive Wesleyan doctrine. 33 
The doctrine of entire sanctification constitutes a leading fea-
ture of original Methodism ••• Be assured, brethren, that if 
our influence and usefulness, as a religious community, depend 
upon one thing more than any other, it is upon our c~rrying out 
the great doctrine of sanctification in our life and conversation. 
When we fail to do this, then shall we lose our pre-eminence; and 
the halo of glory which surrounded ••• our sainted fathers, will 
have departed from their unworthy sons. 0 brethren, let your 
motto be "Holiness to the Lord." 
Episcopal Address, General Conference 
Methodist Episcopal Church, 1840. 
W~ would ••• exhort you, dear brethren, that the doctrine of ~­
~ sanctification, or entire holiness, be not confined to our 
standards; but that it may be a matter of experience in our hearts. 
Episcopal Address, General Conference, 
Methodist Episcopal Church, 18,2. 
The 33Si~son, . Methodi sm, 8" 86. Bangs works inc 1 uded: ~ Hi story Of ---.~thodlst Episcopal Church; The Necessity, Nature, and Fruits.Q!. 
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Another Methodist whose work may have had a more lasting effect 
Bangs on the doctrine of Christian holiness and its propagation than 
was the Rev. Timothy Merritt. This man entered the Methodist ministry 
in 1796 as a member of the New England Annual Conference and was re-
sponsible for publishing the Guide To Christian Perfection, the first 
Methodist periodical wholly dedicated to the propagation of Wesleyan 
holiness. This magazine first appeared in Boston i 'n July, 1839. Dr. 
James Porter, who knew Merritt as a personal colleague, said of him: 
'Father Merritt' ••• lived and died untitled by man, he 
possessed those enviable qualities which titles, alas too 
often! falsely indicate. He was a learned man, a man deep-
ly read in divinity and philosophy, critical in his observa-
tions, powerful in his analyses, of untiring application, 
deeply experienced in the things of God, always exhibiting 
the fruits of ~ne Spirit by the patience of faith and the 
labor of love. 
Dr. Abel Stevens, one of the principal historians of nineteenth-cen-
tury Methodism, left a fitting memorial to Timothy Merritt when he 
wrote: liThe great doctrine of Christian perfection was his favorite 
SanctiJi.cation: A Series Of Letters To A Friend; The Present. State, 
Prospects, and Re-;ponsibi1Uies of the Methodist Ei?"iScopa1 Church: 
!1!h.!.!l Append-ix of Ecc1esias.tica1 Statistics; The Reformer Reformed: 
2!.! se.cond part oJu The Errors of Hopkinsianism Detected and Refuted: 
Being an Examination of Mr. Seth's Williston's "Vindication of Some 
2f. t~e-most Ess.en.t-iaCDoctrine of the Reformation"; The Erro~ of Hop-
kinslan-ism Det.ect.ed and Refuted: In Six Letters to the Rev. S .•. W-i1li-
s~on, . Pastor -of. tha 'Pi=esbyterian CiiUrCh""in Durham-;-!:!. y.; An. Exami na-
tl0n ~the D-O.ctdnaof Predestination: As Contained in a S.ermon, 
P~~ched in .. Burl in.9=tOO";" Vermont, .2:i Danie-l-Haske1; Letters to Younq 
Hln1sters--OJ the Go.spel: On the Importance and Method of Study; The 
life .2f. James Arminius, D.O.; A Di scourse on Occasion of th.a .Dea.th. of 
!be, ReverendWilbur_uFi sk-; President of theWes 1eyan UnTVer:s::r.ty; u The-
~v.lewer Answered:u ~ The Discipline and Useages of the Methodist Epis-
~~. ~hur.ch, Defended Against the Attacks of the Christian Specator; 
- YJndlcation of the Methodist Episcopacy. 
G' 34Geor.ge Hughes., Fragrant Memori es Of The Tuesday Meet i ng And The 
~1~I2 Holiness, And Their Fifty Years Work For Jesus, 164. Cited 
ereafter, Hughes, Fragrant Memories. 
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theme· 
He was a living example of this truth.,.35 
Two lay persons, however, Dr. Walter C. and Mrs. Phoebe Palmer, 
the most highly respected and influential holiness advocates were 
within the ranks of American Methodism. As a physican in New York 
City, Dr. Palmer, with his wife, was responsible for leading literally 
thousands of people into the experience of Christian holiness.
36 
The Palmer family as early as 1835 encouraged their close friends 
to propagate the doctrine of Christian holiness in every possible way. 
It was the sister of Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Sarah Langford, who during the 
summer, was instrumental in combining the Ladies Prayer Meetings of two 
New York Methodist congregations into an extra-ecclesiastical meeting 
for the promotion of holiness. Not long after this was accomplished, 
Phoebe Palmer received the blessing of entire sanctification and as 
a result assumed the responsibility of conducting these gatherings 
each Tuesday in her home. 37 
It was during the same year (1835) that Mrs. Langford also sug-
gested to the Rev. Timothy Merritt that he publish the holiness period-
ical, the Guide To Christian Perfection. Almost all of 'the material 
in the early issues of the Guide consisted of testimonies to the reali-
ty of Christian holiness as a second experience obtained through faith 
in Christ. The majority of such statements of ',fai,th were ~sl:lp~Hied ,by 
3S lbid ., 135. 
36 
. George Hughes, The Beloved Physican, Walter I., Palmer, t1.Q., 
~nd ~ Sun-Lit Jou.rney to the Celestial fi1x., 164, 167. Cited 
ereafter, Hughes, Beloved Physican. 
37TimothyL. Smith, Revivalism And Social Reform, American Prot-
!.,stani sm .2!l the Eve of the Civi 1 War-;-T05. 
37 
b Palmer, who recorded them as they were first verbally given Phoe e 
"Tuesday Meeting for the Promotion of Holiness." This group during the 
1 Cnmnosed of hundreds of Methodist ministers, two bishops, ul timate y .... ,... 
and three men who would later assume that office, received instruc-
tion toward "heart purity" when they attended the weekly meetings 
held in the parlor of the Palmer home. By the end of the long evan-
gelistic career of the Palmers in the l880s, 238 Prayer Meetings, such 
as they had established in New York, were meeting weekly. There were 
fifteen of these meetings in Philadelphia, fourteen in Boston, twelve 
in Baltimore, seven in Toronto, Canada; and in addition six in other 
foreign countries. 38 The more influential men who attended and re-
ceived instruction at these gatherings developed into an inner circle 
of holiness advocates within the general body of American Methodists. 
These individuals, both men and women, along with the Palmers kept 
the "banner of holiness to the Lord ever displayed" whereby their num-
bers were greatly multiplied to constitute a company of leterally 
thousands. 39 
The Bible doctrine of entire sanctification was restored to the 
focal point it had enjoyed during the early years of Methodism while 
under the leadership of the Palmers. They travelled extensively in the 
United States, England, and Canada conducting revival meetings. In the 
winter the doctor stayed in New York and attended to his medical prac-
tice while she went on evangelistic tours. In the summer, however, 
38Hughes, Fragrant Memories, 30-35, 97. 
Holi 39George Hu~hes, '.'Days Of Power In The Forest Temple," Guide To il7.ness And Revlval MlsCellany (New York), 0.5. LXIV, October, 1873, 
38 
P lmer J"olned her in tent-meetings and revivals where he always Dr. a 
"counted it a privilege to tell the people about the boundless love 
of Ch d st. ,,40 
They both possessed the necessary attributes for such a work, in-
cluding warm sensibility and a mild temperament. The doctor himself 
was a remarkable public reader, and when it came time for the congre-
gational hymn to be announced, he would stand and read the verse be-
fore it was sung, interposing significant remarks as he read. After 
the song Mrs. Palmer would give a clear Bible lesson generally per-
taining to Scriptural holiness. When she had finished, her husband 
would exhort the people to come forward to the mourner's bench and have 
faith in God to fill the needs of their hearts. The following exem-
plifies such an exhortation: 
Shall we not give ourselves up fully to God, that His will 
may be done in and by us? We shall pass this way but once, 
and shall we not seek the enduement of power? Our calling 
is a high and holy one. Jesus has committed to his people 
the great and important work of making Him known wherever 
we go. He says, 'Go ye into all the world and preach the 
Gospel to every creature' • •• It will be according to 
our faith. 4 Will we be found among the number of Jesus' wi tnesses? 1 
Frequently in these evangelistic services, it was reported that 
the Spirit of God was manifested through the conversion of sinners 
and the sanctification of believers in such a way that people lost 
track of time. At such meetings it was recorded that no fewer than 
fifty persons usually presented themselves at the altar to seek the 
the fu-ll "bap_tismof fire." The extensive influence of the Palmers 
40S" 6 6 'mpson, Methodism, 91, 92. 
41 Hughes, Beloved Physican, 167, 168. 
39 
,
Ollustrated by one woman who travelled fifty-six miles by stage 
was 
for the purpose of bringing an unconverted relative to one of their 
religioUS services. During one typical summer campaign, Mrs. Palmer 
or
ted that not less than two thousand were converted or sanctified 
rep 
at meetings she and her husband conducted. 42 
Wesleyan doctrine was most effective when the " rev iva1 fi res" 
were burning; people could be more easily convinced of their need for 
justification and sanctification under such circumstances. During the 
whole of the nineteenth century, these revivals came and went within 
American Methodism; and much good was accomplished, and, no doubt, 
many people remained true to God through their influence. In certain 
areas of the country, however, revivals were sometimes conducted by 
evangelists, who unlike the Palmers, relied on their own personalities 
to influence the people rather than letting God convict them of their 
sins. When such circumstances prevailed over a period of years, the 
people became skeptical about the inner life. Charles Finney, a noted 
nineteenth-century evangelist and advocate of Christian holiness, said 
that he visited areas in New York state (lithe burnt-over <;Iistrict") 
where "revival fires" had left the field of labor "so blistered by 
constant revival flame that no sprout, no blade of spiritual life, 
could be caused to grow; only the apples of Sodom flourished in the 
form of religious ignorance and a tendency to free love and spiritual 
affiniHes. 1I43 
Two other equ.ally important circumstances were responsible for the 
-
42 1b O d 
--L., 
43 
J. L. 
after. Neve , 
172-177 • 
Neve,_ Churches. and Sects Of Chri stendom, 398. 
Churches and Sects. 
Cited here-
40 
• 1 decline of the Methodist Church between 1830 and 186,. The 
spin tua 
. partly evolved from the continuing prosperity of the country 
deC11ne 
which to a certain extent was influenced by a steady trend toward in-
creased industrial development of America, and therefore, the people be-
came more and more wealthy. This situation was referred to by Nathan 
Bangs in 1837 when he asserted: liThe Methodists are becoming more and 
.are wealthy, and are therby in danger with others of being swallowed 
up 'with the cares and riches of the world. III These conditions were 
not conducive to the fostering of Christian perfection, and as a result 
thi s principal teaching of early Methodism, according to Rev. Bangs, was 
in many cases "we 11-ni gh swa 11 owed up ina welter of other 
considerations.,,44 
The principal controversy, however, that plagued not only the 
Methodists but all the major Protestant Churches in America from 1830 to 
1865, was the issue of Negro slavery. The Methodists, because they 
tended to be emotionally inclined concerning moral and religious issues, 
were more easily affected by the highly excited climate which accom-
panied the slavery controversy. This fact combined with a rigid struc-
tural form of ecclesiastical government precipitated a schism in 1844 
which divided the Methodist people, North and South, into two distinct-
ly separate religious bodies. 4, 
-
44 
Peters, Christian Perfection, 100. 
45 l~. John Nelson Norwood, The Schism in the Methodist Episcopal Church 
CftE;d' ~ Studl of Slavery and Ecclesiastical Politics, preface, 4. 
hereafter, Norwood, Schism. 
CHAPTER I I I 
DECLINE OF HOLINESS IN METHODISM 1830 TO 1865 
As early as the 1784 inception of American Methodism, rules were 
drafted into the discipline which governed the institution of slavery. 
Accordingly, any Methodist who refused to free his slaves, unless the 
state in which he lived forbade it, was to be denied the elements of 
the Lord's supper and expelled from the church. 1 This rule or eccle-
si astical law was established in accordance with the views of John 
Wesley on the subject. He believed that slavery was one of the 
greatest evils a Christian could fight, and in his 1774 book, Thoughts 
~ Slavery, Wesley utterly denounced men who argued the necessity of 
cont inuing so evil an institution and described American slavery as 
2 
"the vilest that ever saw the sun." 
The actions of the 1784 Conference reflected the ideological im-
pact of the American Revolution which asserted the "unalienable rights" 
of all men, and was also in accordance with the stated purpose of Amer-
i can Methodism to "reform the Continent and to spread scriptural holi-
ness [ reedo§] over these 1ands.,,3 Rev. Jesse Lee, the first historian 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church and a strong advocate of Christian 
perfection, said the language of the early conference was "too strong 
1 Donald G. Mathews, Slavery and Methodism ~ Chapter in American ~ra1it~lZ80-1845, 10. Cited hereafter, Mathews, Slavery. 
2 John Wesley, Thoughts Upon Slavery, 35. 
3lee, Methodists, 91. 
41 
42 
d calculated to irritate our people and not convince them of their an 
114 
mi stakes. 
The first two bishops, Francis Asbury and Thomas Coke, along with 
the other leaders of early Methodism, were as strictly opposed to human 
bondage as they were in favor of Bible holiness. Bishop Asbury as 
early as 1780, however, IIspoke to some select friends about & posin:g) 
sl ave-keeping, but they could not bear it." Inmediately following the 
"Christmas Conference ll of 1784, Asbury recorded that he IIfound the 
minds of the people greatly agitated with our rules against slavery." 
By 1798 Asbury came to the conclusion that II s 1avery will exist in the 
(!outfil perhaps for ages.,,5 Thus, he showed his awareness of the im-
possibility of doing away with slavery without antagonizing the slave-
holders. Asbury was convinced that slavery should be regulated and 
f inally destroyed, but as an ardent defender of Christian holiness, 
he was determined not to allow the actions of the early conferences to 
hinder the preaching of the Gospel. The bishop felt that Christianity 
would "soften" the masters and "sweeten the bitter cup" of slavery for 
6 the Negro. Over a period of years, therefore, the Methodist Episco-
pal Church gradually eased its initial stand against slavery. 
4History of the Organization of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South: Comprehending ~ the Official Proceedings of the General Con-
~rence; the Southern Annual Conferences, and the General Convention; 
~th ~ Other Matters As Are Necessary to a Right Understanding of 
.!be Case, I ntro., III-V 1-.- -- - - -
5MethOdist Quarterly Review, 1876, o.s. LVI I I, D. D. Whedon, ed. 
294. 
F 6Asbury, Journal, I I I, 160. Francis Asbury to George Roberts, 
ebruary 11, 1797. Conference rules regarding slavery appeared in ~OU9hts On Slavery by John Wesley written in 1774 and republished in 
Fract form by the American Anti-Slavery Society in 1839, 85-89. 
OUr years before the M. E. Church was organized the Conference 
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In direct proportion to their laxity on the South's "peculiar 
'tution" Methodism gradually stopped stressing the importance of 
ins t1 
-
condemned slaveho1ding in the following terms: 
.IIThe Conference acknowledges that slavery is contrary to the 
laws of God, man and nature, and hurtful to society: CONTRARY 
TO THE DICTATES OF CONSCIENCE AND TRUE RELIGION and doing what 
we would others should do unto us; and they pass their disappro-
bation upon all our friends who keep slaves and advise their 
freedom. ' 
1784 
At the time the church was organized 'every member who had slaves 
in those states where the state will admit freedom shall after no-
tice given him by the preacher within twelve months (except in 
Virginia, and there within two years) legally free his slaves.' 
Every person, ••• who will not comply ••• shall withdraw from 
our society within twelve months. 'Those who buy, sell, or give 
them away, unless on purpose to free them shall be expelled im-
mediately.' 
1785 
The minutes stated that th~y abhorred the practice of slavery and 
would not cease to seek its destruction. 
1835 
Some years after the above period the discipline contained the 
rule: , 
We declare that we are more than ever convinced of the great 
evil of slavery and do earnestly recommend to the yearly 
Conference, Quarterly Meetings, and to those who have the 
oversight of these Districts to be cautious of persons they 
admit. They are directed to draw up the gradual emancipation 
of the slaves to those states in which no general laws have 
been passed. 
The General Conference condemned 'all abolition movements.' The 
Baltimore Conference has 'virtually declared the slave, trade in-
nocent, and the Georgia and Sout h Carolina Conferences declared 
that slavery is not a moral evil.' 
1837 
The Baltimore Conference said the general rule in reference to 
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fec tion This was because the doctrine of holiness empha-Christian per • 
h Conceptional idea of spiritual freedom and as such was total-s i zed t e 
l y contrary to both the intellectual and physical bondage of slavery. 
southern Methodism, as a result, was never as strong as the Northern 
branch of the church on the subject of Bible holiness; few Southerners, 
therefore, professed "perfect love toward God and man" while holding 
their fellow human beings in bondage. 7 
'buying and selling men, women, and children should be taken, 
construed and understood, so as not to make the guilt or inno-
cence of the accused to depend upon the simple fact of purchase 
or sale of any such slave or slaves, but upon the attendant cir-
cumstance of cruelty, injustice, or inhumanity •••• ' 
The South Carolina Conference requested the publication of a ser-
mon that maintained that God has 'instituted' 'authorized,' 'rec-
ognized,' 'justified,' and 'sanctioned the principles and prac-
tice of slavery.' 
That God now approves of the present enslavement of the Africans 
and their descendants. 
That Christians may lawfully hold slaves. 
That admitting slavery to be a sin 'ministers have no right to 
pronounce it to be so.' 
That the Jews were allowed by God, to buy those as slaves, whom 
they knew to have been kidnapped. 
Slavery may exist universally and forever, without any evil, ••• 
1838 
At the Conference the following resolution was adopted: 
'Whereas, we hold that the subject of slavery in these United 
States is not one proper for the action of the church, but is 
exclusively appropriate to the civil authorities; therefore, 
Resolved, that this Conference will not intermeddle with it, 
farther than to express our regret that it has ever been in-
troduced in any form, into anyone of the judicatories of 
the Church. '" 
7Sweet, 1h£ Methodists, IV, 150, 160. 
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The numerical strength of Methodism in North America prior to 
h less was largely confined south of the Mason-Dixon line 1810, nonet e , 
and the Ohio River. This was evidenced by the fact that in 1776, out 
of a total of 4,922 members eighty-nine percent lived in the Southern 
The main reason for this was that when the American Revo-colonies. 
lution took place, the Congregiona1ists of the New England colonies 
and the Presbyterians of the middle colonies cast their loyalty with 
the revolutionaries. In the South where the Anglican Church was pre-
dominant, these two groups had few supporters, and when the war went 
against the English, the Anglican clergy pulled out, leaving a vacuum 
8 
which the Methodists were able to fill successfully. By 1818, how-
ever, it was obvious to most Methodists in the South, based on compara-
tive statistics (114,569 - South and 115,058 - North), that they had 
1 h ' '1 "t 9 ost t elr numerlca superlorl y. 
The stagnated lack of growth of Southern Methodism compared to 
the supporters of Wesleyan theology in the free states of the North 
largely resulted from a steady migration of Virginia and Carolinan 
residents to the Northwest Territory. These Methodists left their 
homes to resettle in the Ohio and Indiana Territories because, they, 
as strong advocates of Christian holiness, were ardently opposed to 
slavery. John Sale, a presiding elder of the Ohio district and one of 
the founders of Methodism in the Cincinnati area, substantiated this 
in a February 20, 1807, letter to his brother, a resident of Virginia. 
Rev. Sale asserted: liThe purity (11olines:iJ. of our doctrines is to our 
8 Neve, Churches and Sects, 384. 
v 9Emory Steven Bucke, ed., The History of American Methodism, 3 
ols., 11,83. Cited hereafter, Bucke, Methodism. 
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P
erity as the main spring of a watch is to its constant runing 
pros 
l1icJ ." He continued by saying that the residents of Ohio did not 
have to contend with the contamination of slavery and as such "1ive 
as well as those of Virginia and better as it respects • peace 
and tranquil1ity.1I Another Methodist, Frederick Bonner, who moved 
from Virginia to Ohio during the first decade of the nineteenth-cen-
tury, praised the virtues of his new home in July, 1807, because, as 
he said, "when once planted here our chi 1dren are saved from the harm-
ful practice of trading their fellow creatures in the manner I under-
stand some of our friends have done in {iirginilJ , 11 10 • • 0 
Even though most Methodists living in the free states of the North 
were opposed to human bondage, they were by no means united on a suit-
able method for its destruction. During the first three decades of the 
nineteenth century, the majority of such individuals, especially those 
who advocated Christian holiness were in favor of gradual emancipation 
for Negroes and their removal to Liberia in Northern Africa. 11 There 
was nevertheless, in the New England states a small but determined 
group who opposed gradual emancipation and advocated immediate freedom 
for all slaves. The fundamental declaration of this group proclaimed: 
slavery is a sinful and criminal institution for which the 
nation ought immediately to repent; second, that the slaves 
'ought instantly to be set free, and brought under the pro-
tection of the law'; third, that colonization could be no 
substitute for1~he immediate and total abolition of 
slavery_,. _0 . • _ • 
10 . Sweet, The Methodlsts, IV, 160, 184, 196, 260. 
11 Mathews, Slavery, 91. 
12 H. Shelton Smith, In His Image, But ••• Racism in Southern 
~ligion, 1780-1910, 740 
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° dividua1s, because of their unbending suppor t for the immediate 
such In 
0tOon or destruction of Southern slavery found very little encour -
abOl1 1 
t among the Methodists prior to 1830. This was particularly true 
agernen 
among those persons favoring the Wesleyan doctrine of Christian per-
fection. 13 Many advocates of Bible holiness by the early l830s, none-
theless, became convinced of the inadequacies of gradual emancipation 
and accordingly were converted in growing numbers to the abolitionist 
ideology. Such a development split the perfectionists' ranks within 
14 
American Methodism. 
The fundamental principles of abolitionism as a moral protest 
against the evils of Southern slavery were dramatized by such individ-
ua ls as Theodore Dwight Weld, the Tappan brothers, and William Lloyd 
Garrison. By the late 1830s Garrison through the pages of his even-
tual1y influential newspaper, The Liberator, had become the predom-
inant spokesman for the radical abolitionist element. This publica-
ti on which first appeared in 1831 on a weekly basis was almost singu-
larly responsible for winning many prominent Methodists, who supported 
the doctrine of "perfect love," to the point of view of the 
aboli ti oni sts. 15 
The most prominent Methodists won to extreme Garrisonian aboli-
t ionism were the Revs. LaRoy Sunderland and Orange Scott. These men in 
1831 openly opposed colonization or the removal of Negroes to Africa. 
Sunderland, the more aggressive of the two, all but severed his 
13Mathews, Slavery, 145. 
14 Norwood, Schism, 29, 30. 
15W"1 1 liam L. Garrison, "To The Public," The Liberator (Boston), 
I , January 1, 1831, 1. 
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. with the conservative holiness faction in 1833 by taking 
aff;1iatl0n 
Ctive part in the organization of the American Anti-Slavery Soc-an a 
The leaders of this movement, including Garrison, supported the iety. 
doctrine of Christian perfection. Garrison revealed his strong per-
fecHonists leanings in 1837 through a poem entitled "Christian Rest." 
What is rest? It is to be 
Perfect in. love and holiness: 
From sin eternally made free; 
Not under the law, but under grace; 
Once cleansed from guilt, forever pure: 
Once pardoned, ever reconciled; 
Once healed, to find a perfect cure; 
As Jesus blameless, undefi l ed; 16 
Once saved, no more to go astray; ••• 
The majority of Methodist leaders, however, looked on the American 
Anti-Slavery Society as nothing more than a puppet organization which 
Garrison and his extremist colleagues founded in order to create dis-
cord within the established church. Sunderland and his Methodist as-
sociates, because of their association with the radicals of the Na-
t i ona1 Anti-Slavery Society, were distrusted by the episcopal leaders; 
16 
Wendel Phillips Garrison and Francis Jackson Garrison, William k10yd Garrison 1805-1879 The Story Of His Life Told ~.till Children, 
vols., II, 1835-1840, 153, 154. Sunderland and Scott were awakened to 
t he condit~on of the "Black bondsmen" in the Southern states through 
~ Liberator combined with other writings which included Thoughts 2rr 
Af~ic~n Colonization: ~~ Impartial Exhibition of the Doctrines, 
Prln~lp1es, and Purposes of the American Colonization Society by 
Garrlson; The Anti-Slavery Examiner No. ~ and Slavery and the Internal 
Slave ~ in the United States by Theodore Dwight Weld; and American 
Slav~rtAs ~~: Testimony of ~ Thousand Witnesses published by the 
Amen~an An~i-~lavery Society. A graphic description related by Sarah 
M. Grlmkee confirmed that while traveling in South Carolina she saw 
a human head stuck on a pole beside the road. Upon inquiry, she learn-
ed that it was the head of a runaway slave who had been shot, his head 
severed, and put along the public highway to serve as a deterrent to 
other Blacks contemplating such action. Such stories along with the 
~nera1 lack of visible action on the part of the Methodist Episcoap1 
urch stimulated Sunderland and Scott to adopt an extreme course of 
~~ti?n. Theodore Dwight Weld, comp., American Slavery As 11~: 
... 
st1 mony £i~ Thousand Witnesses, 23, 77. 
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the gulf between the ultra and conservative holiness 
the church progressively widened. 17 
i n consequence, 
facd ons within 
Four Methodist ministers, along with Sunderland, publicly assailed 
the church in 1835 for ignoring the Ilunjust, violent, and oppresive" 
system of slavery. Their accusations appeared in the February 4, 1835, 
i ssue of the Methodist publication, Zion1s Herald, and marked the incep-
ti on of a long and bitter conflict between the Methodist episcopacy, 
supported by official church magazines and the leaders of Wesleyan ab-
o 0 18 01 i t 1 om sm. Such antagonists, in order to attack the Methodist bis-
hops, accused the editor of the Christian Advocate And Journal, Dr. 
Nathan Bangs, of "apo10gizing for the enslavers of the human species 
and attempting to justi fy the system. '1 Bangs denied that he justified 
sl avery and explained that he hated the IIdisease but could not approve 
the prescription of the physicans. 1I The IIphysicansll or abolitionists 
di d not limit their assult on Methodism to its official publications 
but also relied on pamphleteering and independent magazines. 19 
Rev. Orange Scott, as one of the prominent Wesleyan advocates of 
immediate Negro emancipation, issued an anti-slavery pamphlet in 1836 
wh ich drew an inmedi ate response from the conse'rvative group. The pam-
ph1et was officiaLly censured as containing many "pa1pab1e fa1sehoods " 
17 Edward D. Jervey, "LaRoy Sunder 1 and, Zi on I s Watchman, And Metho-
dis t Disunion 1830-1844,11 17, 18. In 1839 the American Anti-Slavery 
Soc iety republished a small pocket-size edition Thoughts On Slavery by 
N
John Wesley. This 'tactic, no doubt, had a profound effect on many 
orthern Methodists. 
18 
E Abram D. Merri 11 et a1., IIAn Appeal to the Members of the New 
Hng1and and New Hamshire Conferences of the M. E. Church," Zion1s 
_era1d (Boston), VI, February 4, 1835, 14. 
19 
(N Nathan Bangs, IIA Great Mistake," Christian Advocate And Journal 
ew York), IX, February 20, 1835, 102. 
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h d "st General Conference which met in Cincinnati, Ohio, in by the Met 0 1 
wM1e the de legates at the conference condemned lithe great 
of slavery" by a vote of 123 to 15, they also "disclaimed any evils 
right, wish or intention, to interfere with slavery as it exists in 
th;s country. 11 20 
It was in response to such attitudes that the first radical Wes-
leyan abolitionist periodical, Zionls Watchman, appeared on January 1, 
1836, in New York City. The basic perfectionists nature of this paper 
was revealed in the first issue when its editor, LaRoy Sunderland, 
stated, "we shall never speak or write what we believe to be true, but 
'in love! III Rev. Sunderland made this statement as he called for an 
open and "peacefu1" discussion of the complicated issue (slavery) that 
confronted Methodism. 21 By November, 1839, the editor of the Watchman 
reported that the magazine was accomplishing the work for which it was 
intended. liThe Methodist Episcopal Church no longer sleeps over the 
condition of nearly three millions of slaves in the Christian land. 
The attention of her ministry and members, East, West, North, and 
South has been aroused and directed to the consideration of this great 
evil.,,22 According to Rev. Orange Scott, the Watchman which had 
a circulation of about six thousand in 1839, was responsible for 
"abolitionizing the Maine Conference and regenerating others mainly in 
20 
Lucius C. Matlack, The History of American Slavery and Metho-
dism! .f.r.2m l.Z§Q.!2. 1849; and Hi story of the Wes 1 eyan Methodi s t Con-
~~ctl0n 2f America, 139-142. Cited hereafter, Matlack, American 
aver~!n& Methodism. 
21 
LaRoy Sunderland, "0ur Object," Zionls Watchman (New York), 
I, January 1, 1836, 1. 
22 
LaRoy Sunderland, "Prospectus," Ibid., IV, November 30, 1839, 190. 
,,23 
Mew England. 
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As a result of the increased trend toward abolitionism in the 
Church, Southern Methodists, even though they were not openly Morthern 
in favor of slavery, adopted the stand that the church should not dis-
or interfere with the "peculiar institution." This was reflected cuss 
in a resolution passed by the Georgia Annual Conference of 1838. It 
resolved: "1 •••• that slavery as it exists in the United States is 
not a moral evil. 2. That we view slavery as a civil and domestic in-
stitution and one with which, as ministers of Christ, we have nothing 
t o do, further than to ameliorate the condition of the slave by endea-
voring to impart to him and his master the benign influences of the re-
,,24 
• • 1igion of Christ, • 
The Methodist episcopacy supported the Southern view by admonish-
fng all members, and especially the ministers of the church, not to be 
drawn into the slavery controversy. In many of the Northern annual 
conferences during the years 1836 to 1842, the Methodist bishops effec-
tf vely employed their ecclesiastical position and prestige to avoid the 
question of slavery and preserve the unity of the church. 25 
Ministers like Orange Scott and LaRoy Sunderland refused to aban-
don their views on abolition which they believed were founded on prin-
Ci ples set forth in the Bible and in Wesleyan doctrine. Because of 
23Lucius C. Matlack, The Life Of Rev. Orange Scott: Compiled From 
Hi s Personal Narrative, Correspondence, And Other Authentic Sources Of 
Information, in two parts, 125, 126. Cited hereafter, Matlack, Orange 
! cott. 
24 Bucke, Methodism, 27. Quoted from Orange Scott, "Appeal to the 
Methodist Episcopal Church," The Wesleyan Anti-Slavery Review, 1838, 17. 
25 
Sweet, Methodism, 237, 238, 240. 
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. these men were tried at least six times prior to 1840 by differ-
th1S, 
Methodist annual conferences on charges ranging from II' immoral and ent 
unchristian conduct'll to II'falsehoods, defamations, and misrepresen-
. ,11 26 tat1on. 
The seventh and last trial charged Rev. LaRoy Sunderland with sl-
andering Bishop Joshua Soule, who had reportedly said that he never ad-
vi sed the IIliberation of any slaves, and thought he never would. 11 The 
editor of the Watchman responded to the supposed statement of the bis-
hop by publishing a poem which reflected the highly electrified state 
of the controversy. 
Receive this truth--deep, dark thy stai~! 
Thy very soul is tinged with blood! 
Go, do thy first works o'er again; 
Go, cleanse thee in thy Savio~5's blood! 
Deborah 
This last verse of the poem was brought to the attention of the New 
York Annual Conference, and as a result, that body preferred charges 
of slander against Sunderland at the New England Annual Conference of 
wh ich he was a member. 28 
Bishop Soule presided at the trial in which he allowed Rev. C. A. 
Davis, prosecutor, to present slanderous articles written by Sunderland, 
whi le he would not permit the defendant to read a letter published in 
the ~ York Weekly Messenger in which Davis reportedly called Sunderland 
an UNPRINCIPLED LIAR.II When the defendant tried to present the Weekly 
26 LaRoy Sunderland, IIEditor 's Tr ial,11 Zion's Watchman (New York), 
V, April 11 , 1840,105. 
27 IIPoetry To Bishop Soule,1I Ibid., IV, September 21, 1839, 152. 
28 
L LaRoy Sunderland Manuscript Statement, made April 22, 1872. 
~Roy Sunderland Manuscript, New Englnad Methodist Historical Library, 
ston, Massachuetts. 
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r article in his own defense, the bishop ordered him to stop. 
",ssenge 
- ho sunderland retorted that he would publicly read the controver-To t 1S 
1 tter "in spite of all the bishops in the land." Soule then se-sal e 
verely rebuked him by saying: Illn all my experience and in all my 
intercourse with my fellowmen, I have this to say, that LaRoy Sunder-
land is the fi rst man that ever dared to speak to me in that manner .11 
sunderland shouted back, "I thank God, Sir, that you have lived long 
enough to find one man who wi 11 tell you to you r face what many other-s 
29 
say of you behind your back. 11 
Years later (1881) Lucius C. Matlack confirmed that the arraign-
.nt of abo 1i ti oni s ts before the annua 1 conferences "c 1 othed them wi th 
the sacredness of martyrdom, and awakened misgivings,11 on the part of 
the average Northern Methodist. 30 The manner in which charges were 
preferred against the leaders of Methodist abolitionism combined with 
the lack of positive action on the part of the church was instrumental 
29Matl ack, AIlIeri can Sl avery and Methodi sm, 250-254; IIJotham Horton 
Ind Orange Scott, "Seventh Tri a 1 Of The Edi tor [12 Roy Sunderl and lOf 
Zion's Watchman," AIlIeri can Wes 1 eyan Observer ([owe 11, Massachusetts), 
I, July 23, 1840, 97-100. The defense of Sunderland before a full ses-
sion of the New England Annual Conference lasted nearly four hours. He 
~s not forbidden by Bishop Soule to read the Davis letter as stated by 
L. C. Matlack, but was instructed by the Bishop at the end of four 
hours to conclude his defense. This was, no doubt, the point and issue 
over which Sunderland and Soule openly quarrelled not over the content 
of the defense of Sunderland. Compare the Matlack account with the 
Horton and Scott account, Ibid. 
30 -
oLucius C. Matlack, The Antislavery Struggle And Triumph In The 
Method1st Episcopal Church, 18, 19. This statement of Matlack was sup-
port~d in a letter in which one anti-slavery proponent bewailed the in-
justlce of the proceedings of the annual conferences. He concluded his 
statement by saying, "I have little hope of justice being awarded you 
Or t~at favor will be shown you, when I think how strongly those are 
COII'lIl1ted who are to act against you." "Editor's Trial," Zion's Watch-~ (New York), V, March 28, 1840, 51. · 
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d
' Orange Scott, LaRoy Sunderland, and Jotham Horton to with-
in lea 1n9 
f 
om the Methodist Episcopal Church in November, 1842. 31 
draw r 
A neW and separate ecelesiastical organization known as the Wes-
od ' t Connection of America was formed as a result in May, leyan Meth 1S 
, Utica, New York. This new church was subdivided into six con-
1843, 1n 
covering a geographical area extending from Maine to Michigan. ferences 
1
'nception it had six thousand members; eight months later the At its 
number had grown to fifteen thousand. The Wesleyan leaders asserted 
they were not withdrawing from anything essentially pure Wesleyan holi-
ness, but from the episcopacy and slavery, both of which they believed 
32 
to be anti-scriptural. 
The official periodical of the new church, The True Wesleyan, 
fi rst appeared on January 7, 1843, in Lowell, Massachusetts. It was 
published weekly by the Rev. Orange Scott with an annual subscription 
33 price of two dollars. The magazine condemned the moral evils of 
31Jotham Horton, Orange Scott, and LaRoy Sunderland, "Withdrawal 
from The M. E. Church,·· The ~ Wesleyan (Lowell, Massachusetts), 
' ,January7, 1843, 1. 
32Matlack, Orange Scott, 209-215. According to Lucius C. Matlack 
as many as 105 stationed ministers along with approximately seventy- ' 
f ive hundred lay members withdrew from the Wesleyan Connection within 
a period of eighteen months following the end of the Civil War and the 
consequent permanent abolition of American slavery. Matlack and the 
majority of those who left the Wesleyan Connection reaffiliated them-
selves with the Methodist Episcopal Church where many became active par-
t! cipants in the National Camp Meeting Association and the holiness re-
vl val that swept across North America during the last half of the nine-
teenth century. Lucius Matlack, IIAmerican Wesleyans,·· The Methodist 
H9me Journal (Philadelphia), I, October 26, 1867, 340. 
33 . 184 John B. Hall, ··Terms,·· The ~ Wesleyan (Boston), I, May 20, 
3, 77. American Wesleyan Observer (Lowell, Massachusetts), 
~:nuary 2, 1840 _ August 13, 1840, along with the New England Christian 
.,v?Cate (Lowell, Massachusetts), January, 1841 - ?, acted as the im-
~dlate predecessors to The True Wesleyan. All three of these pub1ica-
ens had strong perfectionist leanings, but because of the excited 
55 
which Scott asserted were cont rary to the Christian "law of 
slavery 
(holiness). Scott emphasized the importance of Christian per-love" 
,ection when he 
tions ~ave~ 
said: "We have taken high ground on the moral ques-
of the day. Our lives will be critically examined, our 
moti ves scanned. Our only recourse is to live down opposition. This 
we cannot do without personal holiness.,,3
4 
The withdrawal from Episcopal Methodism by many Northern members, 
and their formation of the Wesleyan Connection had a profound effect on 
the parent body. As a result when the next Methodist General Conference 
convened in New York City on May 1, 1844, many Northern delegates, 
especially those representing the New England Area Annual Conferences, 
were determined to censure the slave-holding Methodists of the South. 35 
When it was revealed that a Southern bishop, James O. Andrew, 
owned two Negro slaves, the issue of human bondage could no longer be 
pushed aside as not being relevant to the church. The majority at the 
conference, by a vote of 116 to 60, refused to accept the Southern ar-
gument that Bishop Andrew, who was a resident of Georgia, was not re-
qui red to emancipate his slaves. Andrew was instructed in the words 
of the conference to "desist from the exercise of his office so long 
state of the slavery controversy, the Wesleyan doctrine of perfect love 
was seldom mentioned specifically in their columns. 
34 Jotham Horton and LaRoy Sunderland, "Christian Holiness," The 
True Wes 1 evan (Bos ton), I, Apr ill 5, 1843, 59. 
C ~5NorwoOd, Schism, 59-63. Dr. William Capers, leader of the South 
1·rol1na delegation, confirmed the consequential importance of the Wes-
heyan secession when he asserted: "It is not worth while to split the 
fai r which divides the present 'conservatives,' as they call themselves, 
r~ the abolitionists of a few years ago. Anything short of the most 
~a l d and fanatical abolitionism is called conservative." William 
tapers, "Letter From Dr. Capers," Southern Christian Advocate (Charles-
on , South Carolina), VI I, May 24, 1844, 198. 
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t ~ve-holdi~ remains.,,36 The investigation 
.5 the impedimen ~ 
which resulted in the public censuring of Bishop Andrew lasted from 
J 8, 1844, and culminated in what was referred to as the MaY 20 to une 
Pl an of separation. According to this plan, the Methodist Episcopal 
h a long with its properties was to be divided North and South of Churc 
the Mason-Dixon line and the Ohio River. When the majority of the 
Northern annual conferences met, they refused to endorse such a plan. 
Their vote was sustained by the 1848 General Conference which also 
rejected the 1844 Plan of Separation. 37 
The predominant attitude of most Northern Methodists after the 
formation of the Wesleyan Connection and the schism which split the 
church was well stated in 1852 by Daniel Wise, editor of Zion's Herald. 
''We are for peace and purity," he asserted, Ilbut towards slavery we 
cannot show aught but undisguished abhorrence. Our only business with 
it , shall be to seek its 'extirpation' by all judicious and prudent 
38 
means; especially from the Church of Christ. 11 
Because the Northern Church would not recognize the Plan of Sep-
.ration, the leaders of the Church, South, felt they had no other al-
ternative but to turn to the civil courts. In August, 1849, judicial 
36 Journal of the General Conference 1844, I I, 75-78, (1800 Georgia 
legislation prohibited emancipation in any form except by legislative 
enactment). 
~7Bucke, Methodism, 56-62. For a contemporary account of events ~nmed1atelY prior to and during the 1844 General Conference see lIThe 
..:tional Anti-Slavery Convention," Niles National Register (Baltimore, 
GerYland), o.s. LXIV, September 16, 1843, 47; lIThe Methodist Episcopal 
.. ~era1 Conference,11 Ibid., LXV, May 18, 1844, 192; William Davis, 
e Southern Convention," Ibid., LXVI, July 13,1844,311. 
380 . 1 . !Ie ame Wise, "The New Editors Greetings,11 Zion's Herald And 
__ s levan Journal (Boston), XXII I, July 7, 1852, 2. 
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i 
was initiated in the United States Circuit Court of New York 
act on 
h New York branch of the Methodist Book Concern, and in against t e 
June, 1852, another suit was filed in Cincinnati against the Ohio 
BoOk concern. The New York case was decided in favor of the Church, 
SoUth, 39 but the Ohio case had to be carried all the way to the Uni-
ted States Supreme Court (William A. Smith v. LeRoy Swormstedt) which 
tn 1853 reversed the decision of the lower court and ordered the Book 
Concern property divided. 40 The bitterness stimulated by the Methodist 
chi sm of 1844 and the Book Concern controversy that ensued were hard-
ly conducive to the fostering of the Wesleyan doctrine of Christian 
holi ness or IIperfect love." 
There was, however, a small group of holiness advocates who re-
fused to become entangled in the slavery controversy. The leading fig-
ures within this group included Dr. Walter C. and Phoebe Palmer who 
played a primary role in perpetuating the doctrine of Christian perfec-
tton during the turbulent years when the slavery controversy was so 
hotly debated. The many writings of Mrs. Palmer on the subject of 
llperfect lovell proved very popular. The Way of Holiness (1845) appear-
ed tn as many as thirty-six different editions and by 1851 had sold 
twenty-four thousand copies. It was translated into the French and 
German languages, while Faith and Its Effects (24th ed., 1859) was 
. -
translated into the German. Other popular works distributed abroad 
39Sweet, Methodism, 256-267. 
31 40William A. Smith v. LeRoy Swonnstedt,57 U. S. (16 Howard), 288-
3 (1853). The suit was filed by William A. Smith as the appointed 
~ep~esentative of the Church, South against LeRoy Swormstedt and John 
S·tt owers , agents of the Book Concern at Cincinnati. Also see R. 
v~. ~' ~ Methodist Church Property ~ Henry~. Bascom and Others 
-- _eorge Lane and Others. 
included: Entire Devotion (20th ed., 1859), The Promise of the Father 
) Incidental Illustrations (1855), and Four Years in the Old (1 859 , ~~~-
~ (1867). In addition to her writings Mrs. Palmer and her husband 
conducted revivals and camp meetings along with the Tuesday prayer 
they had held in their New York City home since the summer of 
_ dngs 
1836. 
41 
This remarkable couple in 1859 demonstrated their dedication to the 
cause of Christian holiness in foreign lands as well as at home by be-
ginning a four-year tour of Great Britian and Europe. During their 
stay in the "Old World" the Palmers held religious services in most of 
the major cities of England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland. The report-
ed number of conversions at Sunderland, England, alone was 1,011 with 
200 receiving "heart purity." These results typlified the acceptance 
of the Gospel as presented by Dr. and Mrs. Palmer. When the couple re-
t urned home in 1863, they found the doctrine of "perfect love" general-
ly neglected, even among the Methodists, because of the hatred stimula-
ted by the Civil War. 42 
This is not to say that Bible holiness became altogether extinct 
during the war years. Wesleyan teachings were at times emphasized even 
among the men in the armies, especially those of the Union. This was 
wi tnessed in May, 1864, among soldiers in the Third Division of the 
41 Hughes, Fragrant Memories, 4,5, 10-15, 183; Hughes Beloved 
PhYsican, 243. 
42 
Ibid., 189-205. Some of the cities the Palmers visited includ-
ed: Belfast, Coleraine, Antirim, Bellaghy, Ireland; Sunderland, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Carlisle, London, Stroud, Lynn, Banbury, Oxford, Roch-
~ale, Macclesfield, Sreffield, Liverpool, Madeley, Leeds, Birmingham, 
anchester, Nottingham, England; Brigend, Cardiff, Merthrtydvil, Aber-
gavenny, Blanina, Aberdare, Wales: Glasglow and Edinburg, Scotland. 
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XIV corps • It was reported that during their religious services as 
.any as 450 sought Christ and l50received baptism. Those converted 
ganized into interdenominational associations by the ministers were or 
h Christian Commission and Chaplains of the 10th Kentucky and of t e 
17 Ohio Regiment. Among such "bands" entire sanctification or "holi-
nesS of heart" was thought of as being indispensib1e to the Christian 
li fe. A July, 1865, account in the Guide stated that several men of 
t he 18th Illinois Regiment had reportedly bound themselves together in 
order lito worship God in Iperfect love and to sound the Gospel trumpet 
of holiness." Because of the devotion of this small Christian band 
(el even members), there was a general awakening in their detachment, 
and many of their comrades found Christ. 43 But the war-time revivals 
were only a prelude to what was to come when the soldiers returned 
44 
hane. 
4311Reviva1 In Call1>," Guide To And Beauty Of Holiness (Boston), 
0 .5. XLV, June, 1864, 21; "How A Revival May Be Realized In Church 
COIrmmities And In The Army," Ibid., XLVI, December, 1864, 137, 138; 
"Ernest Christian Band, Religion In The Army," Ibid., XLVIII, July, 
1865, 30. A tent generally was set aside for religious activities and 
many times " sma l1 bands of praying men could be heard encouraging one 
another to fight the good fight of faith." Many men became Christians 
as a result of such meetings, and when they returned home they could 
recall with gratitude the sacred moments thus spent in the tent of the 
chaplain or under the soft sky of summer or around the camp-fires of 
winter. "Camp Life At The Relay," Harpers New Monthly Magazine (New 
York), XXIV, December, 1861 to May, 1862, 628-633. 
44Dona1d W. Dayton and Lucille S. Dayton, "An Historical Survey 
of Attitudes Toward War and Peace within the American Holiness Move-
~nt,1I 13, 14. Holiness leaders serving as chaplains in the Union Army 
lnc!Uded among others: Alfred Cookman, John S. Inskip, Gilbert Haven, 
UC1~S C. Matlack, Milton L. Haney. Inskip was later elected the first 
p~esldent of the National Camp Meeting Association for the Promotion 
: Chri~tian Holiness and said he "felt assured of Divine aid, and 
Geemed lt a privilege to sacrifice for his country and the glory of 
lod . l: William McDonald and John E. Searles, The Life Of Rev. John 1. 
Hb~~l~, President Of The National Association For The Promotion Of 
-- lness, 136. Cited hereafter, McDonald and Searles, Life Of Inskip. 
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The tragedies of war impressed upon the people of the North the 
for a spiritual awakening. This need was voiced during the 
necessity 
Methodist General Conference of 1864 when the bishops said: 
It becomes us, dear Brethren, to humble ourselves in the 
dust in view of our manifold sins, individual and national. 
We are yet, it may be feared, a haughty people; and God 
will humble us. • •• Let God, our heavenly Father behold 
us in tears and confidence before his throne, pleading 
night and day, through the Redeemer, for the outpouring of4 the Holy Ghost upon the church, the nation, and the world. 5 
The religious awakening called for by the bishops was not long in 
coming and was comprehensively reported by such Wesleyan periodicals 
as t he ~ To Holiness. Dr. Palmer purchased this independen t maga-
zine in July of 1864 from the Rev. Henry V. Degen. Within two years 
the subscriptions had increased from 16,000 to an estimated 30,000. 
These figures were not totally indicative of the outreach the Guide 
enjoyed, because it was generally read by the members of one family 
who then passed it around to neighbors and friends. Revivals and camp 
meetings received much attention especially those in which entire 
anctification was emphasized. 46 
Such emphasis was the exception rather than the rule at Methodist 
camp meetings immediately following the Civil War, and, therefore, when 
"heart purity" was stressed at the Seavi 11e Camp Meeting (Cape May 
County, New Jersey) in 1865, it received wide coverage in many of the 
45George Hughes, Days Of Power l!l The Forest Temple. A Review .Qf. 
The Wonderful Work Of God At Fourteen National ' Camp-Meetings, From.l§.2l 
h l8Z2, 34. Cited hereafter, Hughes, Days Of Power. 
46Hughes, Fragrant Memories, 172-180. Dr. Palmer acquired a sec-
ond periodical, The Beauty Of Holiness in 1864 about the same time he 
Purchased the Guide To Holiness. He consolidated these two Wesleyan 
p~pers and appointedlhis wife editor. The yearly subscription price 
~ anged from $1.00 to $1.25 because of economic inflation stimulated 
y the Civil War. 
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h Periodicals. In 1866 at the same camp meeting, the main em-churc 
• was again placed on the experience of entire sanctification, 
phas lS 
ordi ng to Rev. George Hughes, the grounds were 1 i tera 11 y "swept 
and, acc 
h 1 f' f h ,,47 Following the Civil War, clean of sin by 0 Y lre rom eaven. 
many Methodists felt the need for holding camp meetings completely 
dedicated to the cause of Christian perfection, and the results re-
d t the Seaville Camp Meeting in 1865 and 1866 only strengthened porte a 
thi s desire. The Rev. John A. Wood in 1865 was the first man to pro-
pose publicly such a camp meeting. The suggestion of J. A. Wood was 
picked up by the Rev. William B. Osborn and presented to Rev. John S. 
Inskip as a matter for prayer on April 16, 1867. Inskip later recorded 
in his diary the important points of his meeting with W. B. Osborn: 
"We knelt together, and in all Godly sincerity, implored divine guid-
ance and help. We prayed, waited, wept, and believed, and the heaven-
ly glory came upon us; and, therefore, it was no longer a question of 
doubt as to whether a camp meeting for the promotion of holiness should 
be held." A call signed by thirteen Methodist ministers including 
John Inskip, was issued through the more prominent Wesleyan church pe-
ri odicals for an organizational meeting to be held on June 13, 1867, 
.t the Methodist Book Room in Phi1ade1phia. 48 
-
47 
Hughes, Days .Qf. Power, 37-39. 
48 
MCDonald and Searles, Life Of Inskip, 185-188. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PRINCIPLES OF HOLINESS REVIVED, 1865 TO 1880 
The meeting called for the specific purpose of organizing a holi-
ness camp convened as scheduled on June 13, 1867, at the Methodist Book 
Room in Philadelphia. Dr. George C. M. Roberts of Baltimore, Maryland, 
acted as chairman, and Rev. John Thompson was secretary. Because of 
the great solemnity of the occasion, each person present was asked to 
lead individually in prayer before the meeting was called to order. 
An eyewitness at these proceedings reported that the glory and power of 
the Holy Spirit was manifested in such a way "as to convince them all 
hat God had taken the affair in His hands, " • • • I twas deci ded, 
therefore, that a national camp meeting for the promotion of Christian 
holi ness should be held that summer from July 17 to 26 at Vineland, New 
1 Jersey. 
The assemblage convened on schedule and was officially dedicated 
to the cause of Christian holiness by Rev. Inskip. The meeting was in-
terdenominational in scope and was attended by Presbyterian, Baptist, 
Episcopalian, Lutheran, Friends, and Methodist ministers. The spirit-
ual fervency of those in attendance was demonstrated during an early 
.,rning "love feast" (testimony meeting) when in approximately two 
hours as many as 325 persons publicly testified to the "redeeming" and 
"sanctHying" power of Christ. According to Rev. George Hughes, 
-
1 
God ~. McLean and J. W. Eaton, eds., Penuel; Or Face To Face With 
--.t 10. Cited hereafter, McLean and Eaton, eds:;iPenue-l-.------
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and affirmations of faith could have been recorded if more time 
, thoUS 
be n allotted. The convocation ended in "tears, songs, and shouts" h,d e 
. when hundreds of people rose to their feet to symbolize their 
of JOY 
dedication to the cause of Christian holiness. On the last day of the 
h Congregation as a whole voted that a committee should be es-c.' t e 
t,blished to select a proper site for a . subsequent ·. natiornalcamp to be 
held on the second Wednesday in July, 1868. During the final evening 
ervi ce "a canopy of celestial glory reportedly covered the encampment" 
,nd "no less than fifty people were converted ... 2 
Because of the strong and unanimous support of the people for an-
other national camp meeting, the promoters of the Vineland Gathering 
t at the close of the final service and formed a permanent associa-
tfon to be known as the National Camp Meeting Association for the Pro-
tion of Christian Holiness. It was fittingly organized in a tent 
with its members kneeling in a circle during the whole proceedings. No 
new written by-laws were drafted for this organization, but its founders 
relied on the basic doctrinal statements in the discipline of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church. The official charter members incl~ded: John 
S. Inskip (president), William McDonald (vice president), George Hughes 
(secreta ry), James W. Horne, J. E. Cookman, I. R. Dunn, Alfred Cookman, 
B. H. Adams, William H. Boole, W. L. Gray, G. A. Hubbell, A. McLean, 
William G. Osborn, James Thompson, S. Coleman, C. C. Wells, 
G. C. Roberts, W. T. B. Clemm. 3 
2 
Of Ho ~eorge Hughes, liThe Vineland Encampment," The Guide To And Beauty 
__ hness (New York), o.s. LlI, September, 1867,91-93. 
3 
whe McL~an and Eaton, eds., Peneul, Intro., 6-15. On camp grounds 
e~ re.Natl0nal Meetings were held, its members, as previously arranged, 
erclsed complete control, and, therefore, all non-essential 
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Bishop Matthew Simpson was the first Methodist episcopal leader 
t On a National Camp Meeting for the Promotion of Holi-to participa e 1 
S 
The bishop with his family, attended the Vineland Gathering 
nes • 
where his son, Charles, sought and found Christ as his personal Sav-
After the camp ended, the boy returned home where it was dis-four. 
covered a few months later that he was terminally ill. The final 
words Charles spoke constituted a lasting memorial to the work of the 
National Association: "Mother, shall bless God through all eternity 
for the Vineland Camp Meeting.··4 
The second National Camp Meeting for the Promotion of Christian 
Holiness was held in the Dutch community of Maneheim, Pennsylvania, 
from July 14 to 23, 1868. One of the most pronounced manifestations 
of divine power witnessed during this ten-day gathering came when the 
Rev. Alfred Cookman publicly delivered his spiritual autobiography. 
activit ies on the Sabbath including train travel, gate fees, and any 
type of sports were forbidden. This was illustrated in 1889 when ' 
II National Meeting was scheduled for Ridge View Park, Pennsylvania. 
Before the meeting commenced, however, it was learned by the officials 
of the National Association that the local authorities planned to al-
low trains to stop and to charge gate fees at the camp mee~ing on the 
Sabbath. The National Association leaders responded by saying that 
under such circumstances they were "compelled by every consideration 
of honor, justice, and religion to recall the appointment, and ther-
fore, no National Camp Meeting was to be held at Ridgeview Park." 
Wil1ia'!l McDonald, "Ridgeview Park Carrp-Meeting Recalled," The Chris-
Sian Wltness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n ~ s. VI I, 
July 18,1889,1, William McDonald, "Ridgeview Park Camp Meeting Re-
c
XX
·lled , •• ~ Christian Standard And Home Journal (Philadelphia), 
III, July 18, 1889, 9. --
4 
McDonald and Searles, Life Of Inaki), 193; Hughes, Days Of Power, 
67hl69. Rev. Matthew Simpson-(l810-1 84 was elected a bishop of the th! odis! ~piscop~l C~urch at the 1852 General Conference. He held 
C. ~ POsltl0n untl1 hlS death thirty-two years later. George R. ~~~, ~ Life Of Bishop Matthew Simpson Of The Methodist Episcopal 8it~fi (1.90). For a more recent account see Robert C. Clark, Life Of 
____ ew~ Slnpson, (1956). 
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Cookman spoke "men allover the grounds fell under the mi ghty As Rev. 
f God II and, according to a newspaper correspondent present, power 0 , 
unds of spiritual victory rang over the campground through the the SO . 
5 A result of such manifestations it was reported on the night. s a 
fi rst Sunday that at least twenty thousand persons along with some 
three hundred ministers were on the grounds at Manheim. Because of 
the great interest demonstrated by so many people combined with the 
large number of re1ig,ious experiences reported, the leaders of the 
Nat ional Association scheduled a third camp meeting for the following 
summer specifically to promote Christian ho1iness. 6 
The Troy Conference Camp Ground near Round Lake, New York, housed 
the third National Camp from July 6 to 16, 1869. This site was 10-
cated on the Rensa1ear and Saratoga Railroad Line about mid-way be-
tween Troy and Saratoga Springs, New York. Again Bishop Simpson 
5E• W. Kirby and Adam Wallace, "Manheim! The Great National Camp 
Meeting," The Methodist ~ Journal (Philadelphia), II, July 25, 
1868, 232-237; E. W. Kirby and Adam Wallace, "The Great National Camp 
Meeting Closing Experiences," Ibid., August 1, 1868,243, 244; E. W. 
Ki rby, "A Scene At The Nati.ona1 Camp," Ibid., August 22, 1868, 265; 
Henry Bascom Ridgaway, The Life Of Rev. Alfred Cookman, 351. Alfred 
Cookman (1828-1871) one of those-Wh0-5igned the call for a meeting to 
be held in P.hi 1adelphia for the purpose of organizing the Vineland 
Camp Meeting, faithfully attended all the subsequent National Camp 
Meetings until his death. The last business meeting in which Cookman 
participated was in October, 1871, after which he returned to Ocean 
Grove where his health progressively deteriorated. On November 13, 
1871, Rev. Cookman departed this life with a stirring eulogy to the 
redemptive and sanctifying power of Christ: "Everything is so quiet 
and peaceful. All is well. Jesus is coming closer and closer, I 
l1li sweeping through the gates washed in the blood of the lamb." ~f Shop Randolph Foster stated that Cookman was the most sacred man he ~d ever known in his thirty year episcopacy. Ibid. See William 
Donald, ~ Sketches of Rev. Alfred Cookman.--
6 
And "~he Great National Camp Meeting ~nheii!il ," Guide To Holiness 
___ !evlval Miscellany (New York), o.s. LIV, September, 1868, 81-91. 
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"th ten to twelve presiding elders and some five to seven 
attended Wl 
hundred ministers. Approximately eight hundred tents were set in an 
1 fashion along broad, well-defined avenues which gave the tent order Y 
community the appearance of a small city.7 Dr. Dallas D. Lore, edi-
the Northern Christian Advocate when reporting his impressions tor of 
of the Round Lake Gathering said: 
The religious character of the National Camp Meeting just 
closed was all that a Christian could desire. It is pro-
fessedly a one-idea meeting; but that idea is a great and 
grand one--ho1iness to the Lord. Purity of heart, the 
cleansing power of the atonement, sanctification of body, 
soul and spirit, were set forth as the privi1egg and duty 
of all, and urged with a true Christian spirit. 
Another holiness association patterned after the National Group 
was organized in 1869 at Ocean Gr ove, New Je rsey. The primary dif-
ference between the Ocean Grove · and the National Association was that 
the latter did not use the same camp ground each year. On the other 
hand, the people at Ocean Grove purchased lots and built permanent 
cabins on their own 230 acre seaside camp ground. The purpose of the 
Ocean Grove Association was to further Christian perfection and at 
7George Hughes, "Nationa1 Carll> Meeting," Ibid., o.s. 'LV, April, 
1869, 117-119; George Hughes, "Third National Camp Meeting At Round 
lake, N.V. July 6th to 16th," Ibid., June, 1869, Supplement, 1-4. 
Each church was urged to bring its own prayer tent and to be prepared 
to pay one cent per square foot for ground. Any church not owning 
fts own tent could rent one by giving advance notice. Tents plus 
;urnishings rented at a median cost (medium tent - $7.00, double bed -1~·50, wash pan and stand - $1.00 and looking glass - $.50). 
--.Ut. 
8 
V Dallas D. Lore, "Nationa1 Camp Meeting," Northern Christian Ad-l~;te (Auburn, New York), XXIX, July 1, 1869, 205; Ibid., July 15, 
o ,220, !bid., July 22, 1869, 228, 229i-Jiughes, Days Of Power, 722. c~ · ~~~y Rldgaway said that "no society ~tiona1 Carll> Meeting Asso-ftatl~"was ever more in accord with primitive Christian custom as to 
If s Orlgln and organization, or could be more sirll>le and exact in its lf~ o~ more thoroughly Catholic in its animating Spirit." Ridgaway, 
-...!...f Cookman, 324. 
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the same time furnish Christian families with a retreat just five 
hundred yards from the sea. No individual could buy more than two 
(thirty by sixty) lots at a cost of fifty dollars each. Such 
a rule was enacted, according to the founders, to curtail specula-
tion which they asserted, was contrary to the whole purpose of the 
. 9 
calll> meet 1 ng. 
The New Jersey Legislature granted a charter to the Ocean Grove 
Association on March 3, 1870, describing it as a "permanent camp 
meeting ground and seaside resort." This is not to say that Ocean 
Grove resembled other ocean-front amusement areas, because the offi-
cials of the association meticulously planned the religious activi-
ties of each day. There generally was a prayer meeting scheduled be-
fore breakfast, a testimony or experience meeting at mid-morning, and 
preaching services before and after lunch in the evening. In addi-
tion to a rigidly structured day, no activities condemned as immoral 
in the discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church, such as drinking, 
using tobacco, dancing, cursing, and card-playing were allowed. 
9El1wood H. Stokes, comp., Ocean Grove, Its Origin And Progress, 
The Annual Reports Presented ~ The President, To Which Are Added Oth-
!t Papers Of Interest, Including List Of Lot-Holders, Charter, ~­
Laws, 9-11,14-16. Cited hereafter, Stokes, Ocean Grove Origins. The 
most lasting contribution of William B. Osborn (1832-1902) to the 
cause of Christ was his work for the propagation of heart purity. He 
was responsible for helping to establish three holiness camp meeting 
assOCiations--The National Association in 1867, Ocean Grove Associa-
t~ in 1869, and the International Association near Niagara Falls in 
1 • Osborn entered the ministry at the age of twenty-five as a 
~er of the New Jersey Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
n 1875 he wen L to India as a missionary. While there he simultan-
=ous1 y f!lle~ the p~sition as presiding elder for both ~he Bombay and 
adras d1str1cts wh1ch covered a geographical area of f1fteen hundred ~iles long and seven tO~i9ht hundred miles wide. James M. Buckley, L~e Rev. W. B. Osborn Obituary' ," Christian Advocate (New York), 
XVII, September 18, 1 02, 148~ 
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d 'ng to an 1883 article in the New York Sun, such strictness, at Accor , -- --- --
"
n part, contributed to the spiritual success and beauty of the least 
10 
Ocean Grove Camp. 
The success and popularity of these assemblages were evidenced 
in the fact that at anyone time from May 15 to October 30 as many as 
ten thousand people of all major Protestant denominations were on the 
grounds. In 1881 the Guide To Holiness reported that approximately 
fifteen hundred participated in a sacramental meeting held at Ocean 
Grove, at the same ten-day meeting some five hundred confessed conver-
sion, three hundred sanctification, and seventeen hundred said they 
11 
were benefited spiritually by attending the services. At the close 
of such assemblages those in the congregation were often invited by 
the association president, Dr. Ellwood H. Stokes, to shake hands with 
their "neighbors" and according to the editor of the Ocean Grove 
Record, lithe scene was one that beggared description. The quiet 
Quaker, the staid Epsicoplian, the opinionated Baptist, the rigid 
Presbyterian, the solid Lutheran, the noisy Methodist, were one 
lOMorris S. Daniels, The Story Of Ocean Grove, Related in the 
Year 2f its Golden Jubilee, 34-36; Simpson Methodism, 162. 
11"ln The Groves," Guide To Holiness And Revival Miscellany (New 
York), o.s. LXVI I I, October, 1881, 120. The reports indicated by 
these figures pertaining to the work at Ocean Grove as reported in 
Wesleyan periodicals such as the Guide were not the exception but 
rather the rule year after year. For these reports see "Ocean Grove 
Ca...,-Meeting Association of the Methodist Episcopal Church," and "In 
The ~roves, Ocean Grove," Ibid., n.s. XII, March, 1870, 99; "Camp-
Meet,ngs, Ocean Grove," Ibid., o.s. LX, September, 1871, 94; George ~8ghes, "Services At Oce~n Grove,1879," Ibid., n.s. XXXI, October, 
x/9, 116-119; George Hughes, "God Among Hi s Peop 1 e," I bi d. , 
G VII, October, 1882, 122; George Hughes, "The Home Field, Ocean 
Hrove ," Ibid., o.s. LXXIV, October, 1884, 121; George Hughes, "The 
~vest Field, Ocean Grove," Ibid., o.s. LXXVI, October, 1885, 124; 
lX~ge Hughes, "Our Camp-Meeting Tour, Ocean Grove," Ibid., 
, October, 1887, 315. 
I ' 
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ding to our Lord's prayer. As Bro. Inskip ' wou1d say: Iyou accor 
couldn't tell which from tlother.11112 
Such protracted meetings were held by varied interest groups 
which among others included the Women1s Christian Temperance Union, 
the young Men's Christian Association, and the regularly scheduled 
annual camp meeting of the Ocean Grove Association. Accommodations 
for those who attended these gatherings included hotels, cottages, 
and tents. Hotel costs varied from ten to fifteen dollars per week, 
and cottages were eight to twelve dollars per week. Individuals who 
wanted to rent one of the six hundred tents belonging to the associa-
tion and eat at the camp cafeteria could get by on as little as 
a dollar per day for both board and room. 13 
However, as early as 1870 the physical facilities at Ocean Grove 
were largely underdeveloped. "Great sand heaps, stubby trees, and 
tangled briars were in abundance. 11 The first auditorium where re1i-
gious services were held was nothing more than a few pine trees with 
a canvas tabernacle nearby for shelter in case of rainstorms. 14 One 
of the first improvements made was the laying of road beds for the 
12Adam Wallace, liThe Annual Love-Feast," Ocean Grove Record 
(Ocean Grove, . New Jersey), VI II, August 26, 1882, 1. The Central 
Christian Advocate, an official Methodist periodical, also vividly re-
ported this meeting. W. B. Hardman, "Six Thousand At A Love Feast," 
Central Christian Advocate (St. Louis, Missouri), XXVI, September 27, 
1882, 315. 
13 
"Ocean Grove, II Chri sti an Advocate And Journal (New York), LlI, 
June.14, 1877,373; Ellwood H. Stokes, "Ocean Grove: The Christian 
s(eaS1de Resort," Ocean Grove A Record Of Religion And Recreation, 
Ocean Grove, New Jersey), I I~ July 8,--1876, 305. ---
1411L 
etter From Dr. Levy. Ocean Grove, N. J. June 23, 1894," ~ Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. 
II, July 5, 1894, 12.--- --
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streets. 
Main Avenue ran from the Turnpike to the sea (west to east) 
d S some sixty feet wide. an wa Ocean Avenue paralleled the sea for ap-
"mately fifteen hundred feet and proXl like all the other roadways at 15 
Grove had gravel sidewalks on either side. ocean , 
-
l5stokes, Ocean Grove Origins, 16. Important facts to be remem-
bered about the Ocean Grove Camp-Meeting Association by Dr. Stokes: 
(1) "Cottages, erected by private individuals, in considerable 
numbers, can usually be rented for the season. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(]) 
(8) 
(9 ) 
Stages for Ocean Grove connect at Long Branch and Squan, 
with all trains, until such times as the Rail Road shall be 
completed, when passengers will be landed a few hundred 
yards from the Camp-Meeting circle. 
Every thing needed by house-keepers, either in furniture, 
provisions, or country produce, can be purchased at Ocean 
Grove as cheaply as elsewhere, without the trouble and cost 
of transportation. 
The water at Ocean Grove is superior, and inexhaustible. 
Lots at Ocean Grove are leased for 99 years, subject to re-
newal without expense, if conditions are complied with. 
Lots are sold to Ministers at reduced rates. 
All the proceeds from the sale of lots, and other incomes 
at Ocean Grove are devoted to the payment of lands, and the 
improvement of the same. The individual members of the 
Association receive no benefit whatever. . 
Lots can not be occupied for purposes other than as Summer 
residences without the written consent of the Association. 
Lots can not be transferred from one party to another with-
out the written approval of the Association. 
(10) Cottages can not be occupied longer than from the 15th of 
May to the last of October, without the written consent of 
the Associ ati on. 
(11) Boating and bathing are prohibited during the hours of 
public worship, through the ten days allotted to the Camp-
meeting. 
(12) Boating and bathing are prohibited at all hours on all 
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As the years passed one change after another was made until the 
r
esembled a well developed community with broad avenues and c. 
1 t of water, and two fresh water lakes which bounded the parks, P en y 
camp ground on the north and south. A new auditorium 225 by 61 feet 
was dedicated in July, 1894, and cost approximately sixty thousand 
dollars. It was designed to accommodate ten thousand people comfor-
tably, and according to Dr. E. H. Stokes, the acoustics of the 
structure were such "that a pin dropped at one end of the building 
could be heard at the other end. 1I16 
Some of the wealthier and more influential people who owned 
property at Ocean Grove including Walter C. Palmer, built large 
homes. The summer home of the Palmers was situated on Ocean Avenue 
where from the upper piazza on warm summer evenings they could sit 
and observe the immense "surf meetings" of some ten thousand people. 
According to those present it seemed the "voices of praise, prayer, 
and testimony wafted by ocean breezes, told of scenes of moral 
Sabbath days. 
(13) The gates at Ocean Grove are kept open on Saturday nights 
until 11 olclock, up to which time all are welcome. They 
are then closed until Monday morning. 
(14) When the Sabbath dawns, stillness prevails except for the 
occasional sound of sacred songs blended with fervent 
prayer. You hear no clatter of wheels, no loud conversa-
tion: you feel in your very soul a spirit of repose. 
This is a real Sabbath." Ibid., 7, 67. 
1611L Ch. . et~er From Dr. Levy, Ocean Grove, N. J. June 23, 1894," The 
jj~lstlan Wltness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. XI I, 
E~lY 5, 1894, 12. For comments made during the dedication service see 
~ H. Stokes, "Greetings From President Stokes JALiditorium Dedi-~a;4 of[] , II Ocean G rove Record (Ocean Grove, New Jer seyy, XX, Ju 1 Y 7, 
, 1, 2. 
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,,17 The doctor as well as his wife spent as much time at grandeur. 
the Grove as their busy evangelistic and publishing schedules would 
allOW. From 1878 when they became semi-retired until the death of the 
l·n 1883, the Palmers spent each morning during the summer doctor 
months holding religious services at Ocean Grove. This was made 
possible by the special invitation of the association president, Dr. 
Ellwood stokes. Here on July 22, 1883, Dr. Palmer died. IIFor more 
than thirty years he lived an exemplary life of Christian holiness. 
Each morning he expressed an attitude of praise, and his last words at 
ni ght were I The God of peace I or I The peace of God be wi th you. 111 18 
Dr. Palmer spent hundreds of hours and travelled thousands of 
miles as an evangelist before his death. One of the busiest and most 
productive campaigns he and his wife conducted was during the summer 
17Hughes, Beloved Physican, 290-293. It was customary for 
a "surf" meeting to be conducted each Sunday at 6 P.M. One of the 
most requested hymns sung at these gatherings was "All Hail the Power 
of Jesus l Name" which could be found in the special Ocean Grove song 
book. To those seated on the shore, the stirring anthem combined 
with the rolling surf seemed to foretell of a future day when as a 
part of the glorified Church of Christ, they would "Crown Him Lord of 
all." Stokes, Ocean Grove Origins, 67; J. N. Fitzgerald, C. H. Yatman, 
Tali E. Morgan, eds., Let All The People Sing. For Choir And 
Congregation Ocean Grove Christian Songs, 3. 
18George Hughes, "Memorium, Death of Walter C. Palmer," Guide 
To Holiness And Revival Miscellany (New York), o.s. LXXII, August, 
1!83, 65-100--. --Rev. George Hughes (1828-1904) was a char~er member and 
the first secretary of the National Camp Meeting Association which 
h~ld its first camp meeting ' at Vineland, New -Jersey. Rev. Hughes con-
t1nued the work of Walter C. Palmer as editor of the widely circulated 
periodical, Guide To Holiness. In addition to The Beloved Physican, 
~Jter £. Palmer, tl.Q. and His Sun-Lit Journey to the Celestial City; 
he wrote and p;ubli shed Days Of Power ill The Forest Temple, ~ Revi ew 
~The Wonderful Work Of God At Fourteen National Camp-Meetings From ~~~; Fragrant Memories Of The Tuesday Meetings And The Guide 
19 Ho11ness ~ Their Fifty Years l Work For Jesus. Several of his 
~e~ns have been published, and their main theme was always Bible 
011ness. Whols Who ill America (1897-1942), 500. 
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of 1870 when they travelled allover the United States holding meet-
. uch widely separated places as Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Red ings 1n 5 
k Minnesota; Kansas City, Leavenworth, Lawrence, and Oswego, ROC , 
• and Sacramento, California. 19 Kansas, 
The stay of the Palmers at the Oswego District Camp Meeting 
proved profitable. This meeting lasted from July 26 to August 4 and 
was held near the terminus of the Southern branch of the Pacific Rail-
road about one mile from Oswego. Approximately fifty ministers in-
cluding Dr. and Mrs. Palmer, attended the camp conducted especially 
for the promotion of Bible holiness. People from allover the dis-
trict were on the grounds where it was reported that fifty individ-
uals received conversion and another fifty sanctification. Because 
of such great and almost unexpected success, the services were con-
tfnued in the local Methodist Church at Oswego after the scheduled 
ten-day camp ended. While the Palmers were at Oswego, they also 
helped to organize a weekly Tuesday Meeting for the Promotion of 
Christ ian holiness patterned after the one they conducted in their 
20 
own horne. 
The encouraging results reported at the camp meeting along with 
the continued interest stimulated by extra-ecclesiastical assemblages 
(Oswego Tuesday Meetings) caused the supporters of Christian holiness 
19Richard Wheatley, The Life and Letters of Mrs. Phoebe Palmer, 436. 
20 
f J. R. Jaques, "Camp Meeting Of The Oswego District, Kansas Con-
Xerence ,11 Guide .I2. Holiness And Revival Miscellany (New York), n.s. 
CIII, .September, 1870, 88, 125. Preachers in attendance at the Oswego 
p~ 1nc1ud:d among others Rev. Harden Wallace who was destined to 
l ay a prom1nent role in the establishment of the holiness work in 
exas and later in Arizona and southern California. Ibid. 
I I 
I 
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t heastern Kansas to hold another camp meeting during the last in sOU 
of August, 1870. Those present at this gathering reported that Ilhun_ 
dreds were brought to Jesus and the work of holiness progressed with 
power •11 The Rev. Isaac Tharp described the meeting enthusiastically: 
enJ'oyed such a meeting in my life, and never witnessed such "I never 
power. There were about one hundred converted and a few professed 
sanctification. Souls were born strong--born shouting--born clear. 1I21 
Dr. and Mrs. Palmer were not the only Wesleyan evangelists con-
ducting protracted meetings during the early 1870s in the mid-and-
far Western states. The Revs. John Inskip and William McDonald ac-
companied Bishop Edward R. Ames as he made his official vis i tation to 
different annual conferences during March, 1871, in the states of 
Missouri, Kansas, and Nebraska. After reaching St. Louis on March 7, 
these men first attended the St. Louis Annual Conference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church. "Holiness of heart" was the main theme of 
the services, and it was reported that linearly the whole conference 
went to the altar seeking the Ibaptism of fire. IlI22 
21llJacksonville, Kansas; Southern Kansas," Ibid., December, 1870, 
186, 187. 
22 
Willi am McDona 1 d and John S. I nsk i p, liThe Work Begun, II "Evan-
gelism," "Our Plans," Advocate Of Christian Holiness {Philadelphia}, 
o.s. II, April, 1871, 162, 163; John S. Inskip, "Western Evangelistic 
Tour Letter From Brother Inskip,I ,1 Ibid."June, 1871, 189. Inskip and 
M~Donald wer~ the, first ~mbers of . the National Camp Meeting Associa-
tl0n to leave their pastorates to become full time evangelists. 
William McDonald, "Evangelists," Ibid., March, 1871, 146. 
John S. Inskip {1816-1884} entered the ministry as a member of 
thePhiladelphia Conf~rence of ~he ' Methodist Episcopal Church May, 
1835. Rev. Inskip filled relatively unimportant pulpits until he was 
~ransferred ~o the New York Conference. While a member of that body, 
e pastored the Madison Street, Fleet Street, Cherry Street, and 
Ninth Street Methodist Churches in New York City where between 1852 
and 1861 some twelve hundred persons confessed conversion. In 1867 
as a result of the active part he played in the formation of the 
I' 
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The next stop on the tour was Paola, Kansas, where the Kansas 
Annua 1 conference was held. 
A resolution passed on March 17, by 
body of Methodist ministers, invited tha t 
"Inskip and his co-laborers 
to hold two National Camp Meetings near the city on August 25 and 
the other about September 25." The last annual conference attended 
on this tour convened in Lincoln, Nebraska. Here Rev. Inskip by 
sped a 1 invitation of the conference took charge of the "morning 
23 
meetings and all other religious exercises." 
When the conference ended, Evangelists McDonald and Inskip in 
company with Bishop Ames left for Omaha. By previous arrangement, 
they joined another contingent of holiness preachers travelling west 
to California. This group included: Revs. William H. Boole, William 
Osborn, and S. Coleman--all members of the National Assoc iation--to-
gether with Revs. John E. Searles of the New York East Conference, 
National Camp Meeting Association, Inskip was elected the first pres-
ident of that body. He presided at fifty-four National Camp Meetings 
pri or to his death in 1884. William McDonald, "John S. Inskip Is 
Dead," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), 
n.s. II-;March 20, 1884, 4. - -
William McDonald (1820-1901) was a charter member of the National 
Camp Meeting Association and served as its first vice pre'sident until 
the death of Inskip at which time he became president of the Associa-
ti on. He served as the first editor of the Advocate Of Christian 
Holiness, a position he held until 1884 except for a brief six month 
period during 1874 when Inskip acted as editor. McDonald initiated 
a title change in 1883 for the periodical to The Christian Witness And 
~vocate Of Bible Holiness. In 1891 he began to promote an organiza-
tl 0n called The General Holiness League and at the same time he was 
~owner of McDonald and Gill Publishing Company of Boston. Who's 
--2l.!l America (1897-1942), 809 • 
. 23John S. Inskip, "Western Evangelistic Tour Letter From Brother ;aSk1p ,1I Advocate Of Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. II, June, 
71, 176-190. The officials of the National Association did not 
ret~rn to Kansas to hold a camp meeting for the promotion of Bible ~oh~ess until June, 1879. William McDonald, "38th National Camp 
eetlng Bismarck Grove," Ibid., XI, August, 1879, 188, 189. 
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t n of the New York Conference, and Dwight L. Moody of Chicago. strat 0 
departed from Omaha They 
on the tenth and arrived in San Francisco on 
Apd l 14, 1871. The first series of meetings commenced on April 22 
in Sacramento, California. The new tabernacle of the National Asso-
ciation was pitched on the plaza near the center of the city.24 This 
90 by 130 foot tent had been purchased for a little over fifteen hun-
25 
dred dollars. 
Reports published in the monthly periodical of the National Camp 
Meeting Association revealed that the average Californian encountered 
by the evangelists was a much rougher breed of individual than they 
customarily confronted in camp meetings on the East coast. A letter 
from the editor, William McDonald, stated that "indifference regarding 
spi dtual Christianity prevails to an · alarming extent." He further 
reported that the "roughs of the city of Sacramento were in the taber-
nacle from the first, and gave evidence of their character; but God's 
presence rested upon the Assembly." Many of the older men and women 
who attended these meeti ngs prai sed God "Wi th tear fill ed eyes" for 
the servi ces "whi ch brought memori es of other days .11 26 The Cal i forni a 
24wn li am McDona 1 d, "Letter From The Editor, The Work InCa li for-
nh ,1I Advocate Of Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. I!, June, 
1871 , 190, 191. Prior to 1894 membership in the National Association 
was Hmited to official members in good standing of the Methodist 
Church, but all camp meetings were open to all Protestant denomina-
tions. Charles Edwin Jones, "Perfectionist Persuasion: A Social Pro-
f
1
f1 e Of The National Holiness Movement Within American Methodism 1867-
'/i26 ,11 (Ph.D. Dissertati on, Madi son, Wi sconsi n: University of 
sconsin, 1.968), 150'. 
Ch • 2~Henry C. -Senson, "Tabernacle Meeting in Sacramento," California 
_krlstlan Advocate (San Francisco), XX, May 10, 1871, 4. John S. In-;o~~} liThe Tabernacle,"..§uide ToHoliness And Revival Miscellany (New 
, n.s. XII, June, 1870, 189. 
26W' 11 . 1 lam McDonald, "Letter From The Editor, The Work In 
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° tian Advocate enthusiastically reported that some "three to four 
Chr1S -
-- d People were converted and nearly double that number were sanc-hundre 
f o d" The editor of the Advocate coomented on the spi ri tua 1 ef-ti le • 
feet of the Sacramento meeting: 
Never in the history of California has so remarkable 
a meeting been held. Never have we seen such displays of 
divine power in the awakening and conversions of sinners. 
Men and women who have not been in church for twelve or 
fifteen years have found the pearl of great price. Slaves 
to rum and opium, and tobacco, have been thor.oughly saved, 
though the chains had been on them for eighteen yea~,. 
Men of affluence have found their way to the Cross. 
Rev. Inskip and his workers also pitched their tabernacle at 
Santa Clara and San Francisco. Here hundreds of people were brought 
face to face with the redeeming and sanctifying influence of Christ. 
By the last night of scheduled meetings in California interest was 
running so high among the people that "thousands were unable to gain 
Ca lifornia,1I Advocate Of Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. II, 
June, 1871, 190, 191. The need for a periodical to keep the suppor-
ters of Bible holiness informed about the proposed National Camp Meet-
i ngs and their results was first voiced in Philadelphia at the 1869 
annual business meeting of the Association. Hence, the members of the 
Association voted to publish a magazine called Advocate Of Christian 
Holiness which first appeared in July, 1870. A Boston printer, John 
Bent, financed the enterprise in return for any profit realized the 
fi rst year. Rev. William McDonald acted as editor with the Revs. 
George Hughes and William H. Boole as assistant editors. From its in-
ception the magazine cost fifty cents per year, and by the end of the 
fi rst twelve-months of publication it had grown to some eight thousand 
subscribers. John S. Inskip, liThe New Volume," Ibid., IX, January, 
1877, 19, 20. For a contemporary view of the development of the Advo-
cate from 1870 to 1894, see William McDonald, IIFuture Of Our Advocate," 
Ibi d., II, April, 1871, 162, 163; John S. Inskip, IIPublishers Notice," 
~., VII, November, 1876,315; William McDonald, liThe Eleventh Vol-
UIle!" J...!?i2.., XI, January, 1879, 16, 17; John S. Inskip, IIPublishers 
Notlce,II1..!:U.9.., XI, May, 1879, 114; and William McDonald, IIEnlarge-
ment Of The Witness," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Ho-
JLi ness (Boston) , n.s. XII, January 4, 1894, ~ -- --
27 C Henry C. Benson, IITabernacle Meeting In Sacramento,'1 California 
-hristian Advocate (San Francisco), XX, May 10, 1871, 4. 
28 into the tabernacle. 
admittance 
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Rev. Inskip and company next journeyed east to Salt Lake City, 
Utah, for two weeks of religious meetings. This city constituted 
of the most cosmopolitan-like centers in the United States." Be-
"one 
sides being world headquarters for the Church of Latter Day Saints 
(Mormons), the city was also recognized as the leading mining center 
of the West. Thousands of migrants crowded its streets from as far 
away as Oregon, California, Nevada, Idaho, Arizona, Montana, Wyoming, 
and colorado. 29 
The results reported by the Methodist evangelists while in Salt 
Lake City were not as outstanding as those in California, although 
several conversions were witnessed among the predominantly Mormon con-
gregation. Even one of the wives of Bishop Hunter professed Christ 
"resolving to assume her maiden name, and, thereby wash her hands com-
plete1y of Mormonism. 11 In addition, the wife and daughter of Orson 
Pratt, one of the most capable supporters of the Mormon faith, 
"embraced religion. 1I30 Rev. Talmage in The Christian at Work main-
tai ned that the results of the Salt Lake City Tabernacle ,Meeting put 
the Mormon leaders on the defensive. He wrote: 
28Proceedings Of Holiness Conferences Held At Cincinnati, Nov-
ember ~, 1.§.U, And At New York, December 17th-;-.!§ll., 126, 12-=r;-
Ci ted hereafter, Proceedings Of Holiness Conferences,.!§ll.. For a 
contemporary account of an experience received during the San Francis-
co Meeting see Edward Franklin Walker Diary, June, 1871, 4-6; Edward 
Franklin Walker Papers, Nazarene Archives, Kansas City, Missouri. 
29G• M. Pierce, "Camp Meeting At Salt Lake City,11 Guide To Holi-
ness And Revival Miscellany (New York), o.s. LIX, May, 1871,159;-160. 
30p d· 8 rocee 1ngs Of Holiness Conferences, ~, 129-132. 
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W found the t rack of the Methodist tent all the way 
eross the Continent. Mormonism never received such a a~ot as when, with Brigham Young and his elders present 
~n the tent , the party of wide-awake Methodist minis-~ers preached righteousness, temperance, and judgment 
to come in great Salt Lake City. The effect of those 
few days of faithful talking will never be forgotten. 
Hardly a service is held in the Mormon tabernacle that 
an effort is n?t made to combat the sermons of the 
'Itinerants. ,3 
All the members of the National Association were greatly encour-
aged by the results of the West Coast and Salt Lake City convocations 
conducted by Inskip and McDonald. As a result of this success those 
attending the annual business meeting of the National Association in 
October, 1871, voted to hold six camp meetings during the following 
summer. Oak Corner (June 13) and Sea Cliff Grove, New York (July 3); 
Ri chmond, Maine (July 24); Urbana, Ohio (August 8); Williamsville, 
Ill inois (August 21); and some place in the South were chosen from a 
list of thirteen invitations received from officials of various 
32 Methodist camp grounds. 
A site near Knoxville, Tennessee, was selected for the last 
National Camp Meeting of the 1872 season and the first assemblage by 
the Association to be held south of the Mason-Dixon line • . The in-
gathering commenced on September 25, with much suspicion on the part 
of the local residents about the motives of the Northern evangelists. 
Loca lly it was theorized that any organization with ~he word national 
in its title of necessity had some connection with the federal govern-
ment, and its members had probably been sent into the South to spy 
on the people. The leaders of the Church, South, also looked upon 
31 RO d 1 gaway, Life Of Cookman, 425. 
32 Hughes, Days Of Power, 80 
80 
" deavor as an enc roachment on their rightful geographical and 
th1S en 
" 33 
lesiastical domaln. e CC 
The local people and their leaders realized after the convocation 
had been in progress a few days that the only reason the six members 
of the National Association were in Knoxville was to lead souls to 
and Preach the doctri ne of "enti re sancti fi cati on ll advocated Chri st 
by Wesley. popular acceptance of this attitude was evidenced during 
a " love feast" held on the second Sunday of the meeting. Over a hun-
dred people testified that they had received the gift of the Holy 
Spi rit since the camp had begun, and at least twenty ministers of the 
Holston Tennessee Annual Conference embraced the doctrine of "per-
fect love." The overwhelming concensus among the five thousand peo-
ple who attended thi s gatheri ng was "that the meeti ngs had accom-
p 1 ished much good. 1134 
The work of the National Association steadily progressed as the 
members entered one new area of the country after another. Between 
33George Hughes, "Annua1 Meeting of the Association," Advocate 
j!f Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. II, December, 1871, 117. 
The reason for such apprehension on . the part .of the Southern Metho~ 
dists dated back to the closing years of the Civil War. During those 
hectic days as many as twenty-one so called missionaries were sent 
by the Northern church into the federally occupied South, and these 
men confiscated property belonging to the Southern Church. This was 
made possible when Secretary of War, Edward M. Stanton, under author-
ity granted by President Lincoln, as early as November, 1862, granted 
the bishops of the Northern church the right to appoint ministers 
and fill any vacant pastoral positions in the territory occupied by 
~ederal troops. Journal of the General Conference, 1864, 278, 279; 
yFuture of Southern Methodi sm," Chri sti an Advocate And Journal (New 
ork), XLI, February 22, 1866, 60. 
34W" 1 K "1 liam T. Harlow, "Fourteenth National Camp-Meeting At 
noxvll1e, Tenn.," Advocate Of Christian Holiness (Philadelphia), 
o. s . III, November, 1872, 108-110. 
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1870 and 1880 National Camp and Tabernacle Meetings were held i n 
• eteen different states. Widespread popular interest in the move-
n1 n 
ment combined with a desire to spread the Gospel caused Inskip, 
McDonald, and Wood to also undertake an around-the-world tour as ad-
35 
vacates of the doctrine of Christian perfection as taught by Wesley. 
This trio, accompanied' by their wives, left New York City for 
Li verpool, England , on June 26, 1880. After they reached England 
they spent approximately a hundred days holding no less than eighty 
rel igious services where the main theme was, as usual, Bible holiness. 
On October 19 the ministers left Liverpool and on November 16 arrived 
by (fast) steamer in Bombay, India, where they joined forces with the 
Revs. William Osborn and William Taylor. 36 Osborn had been in India 
si nce 1875, while Taylor had been there since 1870. Taylor had pre-
viously taught Christian holiness as a street-preacher in San Fran-
ci sco during the gold rush years after which he extensively transver-
sed the North and South American Continents, England, Australia, New 
Zealand, Africa, and India. At the General Conference of 1884 held 
35Wil1iam B. Osborn, Intro., The Double Cure Or Echoes From Na-
ti onal Camp-Meetings, 5-8. For a week to week acc~nt of the-around-
the world tour see John S. -1,}skip,"Around The World Tour," Christian 
Sta~dard And Home Journal (~hi1ade1p'hia), XIV, July 3, 1880 to XV, 
Apnl, 23, 1881. _ 
36John Allen Wood, Autobiography of Rev. 1. ~. Wood, 101. Cited 
hereafter, Wood, Autobiography. Rev. John Allen Wood (1832- ?), as 
a strong believer in entire sanctification, began his ministry_ in the 
Susquehanna County Pennsylvania Conference. His first -book, Perfect 
l ove sold between fifty and sixty thousand copies and was published 
~n ~ng1and by three publishing houses. His other works included: 
_Ufltl and Maturity; Wesley ~ Christian Perfection, and Sunset 
!shoes. He excelled in revival work which led him to establish the 
V! ne1and Holiness Meetings. In 1867 Wood began to devote his entire 
~~~ to evangelistic work which he continued for twenty-four years. 
--!£!.. 
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Baltimore, Maryland, his colleagues bestowed upon Taylor the if'! 
"mate ecclesiastical honor by electing him the first Missionary 
ultl 
h Methodist Church. 37 BishOP of t e 
While in Bombay, Poona, Cawnpoor, Lucknow, Berei11y, and Juba-
r 
India; these evangelists used the large tabernacle belonging pOO , 
to the National Association. Since the meetings were conducted in 
English, the majority attending the services were either British 
soldiers or Eurasians and natives who understood English. When the 
work was finished in India, the members of the party decided to di-
vide forces. Inskip accompanied by Osborn, journeyed homeward by way 
of Ceylon, Australia, and then California; while McDonald and Wood 
returned to England through the Middle East and Rome. During 1880 
these world travellers for Christ journeyed some six thousand miles 
38 
by rail and spent eighty-two days at sea on nine different ships. 
While enroute to the United States, Rev. Osborn and his wife decided 
to initiate a camp meeting for returning missionaries. Wesley Park 
within view of Niagara Falls was the site selected. From the an-
nual gatherings held there arose the International Missionary Union 
which specialized in promoting Christian perfection in foreign lands 
in much the same way as the National Camp Meeting Association did in 
37James M. Buckley, liThe Rev. W. B. Osborn tQhituaru," 
Christian Advocate And Journal (New York), LXXVI I, September 18, 1902, l48~; "Wi1liam Taylor Ar:td His Continental Diocese," Pacific Herald Of 
Ho11ness (San Francisco), IV, April 17, 1885, 1. For a more complete 
acco~nt of Bishop Taylor see his autobiography, William Taylor, 
~ll1am Taylor of California, Bishop of Africa; An Autobiography. 
38 
Wood, Autobiography, 102-105. 
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39 
un ited States. the 
One of the most important meetings conducted under the auspices 
of the National Camp Meeting Association was held in northeastern 
during the summer prior to the around-the-wor1d evangelistic Kansas 
Of Inskip, McDonald, and Wood. Bismarck Grove, the site of the tour 
Thirty-Eighth National was located forty miles west of Kansas City on 
the Kansas Pacific Railroad two miles from Lawrence, Kansas. The 
meeting commenced on June 24 and ended July 4, 1879.40 Revs. Inskip, 
McDonald, McLean, Simmons, Jones, Watson, Henderson, Laub, and 
Scheutz were the members of the National Association present along 
with a large group of holiness people from Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, 
41 
Illinois, Indiana, and even Texas. 
39Jones, "Perfectionist Persuasion," 156-159. For primary source 
J$.counts of the International Camps see "International Camp Meetings 
I!iagara Fall ~ ,II Guide To Holiness And Revival Miscellany (New York), 
0.5. LXXIV, July, 1884, 28; Ibid., August, 1884, 59; Ibid., October, 
1884, 123; "Niagara Falls," Ibid., LXXV, February, 1885, 59; "Niagara 
Falls International Camp Ground," Ibid., LXXVI, July, 1885,29. 
40 The Thi rty-Ei ghth Nati ona 1 ~ Meeting For k Promot j on QL 
Holiness Will Be Held At Bi smarck Grove On The ~ of I:b&. Kansas e..a:-
cHic Rai fWa'"y~earTheCity <2f.. Lawrence;-Coomencing ~ 2!!. I.a19..; 
C'1'O'S1ng July ~ 1879---rHandbill printed by Kan sas Tribune', Lawrence, 
n.p.). Many conveniences were afforded those attending Bismarck Grove 
such as groceries and fresh meats delivered da i ly, excellent railroad 
connections, hacks to and from the ground, a postoffice, and a well 
stocked book store. Meals could be obtained at a cost of forty cents 
for dinner and twenty-five cents for breakfast or lunch. Tents rent-
ed for fifty cents to a dollar a day, while a gate fee of ten cents 
a day was charged. No fees were charged on Sunday and no offerings 
were taken du r ing any of the services. Ibid. 
e 
. 41"38th National Camp Meeting," Advocate Of Christian Holiness 
Ph11ade1phia), o.s. XI, August, 1879, 188-190. For a full account 
by ~ohn Inskip of the Bismarck Grove Meeting see John Inskip, "Edi-
tonal Correspondence lirismarck Gro~ ,II Christian Standard And Home tour~a1 {Phi1ade1phia)~(\ II, July 12, 1879, 220; S. P. Jacobs, "The 
10s1ng At Bismarck Grove,'! Ibid., July 19, 1879, 229. Established 
Methodism also used the Bismarck Grove facilities for their annual 
slIIJner gatherings. J. E. Gilbert and John D. Knox, "Church 
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Those attending the Bismarck Grove Meeting agreed that the 
were marked by an evident manifestation of the power of God. 
services 
At least twenty ministers in addition to two hundred lay people pro-
42 fessed entire sanctification, and fifty conversions were reported. 
Of such meetings Dr. Reed, editor of the Northwestern Christian 
Advocate wrote: "God poured out his spirit and the results were 
-
that many souls from almost every mid western state were brought to 
the feet of Jesus. 1I Another report in the Christian Standard And 
Home Journal confirmed the statement of Dr. Reed by saying: liThe 
-
whole West is in a blaze of full salvation. I have heard from 
several places that the ministers have gone from the National Camp 
Meetings covered with sanctifying power, and whole churches are at 
the altar seeking holiness. 1I43 
A new interdenominational holiness association was organized at 
the 1879 Bismarck Grove Meeting called the Southwestern Holiness 
Association. The majority of its members were Methodists, mainly from 
Missouri. This organization had approximately 185 members by 1882 and 
was constantly spreading its sphere of influence into the surrounding 
Encampment ,II Kansas Methodist (Topeka, Kansas), II, May, 1879,36; 
III, July, 1880, 7; "Kansas State Cal11' t'1eeting Of The M. E. Church," 
Ibid.~ V, July 7, l8~.1, 5. -. 
42 lbid. At the regularly scheduled "love feasts" on both Sun-
d~ys of ~he camp, the association leaders ask those in the congrega-
tlon to limit their testimonies to only a few words. This practice al-
lowed a greater number of people to witness for Christ and was genera1-
lY,observed at all meetings conducted by the National Association. 
ThlS affirmation of faith was typical: "I can say that I have the 
Victory through the blood of the Lamb.
" 
,'.'The Thirty-Eighth National 
Caq:, Meeting," Lawrence (Kansas) Standard, July 2, 1879, 4, 5. 
43 -. .-
McDonald and Searles, Life Of Inskip, 210, 211. 
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f eastern Kansas, southern Iowa, and southern Missouri. At 
areas 0 
. ception, the members of this new association had no intention f ts 1n 
Vering themselves from the established church. This point was of se 
clearly made in a resolution drafted and passed in October, 1880: 
,~ are each and all members of some Christian church and as such 
have not and do not intend to sever our connections with such 
churches, but simply {;an!] to promote in our several communions and 
in the world at large the doctrine, experience and life of scriptural 
hoHness. 1I 
44 
The members of the Southwestern Holiness Association as well as 
almost all other holiness people became increasingly subjected to 
severe criticism by the early 1880s because they, for the sake of 
their conscience, refused to adapt to a changing world. Urbanism, 
fndustra1ism, and technology outside the church combined with Darwin-
ism, higher criticism, and a progressive trend toward formalistic 
worship within the church were stridently opposed by those who sup-
ported the doctrine of Christian holiness. As these isms became more 
and more prominent, many holiness people, especially those living in 
Missouri came to the conclusion that their only recourse was to leave 
the established church and start new ec1esiastica1 organizations 
dedicated to the spreading of scriptural ho1iness. 45 
As a result, six of the leading ministers of the Southwestern 
44C1arence Eugene Cowen, 11A History Of The Church Of God 
(Holiness),11 Ph.D. dissertation (Columbia, Missouri: University of 
Missour i, "1948), 18, 19. Cited "hereafter, Cowen, 11Church Of God 
(Ho liness).11 " 
45 Jones, 11Perfectionist Persuasion,1I 100. 
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Holiness Association met in March, 1882, in Macon County, Missouri, 
to discUSS the possibility of separating themselves from the 
authorative control of the organized church. In June the South-
western Holiness Association met in Centralia, Missouri, and adopted 
a charter to form independent Holiness Churches. By this action 
the association effectively severed its affiliation with the 
46 
established church. 
46 Cowen, "Church Of God (Holiness)," 20-27. 
CHAPTER V 
CONFLICT OVER HOLINESS ASSOCIATIONS 1880 TO 1865 
The formation of an independent holiness church at Centralia, 
Missouri, in 1883 marked the final step in the progressive development 
of that organization from the status of an association to an ecclesias-
tical body. The majority of holiness leaders, however, openly opposed 
,uch action by branding the Centralia group as fanatics or "comeouters." 
Since the 1867 inception of the interdenominational holiness movement, 
its proponents had always opposed any move toward sectarianism and 
instructed their followers to maintain strict loyalty to the established 
1 
churches. 
Nevertheless, as early as 1869, Dr. Lore, editor of an official 
Methodist periodical, Northern Christian Advocate, voiced apprehension 
concerning the quasi-ecclesiastical nature of the National Camp Meeting 
Association. He asserted: 
The first ~ati onaI1 held at Vineland, New Jersey, was 
held under the auspices of a Presiding E1de~. The second 
and third ([ationa1] were held without any such nominal 
connection, taking an entirely independent character. It 
was an assembly of principally Methodists and Methodist 
ministers. So while it is known as a Methodist meeting and 
the public holds the Church responsible for it, she has 
nothing officially or authoritatively to do with it. 2 
Such statements of concern by Methodist leaders were not uncommon during 
-
1 
Cowen, "Church Of God (Holiness)," 20, 21. 
2 
Ad Dallas D. Lore, "National Camp Meeting," Northern Christian 
__ Vocate (Auburn, New York), XXIX, July 1, 1869, 205. 
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1870s and 1880s. 
Church leaders watched in dismay as the members of the National 
camP Meeting Association spread their sphere of influence from coast 
By March, 1884, the National Association had held no fewer to coast. 
than fifty-four summer camps. Ministers and lay members alike returned 
home from these gatherings to spread the doctrine of Christian perfec-
i t o establish holiness prayer bands, holiness associations on both t on, 
the state and county levels, holiness periodicals, and holiness schools. 
SUch a preoccupation over the second blessing aroused progressively 
bi tter opposition from all levels of the official church. 3 
Bishop Thomas Bowman dramatized th1s while addressing a group of 
young Methodist ministers at the 1883 New England Annual Conference. 
fie referred to the subject of holiness as a "darkness that repels our 
people. 1I Bowman continued: 
It becomes my duty to guard you against making too much 
of a speciality ••• there are some of our people who 
are constantly talking and entirely too much on the 
question of entire sanctification ••• one holiness 
man left his wife and took his hired girl and travel~d 
around the country. He was crazed on this doctrine. 
William McDonald, editor of The Christian Witness, took exception to the 
Iccusation of the bishop by saying: 
We have known ministers who professed only justification 
to be guilty of just such acts, but we have never known 
their acts to be attributed to their being crazed by too 
much justification, nor have we heard of our bishops 
warning the ministers on that account, to be careful and 
not make justification a speciality, ••• We have 
3McDonald and Searles, Life Of Inskip, 196-198. 
b 4D~il~ Journal. (New England Annual Conference), 18~3,. as r:ported l Wilham McDonald, "Bishop Bowman's Address," The Chnstlan Wltness 
-ru!.&lvocate Qf. Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. I, April 19, 1883,4. 
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bserved in t he episcopal addresses of late years, what 
o are unable to account for; viz., where one word of 
w:rning has been given against the incoming tide of ~forma1ism" ten have been uttered against 'fana-
ticism'--fanaticism as the result of Holiness. Our 0gly 
danger, it would seem is in having too much holiness. 
This was not the first time that Bowman had attacked the advocates 
of perfect love. A full five years earlier at Salina, Kansas, while de-
livering his episcopal address to the Kansas Annual Conference, the 
bishop alluded to the same incident where a minister supposedly became 
c:razed by holiness. Bowman continued by stating wherever such men "have 
worked they have succeeded in greatly injuring the churches and have 
dri ven good Christians from their places of worship." The editor of 
The Dany reported that the "plainness of Bowman could not be miscon-
-
.trued" and he characterized the discourse as "very sensible, practical 
advice to the ministry.,,6 
Another attack appeared in the New York Christian Advocate which 
was the largest and most influential Methodist publication in America. 
Here Rev. Thomas J. Wheat, a presiding elder from Brookfield, Missouri, 
stated that the leaders of the holiness movement in the states of 
Il linois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and Kansas were all or nearly so, 
zea lous advocates of "comeoutism." He further accused: 
5 
lli.Q..; William McDonald, "Crazed By Holiness," Ibid., May 3,1883, 
4. For an offi ci a 1 Methodi st retort see James Fry, "Bi shop Bowman On 
Religious Specialities," Central Christian Advocate (St. Louis, 
Mi ssouri), XXVII, May 16, 1883, 156. For a comparison of the spiritual 
character of Bi~hop Bowman to that of his episcopal fellows including 
Ma tthew Simpson, who, was a strong proponent of holiness, see William 
McDonald, "The Difference In Bishops," The Christian Witness And Advo-
sate.Qf Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. I, May 3, 1883, 6. 
Ma 6Conference Proceedings, The Conference Daily (Salina, Kansas), I, 
rch 16, 1878, 1. 
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For the last ten years in some of these States the Holi-
ness Associations have been a standing menace to the 
spirit of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. As associations they 
have been, and are today, relignous anarchists. By con-
versation and address they denounce the Church, and pub-
licly and privately slander our preachers. • •• These 
evils are not local but general in these States. 'The 
baptism of common sense' has never reached them in these 
parts. 7 
Another controversy erupted as early as 1879 over comments pub-
lf shed in the Advocate Of Christian Holiness concerning the character 
of Bhhop Edward R. Ames. The bishop, recently deceased, was. according 
to Editor McDonald, "a man seemingly void of human sympathy, and almost 
entirely destitute of feelings of mercy." He concluded that Ames was 
the "most merciless man that ever occupied the episcopal chair in our 
Church. 11 In response the edi tor of the Northwestern Chri sti an Advocate 
characterized these remarks as "sour , unjust, and disgraceful. 11 In a 
second article McDonald chided the editor of the Northwestern Advocate 
by stating, "Bishop Ames was a 'religious man,' even as religious as our 
brother of the Northwestern we have no reason to doubt. 1I8 
Such rhetorical remarks only fueled the controversy between the ad-
vocates of Christian perfection and the church. Editorials that derided 
the spiritual condition of established Methodism and its nominal members 
continued to appear in the holiness press. Abusive clerical politics, 
lick of t.emperance, attendance at improper amusements, and "wor 1d1 yl 
7 Thomas J. Wheat, "Dr. Steele Minifies The Evil,11 Christian Advo-
S!te And Journal (New York), LXIII,~anuary 12,1888,20. 
Bwil1iam McDonald, liThe Death Of Bishop Ames,11 Advocate Of Chris-
~an Holiness (Philadelphia), o.s. XI, June, 1879, 140, 141; William 
Donald, liThe Northwestern," Ibid., August, 1879, 191; "Passing Com-
~nt,1I Northwestern Christian Advocate (Chicago), XVII, July 2,1879, 
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became the main overt issues of the 1880s.
9 
Other factors in-
dress 
d more the idealogical direction of the church such as the 
fluence 
of evolution and higher or Biblical criticism. As early 
J e 1883, official tolerance for these teachings was manifested s un , 
through the columns of an official Methodist publication, Central Chris-
Jj!n Advocate, where Rev. D. Curry described the theory of evolution as 
a "universal law. • • and as representing the Bible in matters of 
science it belongs to an infantile period of the history of the growth 
of human knowledge and its methods of thought in all such matters are 
especially unscientific." The holiness people rejected these theories 
as attacking the basic infallibility of the Bible, but, nevertheless, 
these teachings continued to progressively gain acceptance in the church 
press and at Methodist seminaries. The graduates of such institutions 
gradually filled local pastorates where they showed little concern for 
10 propagaing early Wesleyan theology. 
Individuals who openly voiced sentiments against these trends were 
often brought before local committees of examination. One such cham-
pion of primitive Wesleyan morality, as a result of testifying against 
church "fairs, auctioneering, and guessing for cakes," which he 
9Melvin E. Dieter, "Revivalism And Holiness," 227, 228; John P. 
Brooks, "Li ne Upon Li ne," Banner Of Ho 1 i ness (B 1 oomi ngton, 111 i noi s) , 
VI , August 17,1878,2; "A Methodist Theater!!! The Fashionable Local 
Event!! No Revival Of Religion," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San 
Francisco), IV, March 24, 1885, 2. Henry Clay Morrison, a leading 
Southern Methodist minister and advocate of Bible holiness went so far 
IS !o a~cuse feather-wearing church women of contributing to the near 
~~!ln~tl0n of many species of American song birds. Henry C. Morrison, 
K l ctlm Of Senseless Fashion," The Pentecostal Herald (Loui svi 11e, 
entucky), IX, August 11, 1897, ~ 
10 
Ad D. Curry, "Evolution-Darwinism-The Bible," Central Christian 
__ VOCate (St. Louis, Missouri), XXVI I, June 13, 1883, 185. 
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t d was a "species of gamb1ing," was ordered by his local church 
. sser e 
o 0ng board and the local minister to either publicly recant his 
eXannn1 
t~nts or leave the church. The leaders of the National movement sta c.t • .-
o d such individuals not to recant and at the same time not to vo1-
.dV1Se 
o 1 0 0 1 0 11 Th f d 1 0 1 Sever thelr ecc eSlastlca connectlons. e un amenta lStS untari Y 
fel t the only way to reclaim their card-playing, dancing, and Sabbath-
break;ng Method;st brethren was to live an exemplary holy life. They 
ins;sted that spirituality was directly measured by non-conformity to 
the material "world" and that "the same methods, which were successful 
in the past, must be depended upon in the future--a clean heart and 
a r;ght spirit •••• Reliance upon anything else will prove an utter 
12 fa ilure." The lack of attendance at local prayer meetings and class 
ll John S. Inskip, "Inquiries Of Correspondence," Guide To Holi-
ness And Revival Miscellany (New York), o.s. LXXV, May, 1885, 155; 
John and Cora Glendening, "The True Church," HoHness War News (Clay 
Center, Kansas), I, April, 1891, 2; "Sabbath Desecration," Beulah 
.l.!!!!!! (Providence, Rhode Island), o.s. IV, January, 1891,4; "A 
Holi ness Meet i ng Destroyed," I bi d., September, 1891, 1. 
12"ls The Method;st Church Declining?" The Christian Witness And 
Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. I I, December 4, 1884, n.p. 
Dr . Beverly Carradine graphically described what he consid~red the 
folly and sin of modern church entertainment. He sustained the 
following objections: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
"They divert the church from soul winning to money making. 
They desecrate the house of God. 
They misrepresent the mission of the church. 
There is no warrant for them in Scripture. 
They are a foe to Spiritual life. 
They put the church in a false light before the world. 
They humiliate Jesus. 
I I 
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. h "early Methodist heroes regarded as indispensible aids 
... t ings WhlC 
nd soul growth" was also abhorred. Abandonment of these 
to piety a 
• . al Wesleyan institutions as early as 18,8 caused Nathan Bangs, 
tradl tl0n 
holiness ally, to warn the church against relaxing its re-
a strong 
quf rements of class meeting ,attendance. He maintained that individuals 
i 11i n9 to accept tried and proven Methodist insitutions "probably 
were not really converted and should not be taken into the church in 
any case. .. 13 
8. They are physically exhausting and demoralizing. 
9. They beget dissensions. 
10. They screen the avarice of stingy church members. 
11. They shift the responsibility of church support from its proper 
place. 
12. They present a blemished offering. 
13. They are of the nature of the sin of Ananias and Sapphira. 
14. They involve the church in inconsistency and contradiction. 
15. They are worldly in their character. 
16. They educate wrongly. 
17. They are not financially profitable. 
18. They destroy lines God has drawn between the church and the 
world. 
19. They rob the pulpit of its force and the church of its rebuking 
power. 
E 20: General testimony is against them.11 Beverly Carradine, Church 
.nterta~nment: Twenty Objections; "Church Entertainments,11 The 
!!vivallst (Cincinnati, Ohio), VI, July, 1892, 3. 
13Nathan Bangs, lIThe Recent Revival," Christian Advocate And t~rnal (New York), XXXI I I, January 21, 18,8,9; Ibid., July 29, 18,8, 
f t · In 1742 John Wesley divided the membership of his societies 
n 0 classes of about twelve, one of whom was styled the leader. These 
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The continua l denial of pr imitive Wesleyan doctrine and behavior 
, 'ty of Methodist proved to be the primary catalyst that bY the maJon 
the perfectionists within the church to extend their extra-drove 
ecclesiastical work. The most common method used to spread and pre-
h l ' ess doctrine was the formation of local camp meeting serve o,n 
associations. The initial report of one such organization in August, 
1883, stated that thirty-one members were accepted into the newly form-
ed Kansas Western Holiness Association which elected officers, initiated 
14 
rul es of conduct, and adopted articles of faith. State associations 
groupS were arranged according to residences and met in private homes. 
The original number however, soon enlarged and sometimes from twenty 
to fifty or even a larger number met in a single class. Simpson, 
Methodism, 227-229. 
14J • Carnahan, "Camp-Meeting At McNames Grove," Fire And Hammer 
(North Topeka, Kansas), I, November, 1883,3; "Constitution And By-
Laws," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), IV, March 13, 1885, 
2. Rules and regulations for the Kansas Western Holiness Association 
included: 
Rule 1. "This association shall be known as the Kansas Western 
Holiness Association, for the purpose of the sanctifica-
tion of believers, reclaiming the backsliders, and the 
conversion of sinners. 
Rule 2. Its officers shall consist of President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, and Treasurer. 
Rule 3. Officers shall be elected annually, and hold their office 
until their successors shall be duly elected by a major-
ity of the members present at a regular called meeting. 
Rule 4. The President shall call and preside over all regular 
called meetings, and push the work of Holiness into 
every open door. 
Rule 5. All officers of the Association shall be authorized to 
organize auxi1ary bands to the organization. 
Rule 6. The Vice-President shall discharge the duties of the 
President whenever the President is not there. 
RUle 7. The Secretary shall keep a correct record of the work of 
I I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
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ere much the same as their smaller sister bodies except they 
fn turn w 
0der geographical sphere of influence and consequently a larger had a Wl 
In Kansas and Texas they established permanent camp meet-
t Wichita and Greenville, respectively, whereas, in the n9 sites a 
15 Territory the annual state gatherings were moved each year. 
Rule 8. 
the Association, and faithfully report the same whenever 
called upon. 
The Treasurer shall retain and payout, by the direction 
of the Association, all the money belonging to the same 
and give a faithful showing of accounts, whenever called 
upon. 
ARTJ CLES OF FA I TH 
Art. 1. We believe that persons are justified, and become child-
ren of God by faith on the Lord Jesus Christ, said faith 
is always preceded by genuine evangelical repentance. 
Art. 2. We believe that entire sanctification is the work of God, 
whereby Christians are made personally holy, and that 
this word of God is subsequent to justification, and is 
realized through faith in Jesus Christ, and necessarily 
preceded by an entire, hearty, sincere, perpetual and an 
eternal consecration to God for a holy heart, to be used 
in service or sacrifice. 
Art. 3. We denounce and repudiate the modern doctrine and prac~ 
tice of comeoutism. 
Art. 4. So far as we have open doors, we will co-operate to 
build up Christ's spiritual kingdom in the hearts of 
men, with all christians of every name. 
QUALIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP 
The association shall be composed of such persons ·as give satis-
factory evidence to the Association of their experience of entire 
sanctification." J. Carnahan, "Camp-Meeting At McNames' Grove," 
fi re And Hanmer (Nor~h "fopeka, Kansas), I, November, 1883,3. 
lS"Greenville Holiness CamP Meeting · m-istory oD ," Texas Holiness 
Mvocate (Greenville, Texas), IX, July 5,T906, 1; "Texas State Holi-
~s~ Association: Statement Of Doctrine; Form Of Governmnet," Texas 
!.!2.1 ~ness Banner (Sunset, Texas), I, May, 1900,5; R. J. Finley, "Kansas 
HOhness Association _ Secretary's Report," The Christian Witness And 
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The Kansas group first known as the Southern Kansas Holiness 
. tion traced its origins to an 1880 camp meeting held by Rev. 
ssOCla 
in Sumner County. For the next few years this work grew 
Annual Camp was continued at Haysville, Kansas under the 
Haney, a Methodist evangelist from Illinois. 16 
y 1884 two camps were held; one in Cowley County, twelve miles north 
of Winfield on the west side of the Big Walnut River from July 18 to 28 
Iftd again in Sumner County nine miles southeast of Wellington on Slate 
17 Creek from July 30 to August 6. 
This work took a distinct upturn in the summer of 1888 when the 
of Rev. Putney were combined with those of Revs. Haney, G. L. 
and S. B. Rhoades at a camp meeting in Riverside Park, Wichita. 
In 1889 these evangelists labored in as many as ten camp or tabernacle 
As a result the holiness endeavors in Kansas continued to 
trow and by 1891 recorded a membership of three hundred adherents along 
evangelists. That same year Rev. Joseph H. Smith oversaw 
the regularly scheduled Annual Camp which was conducted in addition to 
( 
t least six other local camp meetings disbursed between Argonia, · 
Benton, Spivey, Kiowa, Cunningham, and Silver Creek, Kansas. According 
Finley these conclaves were "the means of bringing many into 
~ocate Qf Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. XI December 4, 1893, 5; 
CII\1) Meeting," and "Notice [I'!)dian Territo~ ," Ibid., (Boston and 
Chicago), XVII, Augu~t 3, 1899, 12: -. - .. 
16 .. 
Yearbook of the 95th Annual ~ Meeting of the Kansas State 
H91i ness Association Incorporated Interdenominational, Beulah Park, 
Wichita, Kansas, 3, 4. ' 
17 H c. A. Fleming and S. Hewitt, "Camp Meeting Notices," Fire And 
~ (North Topeka, Kansas), I, July, 1884, 3. 
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t l°n of c l eansing. the foun a Whole families have accepted the cleansing 
blood. •• This is a glorious work and Victory is ours. 
18 
o h'" ttalle1uJa . 
A winter convention and business meeting was also held each year, 
and in 1891 the group met at Hutchinson, Kansas, where the name Kansas 
State Holiness Association was adopted. Rev. Rhoades stated that this 
was done because of their ever widening geographical sphere of inf1u-
Here arrangements were made for the two large canvas tabernacles 
association to be in the field from June to October, 1892. 
fficers elected reflected the interdenominational scope of the State 
church affiliations: Rev. Cyrus S. Nusbaum, 
Rev. A. B. Bruner, Methodist Episcopal; Rev. A. E. 
Fl ickinger, Evangelical; Rev. A. W. Cummings, Methodist Episcopal; and 
R. J. Finley, Lutheran. According to Finley, over one fifth of the 
.embers of the association belonged to denominations other than the 
19 Methodi st. 
Thirty or forty preachers assisted these men at the 1893 Annual 
~ Meeting where approximately three to five thousand lay persons were 
Park Grounds at anyone time. A large tabernacle was 
rected in which three meals a day were served costing $3.50 per week 
for preachers and $4.00 for others. Hundreds of individual small room-
n9 tents (10'x12' or 12'x14') were rented for $2.00 or $2.50 
Of 018s• B. Rhoades, "From Kansas," The Christian Witness And Advocate 
C 1!:Jb1e Holiness (Boston), n.s. IX, May 28, 1891, 5; "Camp Meeting 
1~~ndar,IIl..Ei£., 8; R. J. Finley, "From Kansas," Ibid., December 3, 
, 4. 
19 
8 S. B. Rhoades, "From Kansas," Ibid., X, January 7, 1892, 8; 
ohf ). Rhoades, "Harvester G1eanings,"""'C'i1'ristian Harvester (Cleveland, 
0, XX, April, 1892, 30. 
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respec t i ve 1 Y • Special arrangements were made for reduced rates with 
W. hita Electric Street Car the 1C Company. 
20 
ReV. S. P. Jacobs set the spiritual tone at this camp during the 
fi rst service when he delivered a message on "The Baptism of the Holy 
The schedule for each day consisted of prayer and consecration 
before the nine A.M. service with Bible reading and preaching 
.-tings 
It ten-thirty A.M. The program in the afternoon started at two and con-
tinued with praise and prayer until preaching at three. In the evening 
service began at eight o'clock and the preaching at eight-
During the ten-day meeting approximately eighty-nine people 
re converted and 149 sanctified. Secretary Finley reported that the 
"Holy Ghost fire is spreading, Glory! Glory! 21 Glory!" 
Subsequent monthly meetings were held in homes of members, local 
20"Holiness Camp Meeting," The Wichita (Kansas) Daily Beacon, 
June 6, 1893, 4; "Holy of Holies," Ibid., June 9, 189~, 4; "The Camp 
ting," Ibid., June 15,1893,4. The larger state associations nor-
lly cClfll>iled "Guide Books" of discipline. These covered such sub-
Jects as : 1. Constitution and By-laws of the State Associations 2. 
tatement of Doctrine 3. Object and Mission 4. Rules for Reception 
of members 5. Rules for organizing County Associations auxillary to 
the State Associations 6. Model for Constitution and By-laws of a 
County Ass'n auxilary to the State Associations. Etta E. Shaw, "Semi -
ual Convention," Michigan Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), 
II , April, 1884, 5, 6. See Appendix A for the structure of a state 
sociation. 
21 
"Holy of Holies," The Wkhita (Kansas) Dai ly Beacon, June 9, 
1893,4; R. J. Finley, "Kansas Holiness Association - Secretary's Re-
port," ~ Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), 
n.s. XI, December 14, 1893, 5-.--For a concTUsive account of the Texas 
State Association's early history see "Greenville Holiness Camp Meeting 1~6tory ill 'I Texas Ho1 iness Advocate (Greenvi 11e, Texas), I X, Ju1 Y 5, 
J ,1; C. T. Hogan, "The Early Holiness Movement In Texas," Ibid., 
ul y 12, 1906, 5. For an individual report on one of the early annual 
~s of the Oklahoma Territory Associati ~n see "Church Notes," Indian 
gurnal (Eufaula, Oklahoma Territory), September 7, 1894, 4; "The 1~~ne4ss Meeting," Ibid., September 21, 1894,4; Ibid., September 28, 
, . 
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or quite often in rural schoolhouses where holiness exponents 
churches, 
greater degree of spiritual freedom. These concourses constitu-
t b Sl' C st ructural unit of the holiness revival and were ted the mos a 
b d II knoWn as II an s. Such assemblies closely resembled the class meetings 
John Wesley initiated in eighteenth-century England, and they, like the 
ear ly Methodist institution proved most successful in the egalitarian 
22 
' 'West. 11 
IIBand ll or monthly services attracted people from whole county 
areas hence, three services were generally scheduled for the day. 
Typically, one se rvice was held in the morning, one in the afternoon, 
and one in the evening. According to J. F. Wolford, secretary of the 
Neosho Valley Holiness Association, Ilsoul s were converted and sancti-
fi ed in nearly every meeting ••• and at their last gathering in the 
IH. E. Church' Edna, Kansas, the Lord sent a real tidal wave." Conse-
quently, the association planned two mee t ings for the next month--one 
23 
at Pioneer Schoolhouse near Edna, and one near Norton. Such "bands" 
also held "cottage" or home prayer meetings one night a week where 
22 ' 
"Band Reports," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), III, 
December 12,1884,3,4; Milton L. Haney, "Holiness Associations," The 
Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston and Chicago), 
n.s. XII, December 6, 1894,8; Milton L. Haney, "'Specia11y , Rules For 
Band Meetings," Ibid., XIII, January 10, ,1895, 5; Milton L. Haney, "The founty Associations," Ibid~, XIV, February 13, 1896, 2. The usage of 
'West" by the l880s referred to a geographical region including the 
states of Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas, and the Oklahoma Terri-
tory. The "band" concept also traced its roots to interdenominational 
meetings conducted in sparsely' populated rural communities. Nelson 
~se, History Of Labette County Kansas From The First Settlement To 
-...! .£.! ose Of .!§21, 317. 
C . ~3J. F. Wolford , "Neosho Valley Band Meeting Report," The 
-hrlstlan Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston and Chicago), 
n • s. X II, Ap r ill 2:--T 894, 1 2 • - f 
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24 d testimonies were the general order. 
rayer an 
Monthly conventions and cottage prayer meetings helped to fuse the 
of the holiness associations together, but their summer camps ~rs 
were the spiritual highlight of the year. The Neosho Valley Group held 
1893 Assemblage at Oswego, Kansas, and the 1894 Meeting in 
At both of these meetings they engaged Rev. Edward F. Walker, 
Presbyterian who was a nationally recognized holiness evangelist and 
former pastor of the Presbyterian Church in Parsons. Rev. 
asserted that large crowds of people thronged to the Parsons 
ting site (one third of a mile from the gas works) and a large num-
r of converts were reported. Evangelist Walker was also impressed by 
of the Southeast Kansas Association--
resident, Congregationalist; vice president, United Brethren; secre-
. P b . 25 Methodlst; treasurer, res yterlan. 
Holiness associations often gathered on the farm of one of their 
~ers for a week-end of social activities at special times like the 
Fourth of July. In 1896 the members of the Neosho Valley Association 
248• S. Barton, "Twelve Mile, Kan. To The War Cry," Evangelistic 
Wlr ill. (Salina, Kansas), V, March 15, 1894, 4. 
ft " 25· ·Camp Meeting,·· The Parsons (Kansas) Daily Sun, August 19, 1894, 
J The Churches,·· Ibid., September ?, 1894, 4; Edward F. Walker, "Rev. 
Or . E. F. Walker ~mp Repor Q , •• Christian Standard And International ~l iness Journal (Philadelphia), XXVI I I, September 28, 1893, 12; Edward 
• Walker, "Parsons, Kansas Camp RepC?~t," The Christian Witness And ~zcate Of Bible Holiness (Boston and Chicago), n.s. XI I, September 12, 
,12. Edward Franklin Walker (1852-1918) was converted in 1871 in =~ Francisco at the Nationa 'l Camp . Meeting Tabernacle Crusade after 
pch he af~iliated with the Methodist for many years before becoming 
for r~Sb~terlan. A wealthy philantropist financed his college in Cali-
de n1a 1n 1873. In his later years Walker became a General Superinten-
Oint of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene. Edward Franklin Walker 
ppary , June, 1871,4; May 27,1873,74; Edward Franklin Walker's 
ers, Nazarene Archives, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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a gathering on the farm of J. F. Wolford near Angola , 
where they enjoyed the scheduled festivities. Here the agenda 
d " "" d 1" " "26 basket lnners, slnglngs, an re 19lOUS serVlces. 
Revivals were also periodically conducted by travelling evangelists 
r the auspicis of such local associations. Rev. N. J. Nelson re-
the results of his evangelistic efforts at Spring Creek Schoo1-
Smith County, Kansas, in 1894 when he exclaimed, "Halle1uiah! 
" 27 
orty-two souls saved between March 17 and Aprl1 8." For such ser-
ees weather-tight structures were not always available on the rural 
and the Oklahoma Territory. Evangelists even conduct-
services under brush arbors or in roughly constructed log schoo1-
Rev. Benjamin H. Irwin, in recounting his work in the Oklahoma 
, came across country by covered wagon travelling over hard 
"Gumbo" and through deep sand and "Blackjacks , " • •• Our 
meetings were held in a log schoolhouse 16 by 20 feet with 
a sod roof and dirt floor. On Sunday I preached to a small 
but appreciative congregation and five ca~8to the altar as 
definite seekers of entire sanctification. 
Irwin illustrated the physical and emotional load of the itinerant 
life when he reported that he had de 1 i vered "over seven hundred sermons 
in eighteen months." He declared that he had almost 
while trying to finish a sermon; as a result all of 
ht evangelistic engagements in the near future were cancelled. 
-
26"Socia1 Times," Cherryvale (Kansas) Republican, July 10, 1896, 3. 
27 ~ M. J. Nelson, "Halle1uiah! 42 Saved At Spring Creek Schoolhouse," 
_vlnaelistic ~ill (Salina, Kansas), V, April 19,1894,1. 
28B " " lnt ~nJamln H. Irwin, "From Holt, Oklahoma," Christian Standard And 
16.ernatl0na1 Holiness Journal (Philadelphia), XXXI, November 21, 1895, 
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M. Murrill, another travelling minister, reported similar results 
and Louisana where he witnessed 313 souls converted and 460 
n Texas 
29 
'fied in ten months. 
,lnct1 
Such independent evangelists were not directly responsible to any 
leaders or organization except the local holiness asso-
called them. As a result many fanatical excesses were 
nifested in both doctrine and physical actions. These heresies in-
a teaching which divided full salvation into seven stages re-
to as "the seven steps to the throne." They included: (1) Re-
(2) justification, (3) regeneration, (4) entire sanctifica-
baptism with the Holy Ghost, (6) gift of healing, and 
(7) translation." Persons who obtained "translation faith" supposedly 
30 
would never die. 
Other proponents taught an extragravance referred to as marital 
purity in which they openly opposed sexual contact between a man and his 
J. R. Calwel1, as such an advocate and editor of The Quarterly 
ristian Life used his publication to take an unbending stand on this 
IUbject when he asserted: "We believe all gratification of ' sexual 
29Benjamin H. Irwin, "Rev. B. H. Irwin," Ibid., XXVIII, 
September 21, 18~3, . 12; E • . M. Murrill, . "Tiding~ From Eva~g~lists," 
Ibid., XXX1, October 24, 1895, 14. One .of these meetings was conducted 
n a large canvas tabernacle in Abilene, ' Texas. Rev. Murrill confirmed 
hat people came in covered wagons from as far away as eighty miles and 
ree hundred miles by rail. The crowd averaged fifteen hundred per-
IOns per servi ce and the evangel i st sai d he counted Iitwenty-one soul s 
:werted and forty-seven sanctified." E. M. Murri 11, "Meeting At 
Cailene, Texas,11 The Way Of Faith And Neglected Themes (Columbia, South 
ro 1i na ), V I, J u TY 24, 1 895 , 1. - . 
30 '. 
ft4! H ,C. W. Bronson and George Newton, liTo The Public," Pacific Herald ~~hness (San Francisco), III, June 1,1884,2; Charles Broughten 
Ci~:~gan, Pioneer Days of the Holiness Movement in the Southwest, 150. 
hereafter, Jernigan, Pioneer Days. 
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't aside from a desire to glorify God in the production of off-
appetl e 
is a violation of natural law, (as evidenced in the brute crea-
spring, 
f Physical law, (proved by the awful penalties that visit this tion), 0 
sin), • • Rev. A. M. Hills reported that men who taught and prac-
such folly often boasted in testimony services how dead they were ti ced 
to thei r wi ves and chi 1 dren. "They were so dead to thei r dependents," 
he asserted, "that many times they forgot to support their children 
begotten in other days ." Hill s conc 1 uded, "Those mus t have been days 
32 Nhen they had a little less religion, but a good deal more sense." 
Martin Wells Knapp of Cincinnati, Ohio, editor of The Revivalist, also 
characterized the marital purity agitation as "unscriptura1, fanatical, 
33 Ind of a dangerous tendency." Rev. Charles Parham, when recounting 
the fanatical excesses he witnessed, avowed that some individuals became 
o emotionally excited that they (supposedly under the influence of the 
Holy Spirit) would "jump for fifteen or twenty minutes and clear the 
fl oor by two or three feet." Reports indicated the "holy jumpers" 
wou ld scream until "you could hear them three miles away on a clear 
34 
night and until their blood vessels stood out like whip cords." 
31J. R. Caldwell, "An Open Confession," The Quarterly Christian 
Life (J~cksonville, Illinois), II, Autumn, 1888, 15. Caldwell used his 
publication to discuss such topics as family hygiene, dress, diet, chil-
dren's companions, and school. "'"'Thoughts On Marital Purity, Part II: 
D~~!s, Di et, Associ ati ons, Exerci se, Schbo 1 ," I bi d., II I, September 21, l~, 142. .. --
A,",-. 32Aaron M. Hills, "Fana:ticism Among Holiness People," The Holiness 
~vOCate (Goldsboro, Nor~h Carolina), III ., April 1, 1903,5. 
33"S . l' . 1 " (. " . . Oh') X I J OC1a Punty," The Rev1va ist Cinc1nnat1, 10, , 
anuary 26, 1899, 5. 
34 Charles Parham, "Sermon," The Apostolic Faith (Baxter Springs, 
kansas), Whole Number 3, April, 1925, 9. 
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Unrestrained emotional isms and unsound doctrines were not endorsed 
. °ty of holiness witnesses. They looked on the fanatic wi th bY the ma]Orl 
d On and believed he did irreparable damage to the cause of Chris-dfs al 
holiness when he rejected all human logic and displaced it with fan 
1 d d o 0 0 0 0 35 self-stye lVlne lnsplratl0n. 
Many holiness leaders within established Methodism realized that 
ff the church did not return to the doctrine of Wesley, a schism was 
nevitable. To forestall such a circumstance, several prominent Meth-
odi st proponents of Christian perfection addressed an open letter to the 
They suggested a holiness convention be called by the bishops 
to bring the perfectionist revival under the direction of the 
Rev. William Harris, secretary of the board of bishops, re-
that they were lIalarmed at certain extravagances connected with 
the subject fliolineill .11 Nevertheless, the bishops declined the 
f i 0 h 0 0 36 HOd 0 nv tatlon to c a1r a convent10n. owever, convent10ns convene 1n 
and New York (18n); Jacksonvi 11 e, 11li noi s (1880); Round 
like, New York (1882); Chicago (1885); and again in Chicago in 1901. 37 
35George Weaver, IIFanatici sm,1I Sent of God (Glenwood, Iowa), I, 
tember 1,1892, 1; Milton L. Haney, IIFanaticism,1I Ibid., (Tabor, 
lowi ), XI·V, June 15 ; , 1899, 2. , . --
3611Two Letters: To The Bishops Of The Methodist Episcopal Church 
~t Reply of the Bishops,1I Central Christian Advocate (St. Louis, 
asouri), XXVI, January 18, 1882, 18. 
37 0 • 
D1eter, IIRevivalism and Ho1iness,11 239-245. For primary accounts i8~he individual conventions see Proceedings Of Holiness Conferences, 
As ; Solomon Benjamin Shaw, ed., Proceedings of the General Holiness 
E ll.. Held in the Park Avenue 11. t. Church in Chicago, May 20-26, 
• Ec~oes 2f the General Holiness Assembly Held in Chicago, May 1=11, 
14d1, edlted by Solomon Benjamin Shaw. IIReport of Coomittee On Paternal 
ress To The Churches, II Advocate Of Chri sti an Holiness (Phil adelphi a), 
~. IX! February, 1878, 36, 37, 47-,-48; A. E. Sexton, liThe Holiness Dec: t1on A Success,1I Good Tidings (Topeka, Kansas), Whole Number 5, 
er 30, 1880, 4; A. E. Sexton, IIAddress Of The Central Western 
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These assemblages were attended by both the conservative and inde-
r moderate "comeouter" factions. The conservatives generally pendent 0 
bers of the National Camp Meeting Association and quite often 
re mem 
ld influential Methodist pastorates in large Eastern cities. The 
leaders of state and county associations and 
re often ministers who had been expelled from their respective denom-
nations for preaching holiness. They included such men as: Isiah 
id , (Presbyterian), president of the Iowa Holiness Association and 
itor of the Highway (Nevada, Iowa); John P. Brooks (Methodist Epis-
Banner Of Holiness (Bloomington, Illinois); 
ll iam T. Ellis (Methodist Episcopal), editor of the Fire And Hammer 
Benjamin Shaw (Methodist Episcopal), 
the Michigan Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan); 
Doty (Wesleyan Methodist), editor of the Christian Harvester 
Kiergan (Methodist Episcopal Church, South), 
tor of The Good Way (College Mound, Missouri).38 
li ness Union Convention Held In Jacksonville, Illinois, December 15-16, 
880," Ibid., Whole Number 8, January 20, 1881, 1; A. E. Sexton, "Holi-
ss The-G'reat'Need [[ound' Lak~ ' Coriventio!iJ ,II Ibid., (North Topek?, 
nsas), Whole Number 80, Al:lgust 3, 1882, 2, ~; .A. E. ?exton, . "The 
lembly Again," Ibid., Whole Number 120, May 24, 1883, 3; "General Holi-
IS Assembly Chi~ago, May 20th," Guide .!Q. Holiness And Revival Miscel-
n (New York), o.s. LXXV, May, 1885, 154; "The General Assembly . 
, fcago,".l.!2.i2.! , LXXVI, July 1885,26-28; (bid., September 1885,. 95. 
Dec:l aratlons Of I?rinc;:ipl.es," Michigan Holiness Record (Grand hapids, 
fch igan), III, June, 1885,9,10; Solomon Benjamin Shaw, "General Holi-
S Assemb~y,"lli.£., 14; I. G. Terrill, "Address Of George Hughes Upon 
fng The ChairAt The Chicago Assembly," Ibid., 9. 
38 
Charles Edwin Jones, ~ Guide 1£ the study of the Holiness Move-
590, 620, 625, 728, 742. Editor Brooks related several incidents 
n whi ch pastors removed the names from the local rolls of as many as 
orty proponents of holiness and one Methodist presiding elder was ~~~ra~ntal in having a holiness evangelist run out of a small town in 
81 no~s. John P. Brooks, "Facts That Are Stubborn," Banner Of Holiness 
oomlngton, Illinois), no. vol., n.d., n.p. 
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These ministers represented the rural "West" and generally favored 
. 9 the National movement together into a congregationalist body 
raW1n 
d around the local Ilbands." In turn the local organizations tere 
1d become independent holiness churches electing their own pastors 
owning their own property. A correspondent for the Fire And Hammer 
justified thi s positi on by stati ng "past experience has taught that 
no hope of reforming the existing anti-holiness denominations 
as they are in the main unregenerated people, proud, fashion-
39 
b1e, and worldly minded. 11 
39cowen, "Church Of God (Holiness),11 24, 25. B. A. Washburn listed 
following reasons for establishing independent holiness churches: 
1. IIMany have no church home. They cannot endorse the modes and 
customs of the religious denominations around them. 
2. Many have been turned out of their denominations because they 
have embraced sanctification and were a living rebuke to 
religious sinners around them. 
3. Multitudes have been taken out of the pit of sin and are now 
gloriously sanctified and do not feel led to join any denomina-
tion. This is the people's movement and is as broad as the 
universe. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
The forming of ten of thousnnds of independent churches does 
not make any less Bible Christians but increases them. 
It is not a sin to get people saved (sanctified) and set 
things in order without consulting any or all religious 
denominations. 
' Independent Holiness Churches' call only sanctified pastors 
to feed them, hence the sheep grow in grace and knowledge as 
Peter's epistle to sanctified churches exhorts. 
The Sheep being fed are feeding others and are aggressive and 
not only keep saved, but are helping others to get saved. 
Feeding the sheep in these folds prevents their running around 
after poisonous weeds--hence a preventive to sickness and death. 
Many small Independent Churches prevent pride of numbers and 
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As loyal Methodists the conservatives opposed such a thesis and 
f mal declaration of union. At the 1885 Chicago Convention, allY or 
n Rev George Hughes as the leading conservative, went so far Chai rma, • 
as to pocket veto a letter from James F. Washburn, who as an independent 
IQderate , described the successes of the congregational holiness church 
California. The chairman thus refused to allow what he regarded 
"comeoutism" propaganda to be publicly read on the floor of the 
Instead, he maneuvered the delegates into seeking a gigan-
of the Holy Spirit. The refusal of Hughes to recognize 
he separatist faction drew a quick and critical response from William 
Ellis , who accused the chairman and his conservative allies, of "un-
sound principles and unfair practices" in their control of the assembly. 
that in the future separate regional conventions 
he said, "The narrow contractedness of the 
never coalesce with the broadness and fullness of the 
denominnational glory and give poor people a chance. Twenty-
five or thirty is enough in anyone place; swarm and scatter 
out and do something for others. 
10. 'The best of all God is with us'; God's blessings rest upon 
the churches so that the children and neighbors are being sanc-
tified and kept and we firmly believe it is the most efficient 
way to reach and save the masses of the earth and to keep them 
saved. Then in the name of Israel's God let the Assembly de-
clare to the world that the permanent salvation of souls is of 
vastly mOre importance than methods regular or irregular. 
Speak out; voice of freedom over the earth by declaring in 
favor of 'Independent Holiness Churches with pentecost sancti-
lie fication a~ a basis for membership; Amen and Amen. III Cowen, 
hurch Of. God (Holiness), 24, 25. Cowen found his material in B. A. 
tC:hburn, liTo The General Assembly, Chicago, May 20, 1885,11 The Good Way 
11 ege Mound, Missouri), May 23, 1885. 
40Wi 1li am Elli s, "Holiness Assembl y, II Fi re And Harrmer (North Topeka, 
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Kiergan , editor of The Good Way, summarized his feelings 
. the handling of the convention by stating: 
ooncernlng 
sectarianism will never work in harmony with any thing 
outside the sect it advocates. 2. That so-called eastern 
holiness is sectarian to the bone, compromising and 
worldly. 3. That now the lines are everywhere clearly 
drawn between sectly, worldly, compromising would be holi-
ness, and the real Bible sort. 4. That it will be use· 
less to attempt, hereafter an aasembly where that element 
is allowed to assume the front. 1 
Two other moderates, who, no doubt, were dissatisfied with the results 
of the convention, included Harden Wallace of southern California and 
Sol omon Benjamin Shaw of Michigan. These men had helped to initiate 
42 
the independent holiness work in their respective states. 
Rev. Shaw in reality labored on what he referred to as the 
"undenominational line" which constituted a sort of middle ground be-
tween the association plan favored by the denominationally oriented mem-
bers of the National and the independent congregationalists of the move-
Here Shaw confirmed that both the independent holiness churches 
and the interdenominational associations had a legitimate mission but 
Kansas), II, June, 1885, 1. One reason the radical delegates at the 
1885 Assembly were so upset at the way it was handled was that the 
" jority of these delegates were the ones who ask for the Assembly in 
he first place. John P. Brooks, "et a1," "The General Assembly. The 
088ffiCial Call," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), IV, May 1, 
I 5, 3. By 1901 when the next national convention was held in Chicago 
its conservative delegates had moved closer to recognizing the necessity 
°hef maintaining work independent of the established church. Echoes of 
lb! General Holiness Holiness Assembly, l2Ql. 
41 
VI liThe Big Convention," The Gospel Trumpet (Williamston, Michigan), 
Hi l , A~gust 1, 1885, 2. For a more detailed account see A. M. Kiergan, 
po~~orlca1 Sketches of the Revival of True Holiness and Local Church ihe tl from 1865-1916, 61-64. Warner quite often used material from 
Ir_i..OOd W~z:.. A. M. Kiergan, "Objections to Sectism," The Gospel 
-~ (Wl11iamston, Michigan), VI, September 15, 1884, 1. 
42r z lmothy L. Smith, Called Unto Holiness, The Story Of The 
arenes: ~ Formative Years, 27-35. 
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is not to build up or tear down churches, but 
God's people into the glorious experience of 
sanctification regardless of denominational lines. 11 He con-
that through such methods IIwe can reach many souls that the F. M. eluded 
[free Methodis til and W. M. ffi,esleyan Methodis!i] would not reach. 1I43 
aw continued to push this undenominational work through the agency 
of the Michigan State Holiness Association which he helped to organize 
.t Lansing, Michigan, in December, 1881. By the late 1880s however, 
opposition to the unconventional work of the Michigan Association caused 
aw and his followers to progressively lean toward the establishment 
of an independent holiness denomination. At Dutton, Michigan, between 
they organized the Primitive Holiness Mission, 
the first denomination founded exclusively to propagate second blessing 
44 holi ness. 
Almost immediately this new denomination ran into strong opposition 
from all facets of the holiness movement. Benjamin T. Roberts, founder 
of t he Free Methodist Church used the Free Methodist to brand Shaw as 
t raitor and a deceiver. At the same time A. Copeland, editor of the 
Hol iness Evangelist of Oakland, California, as a strong supporter of 
fndependent holiness churches complained that he did not understand how 
"hol y men who have been put in the stocks of . . • sectarian church 
government, and beaten from pillar to post by the sect principle and 
-
43S010m0n 
~1I..t1i ch i gan 
t 42. 
B. Shaw, Illnterdenominational Work a Special Need of the 
Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), II, September, 
~IH' ) 1story Of Organization,11 Ibid., (Dutton, Michigan, VII, 
January, 1890, 23; IIHoliness Mission Conference,11 Ibid., 29. 
[ I 
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spirH" should "go to work and organize another sect, and thus 
etuate the very evil which has met them at every turn in all the 
perp 
II Only Thomas K. Doty, editor of the Christian Harvester and 
sects. 
Wesleyan Methodist in good standing, lent tentative support to Shaw 
• 45 
.nd his Michigan associates. 
Evangelist Harden Wallace as early as the spring of 1880 launched 
what ultimately was to become the independent holiness church work in 
southern California. Here Wallace combined forces with Revs. Harry 
Ashcraft, James W. Swing, and Mr. and Mrs. James F. Washburn who by 
May, 1884, reported through the columns of the Kansas periodical, Fire 
~ Hammer, that they had initiated four independent holiness churches 
from the "bands" of the Southern California and Arizona Holiness Asso-
cfation.46 They organized on a congregationalist polity whereby all 
~ local members had a say in electing elders who took charge of the 
pf ritua1 interest of the local churches and deacons who supervised the 
temporal concerns. It also followed that the New Testament Churches 
called only sanctified ministers to "feed the f10ck" and only those who 
professed the experience of heart holiness were recognized as members. 47 
4SIIThe Convention At Dutton,1I Ibid., September and October, 1889, 
~,8 ; Mrs. S. Shaw, "A Few Important Facts,1I Ibid., 28, 29; S. B. Shaw, 
t'A Second Reply," Ibid., February, 1890,37; A. Copeland, "Interest-
la:O~e~~rs,1I Ibid., IIBrother S. B. Shaw And His Work," I·bid., April, 
46 C Josephine M. Washburn, History And Reminiscences Of The Holiness ~Uhbh ~.~ Southern California And Arizona, 7-14. Cited hereafter, 
Cl~ urn, Hlstory And Reminiscences; James W. Swing, "San Bernardino, 
laa4 May 28,1884," Fire And Hanmer (North Topeka, Kansas), I, June, 
lee ' 3. For a good primary account of the early years of this work 
fo ~.)E. Butler, IIHoliness In Downey," Pentecost (Los Angeles, Cali-
rnla, I, February 5, 1886,8; Ibid '., February 26, i886, 8. 
47 
kl )Harden Wallace, "Strictures,1I Fire And Hanmer (North Topeka, 
nsas, I, August, 1884,3; G. V. D. Brancr;-IIPrimitive Or Apostolic 
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1 n proved very successful as witnessed in a report published in Thi s p a 
Pentecost that revealed at least twenty-six local holiness churches 
~ - ~ 
active in southern California by January, 1893. 
were 
The extreme radicals of the independent movement were however, the 
first individuals to combine the doctrine of holiness and a stand a-
i t the sects or the established churches. Daniel Sidney Warner was g. ns 
one such reformer who initially spent almost ten years as a minister in 
the Church of God (Winebrennerian) which claimed the Bible as their 
onl y guide in life, rejected sectarian entanglements and practiced 
foot-washing on par with the ordinances of communion and water baptism. 
Less than three months after Rev. Warner began to advocate a second ex-
perience of holiness, the leadership of the Winebrennerian Church re-
jected his newly found perfectionist message. 49 On January 30, 1878, 
Warner was forma 11 y accused of tryi ng to "di vi de the church"; thi s 
Church," Pentecost (Los Angeles, California), I, August 21,1886,5, 
6, J. A. Foster, "Sanctification The Basis Of Membership In The New 
Testament Church," Ibid., February 26, 1886, 8. By the late 1880s and 
early 1890s these teachings had been transferred to western Kansas as 
evidenced in the periodical literature of the Western Union Evangelis-
tic Association. D. P. Ziegler, "Western Union Evangelistic Associa-
tion (Incorporated under the Laws of the State of Kansas)," The 
Western Record(C1ay Center, Kansas), I I I, September 10, 1892~; Brad-
ford Washburn, "Twe 1 ve Reasons Why We Cannot Recogni ze Any One A Mem-
ber Of 'The Church Of The Firstborn Until He Is Sanctified," Holiness 
War News (Clay Center, Kansas), I, September, 1891, 1; "Holiness The 
8:!is Of Union," Herald Of Pentecost (Kackley, Kansas), I, September 1, 1~~4, 1. For a simple declaration of the principle points of govern-
;ent of the New Testament Churches see Government and Doctrines Of New 
-fstament Churches, 3-23. -- ----
48"H 1" ( f ) 0 lness Church Dlrectory," Pentecost Los Angeles, Califor-~aa , IX, January 12, 1893, 4; "The Basis Of Christian Union," The 
_ nsas Evangelist (Beloit, Kansas), I, December, 1898, 2. 
490 . 1 . 8 1~ 1 anle Sldney Warner, Journal of D. S. Warner, January 1, 1 79, 
And- 53. Anderson Theological Seminary, School of Theo logy Library, 
erson, Indiana. 
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was upheld and his license withdrawn. No doubt, his thinking 
charge 
C
1esiastica1 structure had been strongly influenced first by his 
on ec 
the Church of God (Winebrennerian) and his eventual rejection 
body for preaching holiness. In fact, on the day following 
trial Warner said: 
The Lord showed me ho l iness could never prospe,r upon 
sectarian soil, encumbered by human creeds, and party 
names, and he gave me a new commission to join holi-
ness and all truth togeth;o and build up the aposto1ica1 
church of the living God. 
the stage was set as early as 1878 for D. S. Warner to begin his 
radical separatist ministry which acted as a catalyst for the ' indepen-
This activist centered his ministries in Indiana, Ohio, and 
October 1881, he took the final step in rejecting 
ecclesiastical government. This transpired when Warner 
to the North Indiana Eldership, of which he was a member, some 
that he felt would help that body conform more closely to the 
"Bi ble standard of church government." The eldership mini stry refused 
to hear him and in response Warner along with five other members immed-
This process was basically repeated a few weeks later 
n Michigan where Warner again combined the doctrine of Christian per-
fection and his ideas of separatist church polity. This aroused opposi-
tion from the local Michigan Eldership and as a result twenty members 
wi thdrew from that body. Thus, by November, 1881, Warner had helped to 
create two isolated centers of independent church activity--one at 
Dam, Indiana, and the other at Carson City, Michigan. According 
5°l.bid., March 7, 1878, 161. 
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biography of Rev. Warner these were the first two groups in the 
States "to step completely out of Babylon and take for their 
t he New Testament Church alone." In accordance they resolved: basis 
That we adhere to no body or organization but the church 
of God, bought by the blood of Christ, organized by the 
Holy Spirit, and governed by the Bible. And if the Lord 
will, we will hold an annual assembly of all saints who 
in the providence of God shall be permitted to come to-
gether for the worship of God, the instruction and edifi-
cation of one another, and the transcation of such busi-
ness as the Holy Spirit may lead us to see and direct in 
its performance. 
Resolved, That we ignore and abandon the practice of 
preacher's license as without precept or example in the 
Word of God, and that we wish to be 'known by our fruits' 
instead of by papers. 
Resolved, That we do not recognize or fellowship any who 
come unto us assuming the character of a minister whose 
life is not godly in Christ Jesus and whose doctrine is 
not the Word of God. 
Resolved also, That we recognize and fellowship as mem-
bers with us in the one body of Christ, all truly regen-
erated and sincere saints who worship God in all the 
light they possess, and that we urge all the dear children 
of God to forsake the snares and yokes of human parties 
and stand alone in the 'one fold' of Cg~ist upon the 
Bible, and in the unity of the Spirit. 
Eventually under such a general plan hundreds of local holiness 
churches were established nation wide, "each congregation being indepen-
dent of the others, except in common sympathy, and Christian fellowship; 
• • .11 Here the holiness people attempted to reunite the doctrine of 
51 A• L. Byers, Birth of a Reformation: Qc the Life and Labors of 
f'niel ~. Warner, 255-269.--A~ early as 1875 conflict had arisen in the 
he
ndiana Eldership of the Church of God over some members belonging to 
t Masonic lodge and the use of tobacco. As a result several of the 
~~serv~tives were expelled whereby they formed the North Indiana 
dershlp. D. S. Warner became identified with this body after his 
~Ulsion from the Ohio Eldership of the Church of God (Winebrennerian), 
-lS,., 177, 178. 
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rity with what they saw as the most likely worship form of 
heart pu 52 
first- C 
entury Christianity. At first these advocates did not even 
bl
ve 
amy formal places of worship but met in individual homes, school-
53 the weather permitted in the "streets or groves. lf 
The Indiana and Michigan groups however, were not actually the 
first independents to completely separate themselves from the old line 
At North Topeka, Kansas, as early as April 17, 1881, 
editor of Good Tidings, built and dedicated Faith 
holiness and a congregionalist polity were first 
cGlbi ned. Under the leadership of Rev. Sexton a full agenda of relig-
GUS services was scheduled each week beginning on Sunday with divine 
A.M., Sunday School at 3:00 P.M., divine worship again 
t 8:00 P.M. and prayer meeting each Friday at 8:00 P\.M. 54 
The main emphasas at such meetings was placed on allowing each in-
complete freedom to follow the leadings of the Holy Spirit. 
accomplished by not adhering to any previously set pattern for 
"the free line." For example, they might 
fng and pray together; read a portion of the Wordfl ; and according to 
52 
another would pour forth a verbal stream of 
Iwith the Holy Ghost sent down from Heaven. I"" This 
James W. Swing, "News From The Front," Fire And Harrmer (North 
apeka, Kansas), I I, November, 1884, 3. 
53S . Indf • B. Smith, "Correspondence," The Gospel Trumpet (Indianapolis, 
ana), .IV, November .15, 1881, 3. 
f 54"Dedication," Good Tidings (Topeka, Kansas), Whole Number 18, 
aS1 1 7,1881,4; "Holiness Meetings," Ibid., Whole Number 22, May 5, 
, 4. 
55 
A. L. Brewer , "The Free Line," The Royal Priest (Kirksville, 
sou ") -n , II, October 16, 1889, 2; E. Morgan, "Something Better Than 
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, on direct revelation and interaction with God also was typical 
r.l lance 
, 'lar services in Michigan where Joseph C. Fisher avowed that "we 
at Slm1 
together in one accord when the Holy Ghost separated Brother Edwin were 
B. Lyon to take the oversight of the flock, which was solemnly ordained 
by prayer and the laying on of hands." Acts 6:6, 14:23; 2 Pet. 5:2. 56 
Ideally therefore, the only part mankind played in organizing and 
cont rolling the New Testament Church was simply for each individual to 
"recognize God's organizing, and work together with Him in carrying out 
his will as revealed to all members by the Holy Spirit. And just to the 
extent that members were filled with the Holy Spirit, they were Itemp-
ered together I or scriptua11y organized.,,57 Thus, heart purity acted as 
the only binding force between individual parishioners and all counter-
feit or man made unions such as the old line churches or sects were 
58 looked upon as "sin and error." 
These radicals at this time adopted the practice of characterizing 
the establ i shed churches as "Modern Babylon" or as the "Mother Harlot" 
who had forsaken and fallen away from God. They further relied on the 
Bible for confirmation when exhorting others to: "Come out of her my 
peop le, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that you receive not 
her plagues (Rev. 18:4)," and again "be ye not unequally yoked together 
Sermons,'! Good Tidings (North Topeka, Kansas), Whole Number 70, June 1, 
1882 , 4. -
56 Joseph C. Fisher, "Victory," The Gospel Trumpet (Indianapolis, 
Indiana), V, January 1, 1882,2 • . 
57 
Oc "The Only Unsectarian Organization," Ibid., (Bucyrus, Ohio), VI, 
KtObe r.15, 1883, 1; W. A. Balmain, "The Church," The Royal Priest 
(frksvll1e, MissQuri), V, May, 1895, 1. 
58W' 11 . (Cl 1 1 am Ki rby, "Lay Asi de Sectari ani sm," Pentecost Trumpet 
ay Center, Kansas), I II, February 18, 1892, 2. 
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believers: ••• come tlith un 
out from among them and be ye separate, 
. h the Lord and touch not 
sal t 59 
the unclean thing and I will receive you 
(2 cor. 6 : 14- 17 )." C. A. Sexton of Faith Chapel in North Topeka, 
also empioyed poetry in this assault on the established church Kansas, 
when he pub 1 i shed the fo 11 owi ng verse from liThe Wormy Manna, Or The 
Essence Of A False Gospel": 
They would feed you on their manna 
that breedeth worms and stinks, 
And say they have eternal life 
in these things, they think: 
Their manna is false doctrine, 
a thing which God doth hate: 
Oh turn away from evil men'6 
before it is too late. 0 
The more moderate independents however, opposed the use of such extreme 
rhetoric because they felt it actually turned people away from accept-
ing the propriety of separate holiness churches. 
Editor William T. Ellis as such a moderate again used the columns 
of Fire And Hammer to defend the organization of independent holiness 
churches while at the same time condemning the radicals or "come-
outers." He described these extremists as "blind, hair brained, devil 
de luded fanati cs who denounce a 11 church organi zati on by maki ng a god 
out of Comeoutism. Their chief point is II Ive come out,1 therefore, 
I am holier than thou." Rev. Ellis further asserted that "Sexton and 
Co. of ~ Tidings manifests such a self righteous attitude that 
they will not even bow their heads in prayer where sinners are getting 
590 • W. McLaughlin, liThe one Holy Apostolic Church Contrasted with 
: e IMystic Babylon of Revelation, III Good Tidings (Topeka, Kansas), 
1 ole Number 14, March 10, 1881, 1, 2;-A'f1en L. Kennedy, "Modern Baby-
on ," TIJ!:. Royal Priest (Kirksville, Missouri), I, November 28, 1888,3. 
60
"Th (N e Wormy Manna Or The Essence Of A False Gospe1," Good Tidings 
orth Topeka, Kansas), Whole Number 104, February 1, 1883, 1. 
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converted. h
. .. ,,61 Because t ere 1S a organ1zat10n. Rev. Sexton responded 
h charge of fanaticism by to t e 
saying that "the followers of Jesus 
need not be scared by this scare wo rd but ought to so live that it be 
true of them. That they are fanatical in relationship to all the 
es and false professors and their creeds because living faith will dron 
. 62 
fnspire enthusiasm to expel 1 such dead formal1sm." 
Rev. A. M. Kiergan charged that such fanatics even went so far as 
to reject the second coming of Christ, the ressurection of the dead, 
Ind the final judgment. Instead they taught a sort of glorification 
tn this life, present redemption of the body, walking on the streets 
of the New Jerusalem, and that they were actually living in heaven. 
They also added to these teachings general doubt as to the divine sanc-
tf ty of the Sabbath as the first day of the week. One such proponent, 
Rev. A. L. Brewer, editor of The Royal Priest, responded in part that 
ff anyone coul d show him "that thi sis not the time of Chri st' s per-
sona1 reign on earth," he would be "ready to confess the whole come-
outer business as premature and pack his goods and start for Babylon; 
••• or the established church Rev. O. S. Warner of The 
Gospel Trumpet also struck out at the conservative independents 
61"The Comeouter, The Sect Oevi 1," Fi re And Hammer {North Topeka, 
~ansas}, I, October, 1884,3; "'What Is Tt?'i"" Ibid., July, 1884,3; 
The Sect Incubator," Ibid., January, 1884, 3. 
62 
"Fanatic," Good Tidings {North Topeka, Kansas}, Whole Number 
230, February 3, 1886, 3. 
vi] 630: c. Brenneman, "Scraps Of History," The Royal Priest {Kirks-
2 Ie, M1ssouri}, I, May 16,1888,1; A. L. Brewer, "Thoughts," Ibid., 
~ For a condemnation of Brewer and his radical beliefs consult George 
/l i ton , "To The Public," Pacific Herald Of Holiness {San Francisco}, 
Of a. June 1,1884,2; "What Next?" The Christian Witness And Advocate 
-~Ho1iness {Chicago and Boston}, n.s. XVIII, May 10,1900,5. 
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as he said such advocates as T. K. Doty of the Christian because 
t er acknowledged that "holiness could never prosper where high !f!!ves 
hisrn was in power ••• and we must assert our rights and say to ehurc 
this hydra-headed monster, ecc1 esi asti ci sm, get down into the dust .,,64 
en the other hand Doty stri dent 1 y opposed the radi ca 1 "comeouters" as 
those who overvalued feelings and impressions, and mistook the work 
. . f th . f the Holy spl·rl·t ... 65 In turn of the imaglnatlon or e VOlce 0 
John P. Brooks published one of the first and strongest declarations 
fn defense of the moderate viewpoints on independent church polity. 
Hi s 1891 work, The Divine Church, constituted a treatise or systematic 
premise which stood in marked contrast to the Bible exploiting state-
.. nts published in the periodic literature of the day by such men as 
D. S. Warner, C. A. Sexton, and A. L. Brewer. 66 
Rev. John S. Inskip and William McDonald, president and vice pres-
fdent of the National Camp Meeting Association represented the majority 
f holiness people when they opposed the establishment of such indepen-
dent churches. McDonald as editor of the National Association period-
fea l, The Chri sti an Witness, argued that such a phenomenon ."wou1 d only 
64Danie1 Sidney Warner, Scratch Book (#4028). Anderson Theolog-
fca l Seminary, School of Theology Library, Anderson, Indiana. This was 
taken longhand from a speech, "True Morals," given by Thomas K. Doty :t the December, 1880, Jacksonville, Illinois, Holiness Convention. 
elso.found in D. S. Warner, "Apostolic Power," The Gospel Trumpet 
A' ndlanapolis, Indiana), IV, July 1, 1881, 3; D. S. Warner, "Smoke From 
Strange Fire," Ibid., VI, November 15, 1884,3. 
65 
XX '.'Fanaticism Of The Day," Christian Harvester (Cleveland, Ohio), 
, Apnl, 1892, 29; "Comeoutism," Ibid., February, 1892, 12. 
66 
C . John P. Brooks, The Divine Church: ~ Treatise ~ the Origin, oin:~ltution, Order and Ordinances of the Church; Being ~ Vindication 
Char=e ~w Testament Ecc1esia, and ~ Expose of the Anti-Scriptural 
- acter.2f. ~ Modern Church .2!:. Sect, preface. 
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breach between the holiness workers and the church proper, 
"iden the 
a new weapon in the hands of the opponents of the movement 
and place 
they will greatly hinder the work.,,67 Inskip echoed his op-by which 
to the independents when he said, "We are persuaded it i s position 
" and inJ"urious to identify the work of holiness with such both unWl se 
their measures.,,68 
_n and Nevertheless, the independents continued 
to gain numerical strength. By the twentieth century the Church of God 
(Hol iness) and the Church Of God, Anderson, Indiana, emerged from this 
69 
movement. 
As recently as their 1982 General Conwention, the Church of God 
(Holiness) reported independent congregations in seventeen different 
stites with their primary strength still centered in Kansas and 
Missouri. Each of the 165 voting delegates represented a maximum of 
twenty-five local church members. This figure, according to E. W. 
Roy , editor of the Church Herald and Holiness Banner, represented only 
those people who professed a born again experience with God and ex-
eluded any of their unconverted children or any other individuals who 
70 Ittended the local churches but made no confession of grace. The 
67"A New Holiness Church," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of 
Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. I, May 17, 1883, n.p.; "The New Church 
Not Scriptural,·· Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), IV, 
May 29, 1885, 1. -
6811R 
" " ev. John S. Inskip of The Standard And Home Journal," Central ~rlstlan Advocate (St. Louis, Missouri), XXVI, September 20, 1882, 
00. 
R 69Cowen, IIChurch of God (Ho1 iness) , •• n.p.; A. L. Byers, Bi rth of 
! .,sformation: .Qr. the Life and Labors of Daniel 1. Warner, n.p. 
70 
i E. W. Roy to Craig Fankhauser, June 30, 1983, Personal Posses-
D!~)Of Craig Fankhauser, Independence, Kansas; Church of God (Ho1i-
s f.onvention Minutes, ~, 2-4. 
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Of God headquartered in Anderson, Indiana, reported for 1982 
Church 
the largest local memberships of all the holiness groups. one of 
laimed 220,130 local members within 2,275 congregations in 
They c 
state including the District of Columbia and Canada. 71 
every 
-
71 ~ Yearbook of the Church Of God, United States and Canada, 
266, 267. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE FIRE BAPTIZED REVOLT 1895 TO 1911 
The Fire Baptized Holiness Church, another group that influenced 
the holiness movement, originated in the small r ural holiness associa-
tions of Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska during the last decade of the· 
nineteenth century. There its founder Rev. Benjamin Hardin Irwin, 
taught a subsequent experience to sanctification called the "baptism 
of fire." He was not, however, the first individual to advocate 
• th ird experience characterized by "fire."l He relied on other 
writers including Phoebe Palmer, who when recounting her experience 
of Christian perfection reiterated: 
Over thi r ty yea r s ago I bound the sacrifice to the 
altar ••• a few hours after I felt the consuming 
energies of the Divine Spirit through my whole be~ng. 
I trust that baptism of fire has never been lost. 
lVincent Synan, The Old-Time Power, 86, 87. Cited hereafter, 
Synan, Old-Time Power. Benjamin Hardin Irwin was born in 1854 in a 
'9 house near Mercer, Missouri. His family moved to Tecumseh, 
braska, in 1863. While in Tecumseh, he married Anna M. Stewart 
(1876), practiced law eight years, was converted (1879), ordained 
• Baptist minister, and sanctified wholly (1891). Benjamin H. Irwin, 
"Edi tori a 1 Correspondence, II Li ve Coa 1 s of Fi re (Li nco 1 n, Nebraska), I, 
Ha
Harch 23,1900, 1; Benjamin 'H':"""Irwin, "Our Brother's Sorrow," Ibid., 
y 18, 1900, 4; Benjamin H. Irwin, "Repentence and Confession," 
+rid ., June 15,1900,2; "Death of Mrs. Anna Irwin," The Tucumseh NN~braSka) Chief tan, November 15, 1919, 3; History Of The State Of 
-! raska, I I, 1003-1005; United States l§ZQ Census, Nebraska, John-
J,on fgunty, ~ Office, Tecumseh, Nebraska, 6. 
2 Hi George Hughes, "Baptism Of Fire," Guide To Holiness And Revival 
inSC!llanl (New York), n.s. XXXI, February, 1879, 20. John-Fletcher, 
po ~lghteenth-century theologian and associate of John Wesley, sup-
sir ed the third experience. When asked how many baptisms or effu-
ons of the sanctifying Spirit were necessary to cleanse a believer, 
, 21 
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A bury Lowrey , a leading conservative during the last quarter of ReV. s 
. eteenth century and a member of the National Camp Meeting Asso-
the nln 
t 'on supported the third blessing idea. He differentiated be-cia 1 , 
~n "sanctification" and lithe baptism of fire" by asserting: 
IISanctification purges, refines, restores in the image of God and 
lIIkes a Saintll; the Holy Fire "impowers, works outwardly touching so-
and makes a priest mighty through God. 1I3 cfety 
Irwin reported during the summer campaign of 1895 that he felt in 
the "very furnace of intense desi re" for the experi ence. On 
October 23, 1895, at Enid, Oklahoma Territory, he claimed to have seen 
• vision in which he witnessed "a cross of pure transparent fire. 11 
Wfthin a "few moments the whole room seemed to be on fire. 11 But not 
until the night of October 25 did he first sense a physical sensation 
of heat. All at once he experienced an "actual burning and glowing" 
within. At this point Irwin characterized his feelings as being at 
4 
"rest in a measureless ocean of pure living fire." He continued, 
he replied, "If one powerful baptism of the Spirit 'seal you unto the 
day of redemption, and cleanse you from all moral filthiness' so much 
the better. If two or more be necessary, the Lord can repeat them •• 
• • 11 John Fl etcher, The Works Of John Fl etcher, 4 vol s., I I, 632; 
Benjamin H. Irwin, liThe Third Blessing," Live Coals of Fire, I, 
October 20, 1899, 5. -- ---
3Asbury Lowrey, "ls The Baptism Of The Holy Ghost A Third Bless-
:ng~1 Divine Life And International Expositor Of Scriptural Holiness ~ew York), I~September, 1879, 46, 47; Asbury Lowrey, liThe Conclu-
on Of The Whole Matter, 11 Ibid., November, 1879, 81. 
4 
Of F .Benjamin H. Irwin, liThe Baptism Of Fi re An Experience,11 The Way 
~lth ~ Neglected Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI, Nov-
w r 13, 1895, 2. Prior to the time I rwin received the "fi re,11 he 
fas an accomplished holiness evangelist travelling widely and conduct-
I~g ~ny two-week meetings. His schedule for 1893 included meetings 111 ~ln.order conducted): Freed, Nebraska; Des Moines, Iowa; Ashland, 
1n01S; Dennison, Iowa; Bennett, Geneva, and Lincoln, Nebraska; and 
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. were even hot and seemed to burn in the manifest 
''II)' fingertlPS 
e of the inworking Diety.,,5 
presenc . 
News of this phenomenon caused a general uproar among convention-
al holiness advocates and resulted in the meeting reports of Irwin 
• banned by The Christian Witness and The Christian Standard. be1 ng -
However, by January, 1896, editors John M. Pike of The Way Of Faith 
d A W Hall of The Wesleyan Methodist, offered their columns for an • • -- -
during the next few months Irwin submitted long flowing 
accounts of protracted meetings from Des Moines, Coon Rapids, Guthrie 
Centre, woodward, and Olmitz, lowa. 6 
As a local elder in the Wesleyan Methodist Church, Irwin held 
these gatherings in cooperation with Rev. C. P. Sage, a local Wesleyan 
Li neville, Iowa. The 1894 schedule included: Burr Oak, Ballaire, 
Colby, Smith Center, Healey, Dighton, Kiowa, Kansas; Lancing, Colorado; 
Knoxville, Iowa; and Geneva and Plymouth, Nebraska. In 1895 he held 
Meeti ngs in Lovi11 a, Fl og 1 er, Elm Ri dge, Iowa; in Nebraska--Bethe 1 
M. E. Church, Emanuel M. E. Church, Wesley University Chapel, Valparai-
0 , and Homer; Lucas, Solan, Foster, and Cherokee, Iowa; DeWitt, Ne-
braska; Holt and Mulholt, Oklahoma Territory; Clebourne, Texas; Viola 
Center and Cloud, Iowa. He reported four hundred received religious 
experiences that year. "Camp Meeting Calendar, Benjamin H. Irwin," 
lh! Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. XI, 
May 4, 1893, 8; Ibid.,~ly 15, 1893: 4; Ibid., August 17, 1893, 5, 8; 
Ibid., XIII, June 27, 1895, 12; Ibid., July 11, 1895, 12; Ibid., Sep-
tember 19, 1895, 12; Ibid., October 10, 1895, 12; Ibid., October 17, 
1895,12; Ibid., XIV, January 23,1896,12. See also ··At Home, Kansas, 
Colorado, Iowa, Nebraska,·· The Chri sti an Standard And I nternati ona 1 
Holiness Journal (Philadelphia), XXIX, October 4, 1894, 10. 
( . 5Benjamin H. Irwin, "The Central Idea,·· Live Coals of Fire 
l1 ncoln, Nebraska), I, November 10, 1899,4. 
6 
y C. P. Sage, ··Coon Rapids,·· The Wesleyan Methodist (Syracuse, New 
ork), LlII, January 1 1896, 5; C. P. Sage, "Church Notes, Iowa , Coon ::Pi~s, •• ~., Januar; 23, 1896, 4; C. P. Sage, ··Coon Rap·ids,·· Ibid., 
1{~ 25, 1096,4; C. P. Sage, ··Guthrie Centre,·· Ibid., April 1, 
3.;.,4; J. F. Packard, "The Baptism of Fire,·· Ibid., July 15, 1896, 
,C. P. Sage, ··Iowa, Guthrie Centre,·· Ibid., July 29,1896,5. 
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. in charge of Guthrie C~ntre Circuit in the Iowa Conference. in1ster 
I win employed his brilliant intellectual powers, magnetic per-Here r 
1.ty ardent nature, and bold disposition to influence the people sana 1 , 
h f b · 7 h of central Iowa to accept is iery aptlsm. At t e Olmitz Camp Meet-
ing in either 1896 or 1897 Irwin fused the local associations of 
Olmitz, Coalfield , and Ontariovi11e which were largely composed of 
Wes leyan Methodists into what was known as the Fire Baptized Holiness 
Association of Southern Iowa. In recounting this merger Irwin 
asserted: 
While at the Olmitz Camp Meeting, it was clearly opened 
to us by the Spirit of God, that the Fi re Baptized 
Saints should unite in a definite organization and an 
outline for a constitution came to me like a divine rev-
elation. • •• The next morning I wrote the organiza-
tional constitution and submitted it to some of the breth-
ren. It met with their most hearty approval. A few days 
later it was adopted and the airst Fire Baptized Holiness 
Association was in existence. 
Thi s Fire Baptized group differed little from the traditional holiness 
associations except i ts primary basis of union was grounded in a defi-
nHe "baptism of fire" received subsequently to sanctification. The 
init iation of this Fire Baptized Holiness Association led The Wesleyan 
Methodist to close its columns to Irwin which in turn, no doubt , play-
ed a predominan t role in his gradual withd rawal from the Wesleyan 
9 Connection. 
Assisted by Jes s Bathurst and George M. Henson, Irwin also held 
8 . (li Benjamin H. Irwin, "The Central Idea," Live Coals of Fire 
ncoln, Nebraska), I, November 10, 1899, 4.----
Jh 9!9id.; Oliver Fluke, "Iowa , " The Way Of Faith And Neglected 
-~ (Columbia, South Carolina), VI I, November 18, 1896, 5. 
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in Kansas during 1896. They first went to Chetopa to preside 
Twelfth Annual Camp Meeting of the Neosho Valley Holiness 
• tion whose president was Benjamin Wesley Young. The well 
Assoc1a 
d d camp at Chetopa attracted people from Missouri, Indian Terri-
.tten e 
Baxter Springs,Oswego, Cherryvale, Coffeyville, Altamont, 
Valley, and Independence, Kansas. At many of the evening ser-
large crowds made it nearly impossible for over half the people 
into the canvas tabernacle. Rev. Benjamin Young reported: 
''Wave after wave of Glory swept down upon us" and at times severa 1 
.1tar services took place simultaneously causing the meetings to last 
.s late as 2:00 A.M. Irwin in summing up his impressions exclaimed, 
,~ people in southeast Kansas are in for the 'fire' and slant light-
ning ."lO B. W. Young related in graphic expression his experience of 
He stated: 
I felt led to pray for the God of Fire. God got hold of 
me and the mighty cyclone came and I was prostrated. 
All at once the mighty wave struck me, • •• I rolled in 
the fl ames and the fl ames in me, and the buil di I")g was .a 
solid mass of fire; it was brighter than five suns could 
make it. It was broad dayligh,t, but I couldn't see my 
wife. I saw Jesus then as plain as I see my family now, 
and as soon as I saw Him I melted in tenderness before 
Him. It was a sea of glass mingled with fire, and it 
settled into a white heat. It If only five days since 
I received the baptism of Fire. 
Next the itinerate evangelists travelled to Healey and Junction 
City, Kansas, where it seemed the people swarmed to their meetings. 
From the account of Irwin, Healey and the small surrounding towns of 
-
lOB . . 8 6 enjamln H. Irwin, ··Chetopa, Kansas,·· Ibid., September 2, 1 9 , 
1; Benjamin Young, •• Kansas, Mound Valley,·· Ibid., November 18, 1896, 5. 
11 
Of Be .Be~jamin Wesley Young, The Experience, Accident And Obituary 
- _nJamln Wesley Young, ··My Experience,·· 5-7. 
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M nlOng Ransom, Shields, and Whiterock witnessed no fewer DightOn, an , 
"three cases of divine healing, ten cases of Bible regeneration, 
than 
en recla·imations, sixteen cases of sanctification, and twenty-eleV 
saints received the 'baptism of fire. III At Junction City Ilone 
seven 
sister seeking the baptism was completely prostrated on the floor, and 
lay under the power of God from 10:00 P.M. until half past two in the 
o II Once she recovered, she testified to a definite experience IIIOrn lng. 
in such a way as to Ilamaze and confound the people. 1I12 
The final stops for this evangelistic trio during their 1896 
c~aign occured at Zion and Bethel Chapels located eight and six miles 
respectively from Abilene, Kansas. A German pietistic group known as 
the River Brethren used these structures. At these protracted meetings 
Irwin reported that at anyone service as many as fifty people sought 
sanctification or the Ilbaptism of fire ll at the altar. The Fire Bap-
tized Evangelist also held meetings at Minco and Purcell, Oklahoma 
Territory, during 1896 and spent from November 15 to December 7 in 
o 13 Winnepeg, Manltoba, Canada. 
The people of the Winnepeg Interdenominational Holiness League 
with approximately 130 members warmly received Irwin. Mrs. Annie 
Douglas, the local leader, described their services as IIseasons of 
uninterrupted vi ctoryll and reported that the Spi ri t of God vi sited 
12B 0 0 -ru:.-::-l enJamln H. Irwin, IIBrother Irwin's Letter &.!:!..ealey, Kansa.1.J,11 
!he Way Of Faith And Neglected Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI I, 
I~tiober 14,1896, 1; Benjamin H. Irwin, IIKansas, Junction City,11 
~., November 11, 1896, 5. 
13 J Benjamin H. Irwin, IIMinco, Indian Territory,11 Ibid., VI, 
Ju~e 17, 1896, 2; Benjamin H. Irwin, IIPurcell, Oklahoma,11 Ibid., VII, 
I~i~ 1, 1896,2; Benjamin H. Irwin, IIPurcell, Indian Territory,1I 
---=.., July 8, 1896, 1, 2. 
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last gathering in such a way as to cause Ilmany sinner in Zion 
their 
§ urch membe~ t o run from the building in panic. 11 One Canadian 
r
ted that Irwin appeared as a man IIsent of God who had the two-
I sse 
fo ld baptism of Jesus resting on him. 11 This proponent continued, 
' this evangelist has obviously thrown ~wat] t he tranmel of etiquette 
i n order to fearlessly brave the stigma of singularity and uncover sin 
kind, in the Church and out of it. 1I On the other hand, most 
allies ardently opposed the teachings of Irwin and referred 
to them as lithe third blessing heresy.I.14 
Holiness periodicals nationwide published long articles warning 
their readers against the Ilfire. 11 Rev. T. J. Smith avowed he encoun-
tered IIbitter and deep rooted opposition to the doctrine of Christian 
perfection in Western Kansas where Irwin had held meetings. Smith 
tated Iithat one lE!-0bab 1 y I rw'i n I claimed to have passed through all 
the agonies of Ge t hsemane and all the horrors of Calvary." The writer 
continued, IIthese are the wildest enthusiasts I ever met and they are 
doing much damage to the cause of Bible holiness. We want to caution 
you against these people with their unnatural tone of voice, their un-
reasonable ideas on customs and dress. 111S 
Irwin quickly responded to his critics by asserting: lip reachers 
who have lost their power and are not accomplishing anything for God 
-
l4Benjamin H. Irwin, "Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba," Ibid., ~ember 2, 1896, 5; Bemjamin H. Irwin, "Winnipeg, Manitoba," Ibid., 
December 16, 1896, 4; Benjamin H. Irwin, "Victory At Winnipeg,1 1 Ibid., 
lbi~er 23, 1896, 1; Benjamin H. Irwin "South Carolina, Piedmont," 
., December 30, 1896, 5. 
15 - ::-1 9ris .Jose~h T. Smith, "From Kan sas LIhird Work Extravagranc.!:J, 11 The 
n.s ~lan Wltness ~ Advocate Of Bibl e Holiness (Boston and Chicago), 
• IV, October 22,1896,15. 
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ought not to charge on the Fire Baptized Prophets. No people honor 
the Holy Ghost like those who are baptized with Ifire. 11I He continued 
a pamphlet called Pyrophobia: ~ Morbid Dread of Fire. 
h"s publication, the Apostle of Fire lashed out at his detractors In t 1 
them of acting as IIself-appointed guardians of modern 
IIThey," he charged, "preach a tame, popular, smooth, and 
flshionable holiness. 11 Irwin concluded that despite such opposition, 
edi tors, evangelists, pastors, missionaries, and laymen by the hun-
dreds had recei ved the IIbap t ism of fire. 1,1 He exc 1 aimed, "The fiery 
baptism illuminates, penetrates, empowers, emboldens, unfolds, gives 
flame. This is Christls baptism and is two-fold in its 
Rev. John M. Pike, a member of the National Camp Meeting Associa-
fon and editor of The Way Of Faith, received daily correspondence in-
quiring into the doctrine of divine healing, the second coming of 
Pike revealed his support for these teachings 
IIWhere true holiness is inculcated, the spiritual vi-
ion becomes clearer, and the Holy Spirit continues to push these sub-
jects and the people demand light on them from their leaders.lll? 
December, 1896 found Irwin in South Carolina where according to 
an eye-witness his ,meetings took many churches and their congregations 
16 !htme Benjamin H. Irwin, "Pyrophobia,11 The Way Of Faith And Neglected 
l is (Columbia, South Carolina), VI I, October 28, 1896, 2; Benjamin H. 
Erw n~ "Victory At Winnipeg,11 Ibid., _ December 23,1896,1. Irwinls 
~erlence along with three ot~er messages entitled Pyrophobia, Old 
nr-' and ~~ appeared in tract form and sold for two cents each. 
racts! Tracts!!" Ibid., October 13, 1897;' 5, 6. 
17John M. Pike, "Camp Meetings," Ibid., VII, July 29, 1896,4. 
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"cyclone fashion. 11 His first engagement convened at Piedmont, 
Wesleyan Methodist Meeting House pastored by Rev. 
who after hi s "fi re" experi ence became the fi rst 
.. n to receive the "ho 1 y dance. 11 As a resul t many people demonstrated 
found interest as manifested by seven individuals seeking entire • pro 
tl'fication at the first service; at the second service, twelve; sane 
.nd at the third service, eighteen--some for holiness and some for the 
"fire.1I These Wesleyan parishioners received Irwin's experience-
ori ented message in much the same Pied Piper way as did the Canadians 
and those along the banks of the Neosho Ri ver in Kansas. "They jumped, 
18 
shouted, screamed and praised God for the 'fire' baptism. 11 . 
Those who accepted this experience included Richard B. Hays, 
~el J. McElroy, and a host of ministers and lay members at the 
Piedmont Meeting or in subsequent gatherings in South Carolina. After 
Irwin returned to his home in Lincoln, Nebraska, evangelists including 
Hays, Willis, and McElroy carried the fire baptized doctrine to Georgia 
where they held meetings at Elberton, Royston, Cannon, and other 
19 
poi nts. 
Rev. B. H. Irwin arrived back in the Abilene, Kansas, area in 
May, 1897, to preach to the River Brethren. His meetings assembled in 
Bethel, Zion, and Bell Springs Chapels. The editor of The Evangelicial 
18 
C Joseph H. King, "History of the Fire Baptized Holiness Church Ghapt~r 1,11 The Pentecostal Holiness Advocate (Franklin Springs, 
l~orgla~, IV, March 24,1921,4,5; Benjamin H. Irwin, "South Caro-
C na, Pledmont,11 The Way Of Faith And Neglected Themes (Columbia, South 
arolina), VII, December 30, 1896,-S: 
19 .. 
Ch Joseph H. King, "History of the Fire Baptized Holiness Church 
G apter 111,11 The Pentecostal Holiness Advocate (Frankl in Springs, 
eorgia), IV, April 17, 1921, 10. 
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" the official organ of the Brethren in Christ Church, charac-
~' 
" d Irwin as a man who "undoubted1y is fulfilling the call for 
terl ze 
has been anointed." In addition the editor revealed that 
striking feature in his preaching was the exposing of sin the most 
11 its forms and hues resulting in the conviction and conversion in a 
of sinners, reclaiming of backsliders, and the sanctification and 
fii 11 i n9 wi th fi re of bel i evers .11 20 By 1898 or 1899 I rwi n drew a sma 11 
group of former River Brethren together and organized them into a Fire 
Baptized Organization at Moonlight, Kansas. 21 
Early September, 1897, found Irwin back in central Iowa at the 
Olmitz Camp Meeting where he organized his followers into the first 
Fire Baptized Holiness Association. He, along with Rev. Oliver Fluke, 
travelled next to southeast Kansas where they were scheduled to lead 
the Thirteenth Annual Camp of the Neosho Valley Holiness Association. 
This gathering which lasted from September 24 to October 3 convened in 
Mound Valley where the leading ministers of the association attended. 
These included: "Brothers Benjamin W. Young, S. Homer Hipes, John F. 
22 
Wolford, Sister Maggie, and others. 11 Reports showed the whole pro-
c:eedings as one Ilgreat and deci sive victory after another. 11 At least 
thirty persons received Ilradica1, sky-blue conversions, fifty cases of 
sanctification, more than as many cases of divine healing, and 
20llDickinson County Kansas," The Evangelical Visitor (Abilene, 
Kansas), X, May 15, 1897, 153; Maggie Frahm, IIExperience," _lbid., 
June 1 5 , 1 897, 1 82 , 1 83 • 
21 
F" Benjamin H. Irwin, "Editoria1 Correspondence,11 Live Coals of 
...l.!::.!t (lincoln, Nebraska), I, October 6, 1899, 1. 
2201 , (c . lver Fluke, Illowa,11 The Way Of Faith And Neglected Themes 
olumbla, South Carolina), VIII, October 13, 1897, 5. 
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of the fire. I" 
twenty-
five or thirty cases Ibaptism of At their 
. 55 meeting the Neosho 
bUS1ne 
Valley Associ ati on became the second, group 
cept "the constitution and basis of union of the Fire Baptized to ac 
tfOH rie55 Associ ati on of Southern ,Iowa." I rwi n estimated that at 1 east 
, hundred members took part in this merger. 23 
Not all citizens of Mound Valley and the surrounding communities 
the doctrine and activities at these meetings. Editor L. Linn 
the Mound Valley Herald, sarcasHcal1y condemned the local 
association leaders: 
The holy show at the city park is conducted by a people 
professing to be Holy, but those who are at the head of 
the show do not conduct themselves in that manner. A 
Holiness that does not make a man Christ like is a farce 
and a hypocracy •••• Christ said IFollow mel but we 
fail to find in his teachings where Christ jumped, screamed 
or rooted in the dust, kicked up his heels and cavorted 
around like the men and women do at the park who profess to 
be holy and say they're His disciples. We voice the senti-
ment of our best people when we say--God deliver Mound Valle24 from this demoralizing, desecrating outfit at an early date. 
Irwin intensified his organizational activities, antogonism increased 
between his followers and the local denominationally oriented citizens 
of the rural communities where the Fire Baptized Evangelists most often 
centered their activities. In opposing the recognized religious bodies, 
one "fire" proponent asserted that he refused to be bound to the teach-
ings of "men and churches. 11 IIGod l1 he stated, Ilhad revealed to him to 
fi ght against the ecclesiastical spirit that circumscribes the true 
Mee .~~enjamin H. Irwin, IIBrother Irwinls Letter tM?und Valley Camp 
t1n.2..J'" Ibid., October 20, 1897,2. 
S 2411State Holiness Camp Meeting,11 Mound Valley (Kansas) Herald, 
~Ptember 17, 1897,3; "Hallelujah All the Methodists Are Going to 
Ib! I,11 Ibid., October 1, 1897,3; lIThe Holy Show at the City Park,11 
~., October 8, 1897, 5. 
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did the inquisitional order and Popish bulls of the Middle 
As a result of such statements, tension finally reached a break-
. t between the two groups, and violence erupted in the form of tng pOln 
an open physical assault against Irwin and his constitutents at a camp 
~ting in Iowa. According to Rev. W. E. Stevenson, several Fire 
Baptized ministers received injuries in the assault--"Brother C. P. 
s.ge, pistol whipped; Brother Oliver Fluke, hit in the face with a 
chair; Brother Hammer, struck in the face; and one sister was knocked 
down"--but not one blow was returned. 26 
Irwin and his travelling companion, Oliver Fluke, closed the 
Mound Valley Camp on October 3, 1897, and journeyed some 260 miles to 
Thompson, Oklahoma Territory.27 While in Oklahoma the evangelist 
organized a Fire Baptized Holiness Organization for that state and 
immediately following organized a Texas Association. Rev. G. M. 
Henson accepted the job as overseer in Oklahoma and Rev. A. R. Hodges 
tn Texas. The Fire Baptized Evangelists returned to the Southeast in 
1898 and conducted a successful meeting at Royston, Georgia , The re-
sults of this meeting culminated in the organization of the Georgia 
Fi re Baptized Association with R. B. Hayes in charge. Next Irwin went 
to Williston, Florida, where he organized a Fire Baptized Association 
for that state with N. G. Pulliam as ruling elder. Thus, by early 
N 25Benjamin H. Irwin, "Winnipeg, Manitoba," The Way Of Faith And 
eglected Themes (C~lumbia? South Carolina), VI I, December 16, 1896,4. 
26W -Au • E. Stevenson, "A Murderous Assault on B. H. Irwin," Ibid., 
gust 12,1896,1. 
27B . enJamin H. Irwin, ",Iowa" Ibid., VIII, October 13, 1897, 5. 
acted 
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1898, the charismatic Irwin in quick succession initiated 
organizations in Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Georgia, Florida, 
and South Carolina. To that time periodic visits by the founder 
b o dO f h ° ° 28 as the only 1n 1ng orce on t ese assoc1at10ns. 
As a result Irwin called a general council which met in Anderson, 
south Carolina, from July 28 to August 8, 1898. During this series of 
meetings he and the leaders of the state associations worked out a plan 
to consolidate the local groups into a national organization known as 
29 
the Fire Baptized Holiness Association of America. These represen-
tati ves included: J. F. Wolford, Kansas: G. M. Henson, Oklahoma; 
All en Hodges, Texas; R. B. Hayes, Georgia; I. S. Ogle, Florida; W. S. 
Foxworth, South Carolina; S. D. Page, North Carolina; John H. Wine, 
30 
Virginia; and Daniel Awrey of Tennessee. These supporters selected 
Irwin general overseer for life of this new denomination, and the del-
egates adopted a series of doctrinal points eventually published in 
a Constitution and General Rules pamphlet. Here the baptism of fire 
was clearly defended in the following statement: "We believe that the 
bapt ism with fire is a definite, scriptural experience, obtainable by 
faith on the part of the spirit-filled believer." In 1900 Irwin con-
firmed the importance of this doctrinal statement when he referred to 
28Synan, Old-Time Power, 87-89. 
29Joseph Hillery King, Yet Speaketh, Memoirs of -the Late Bishop 
~oseph .!:!.. King, supplemented by Mrs. Blanche L. King, 86. Cited 
ereafter, _ King, Yet Speaketh. 
C 30J • H. King, "History Of The Fire Baptized Holiness Church, 
Ghapter II," The Pentecostal Holiness Advocate (Franklin Springs, 
eorgia), IV, March 31, 1921, 10, 11. 
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it as 
The delegates, in addition, passed rules forbidding all members 
h new association from belonging to oath-bound or secret socie-of t e 
ties; to groW, sell, use or handle tobacco in any form; to use mor-
ear outward adornments such as J"ewe1ry, gold, feathers, phine ; to w 
flowers, costly apparel, or ornamentation of any kind. Traditions 
added to these written rules also required followers to publicly con-
fess their sins and make restitution in such matters. They also re-
jected the use of medical drugs, the eating of pork or any food pro-
hibi ted by the dietary laws of the Old Testament, and the wearing of 
neckties by men. The final point in this basis of union statement 
adnon ished all Fire Baptized people to be ready lito witness on all 
occasions, . . • to what the Lord has done for us, especially to sanc-
tifi cation, divine healing, and the baptism with the Holy Ghost and 
32 
Ifire. 11I 
These ten days of organizational meetings were also held in con-
junction with nightly religious services which, according to Joseph H. 
King, were marked by "great earnestness, fervency, boldness, and 
fana ticism. 1I33 A report first published in The Way Of Faith and later 
in In! Christian Witness lent creditability to this charge of 
31 
. Benjamin H. I rwin, liThe Central Idea," Live Coal s of Fi re 
(llnco1n, Nebraska), I, November 10, 18~9, 4; "Let the Sifting Con-
thfnue~1I J...l2.i.Q.., Dec~mber 1, 1899, 1; Constitution and General Rules of 
!..e Flre Baptized Holiness Church, 3. 
32 Ibid ., 2, 4', 7; Synan, Old-Time Power, 89, 90. These people 
refused to rely on doctors or their methods to such a degree that one 
~~~g boy died as a result of his parents' not consenting for his 
(R 1ng medical care. R. B. Hayes, "R. B. Hayes' Letter," Live Coals 
oyston, Georgia), IV, September 12, 1906, n.p. 
33King, ~ Speaketh, 86. 
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. ·sm when it quoted the new overseer, IIWe had 'music and fanat1C1 
. 'shouts of victory, hot thunder bolts and slant lightnings, danc1ng, 
of white fire, and devil shaking dynamite. 1I34 "Triumphant ll 
bi llaws 
. also played an important part in these conclaves and provided 
.... SlC 
the believers with an acceptable way to express their dedication to 
the radical cause. liThe Battle Hymn of the Fire-Baptized Holiness 
Association" rang loud and true when the congregation sang t o the tune 
of the "Battle Hymn of the Repub1ic ll : 
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of 
He is leading forth His people with His bright 
sword. 
He is sending forth the holy fire according to 
Our God is marching on. 
Glory, Glory, Hallelujah, 
Glory, Glory, Hallelujah &c. 35 
the Lord 
and flaming 
his word, 
The vast majority of holiness people opposed the organization of 
this new church and the rhetoric its leaders employed, especially since 
its primary reason for existence centered around the propagation of the 
"fire." The conservatives argued this third experience relegated 
Christian perfection to an inferior state. A correspondent for The 
Christian Witness illustrated this point when he asserted these people 
go so far as to teach a "fourth experi ence (dynami tei sm), come-outi sm, 
premi11enia1ism, fire baptism, which when all put together, spells 
fanaticism. 1I36 Another contributor echoed this sentiment when he said: 
A 34"lrwin's 'Fire Baptism
' 
Movement,1I The Christian Witness And 
-9Vocate Of Bible Holiness (Chicago and Boston), n.s. XVI, 
September22., 1898, 15. 
35C• T. Stevens, comp., Blood and Fire Songs, No. 67. 
Wi 36L. N. Moore, IIDanger To The Holiness Movement,1I The Christian 
_tness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Chicago and Boston), n.s. XV'II, 
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Today how many who call themselves Christians, hanker 
fter noise, ocular demonstration, shouting, trances 
:nd bodily healing, and what they call 'fire,' and see 
more in these things than they do in refining of the 
Holy Ghost and the human spirit sweetened by grace, 
softened by love, quieted by the peace of God, and 
sitting clothed and in its right mind. 3? 
Nevertheless, such deriding accusations and admonitions seemed 
to daunt the apostle of fire, and after the Anderson Convention not 
closed Irwin again entered the evangelistic field with renewed vigor. 
Dur;ng August, 1898, he presided over meetings in Iowa and in Septem-
ber returned to Mound Valley where he conducted the annually scheduled 
southeastern Kansas Fire Baptized Holiness Camp. Here Irwin encoun-
tered, according to his own account, a battle over the ordinance ques-
tiona As a resu1 t he accused the Kansans of fi rst "denyi ng the ordi-
nances altogether and perverting the Scriptures in order to sustain 
their heretical notions." He continued, "They also refuse to worship 
Jesus; and openly deny the authority of the written word, teaching 
infallible spiritual guidance independent of the word of God.,,38 Such 
flamboyant rhetoric caused B. W. Young, president of the local asso-
ciation, to withdraw the Southeastern Kansas Fire Baptized Holiness 
Association from the identity of B. H. Irwin and his national organi-
zation. By August, 1904, the Fire Baptized people of southeastern 
Kansas had become sufficiently organized to incorporate their 
November 9, 1899, 3. 
lb. 3?IIEa rthquakes, Cyc 1 ones and Fi res In Wh i ch The Lord I s Not, II 
~., XVI, October 13, 1898, 4. For a more complete attack on Irwin 
and his baptism of fire see Beverly Carradine, The Sanctified Life, 252-266 • . 
38 (Col '.'Brother Irwin's Letter," The Way Of Faith And Neglected Themes 
o t umb bla, South Carolina), IX, September 28, 1898, 1; Ibid., cOer 12, 1898, 2. 
39 
'zation under state law. 
organ1 
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Fire Baptized Evangelists other than B. H. Irwin left the Anderson 
n
tion no less determined to push the radical fight in all parts COf'Ive 
of the country. R. B. Hayes reported great successes in the extreme 
southern states, especially Georgia, where he confirmed that lithe tide 
of interest was rising higher and higher and a great tidal wave of 
was sweeping over the country.1I At Powersville, Hayes dem-
Of'Istrated his determination to reach the common people when he preached 
twice on the streets and twice in schoolhouses in addition to his reg-
ula rly scheduled meetings. As he stated "God wonderfully opened up the 
way for highway and hedge work in the slums of the cities and back 
alleys where they had never heard the story of full sa1vation." Mid-
November found Hayes at Carlton, Georgia, in his eleventh tent meeting 
since the first of April, 1898. He further illustrated his dedication 
when he said, "We will hold one more [Ient meeti~ and then go right 
40 
on in schoolhouses, halls, and streets, preaching till Jesus comes." 
E. M. Murrill, an evangelist from Texas, stated that he had re-
ceived the "fire" twelve months earlier and initiated a holiness 
391ncorporation Charter of The Fire Baptized Holiness Association 
of Southeastern Kansas, August 11, 1904, Secretary of State's Office, 
Topeka, Kansas. 
40 
R. B. Hayes, "Georgia, Carlton," The Way Of Faith And Neglected 
Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), IX, October 12, 1898, 5; R. B. ~ayes, IIPowersville," Ibid., Novemb~r i6~ 1898,5; R. B. Hayes, 
RCarlton,1I Ibid., Nove~ber 30, 1898,5. As early as the fall of 1898 
bev• Hayes ~eported that for over a year God had been telling him to 
I~Y ,What he termed a "gospel wagon" in order to carry his radical re-
i 910n to the common people. By February, 1900, he had this vehicle 
Rn the field and reported that it facilitated his evangelistic work. 
"WiS.,Hayes, "Gospel Wagon Wanted," Ibid., October 19, 1898,5; 
li lham B. Martin, Frank E. Porter, and Stewart Irwin's Letter," 
~£.oals of ~ (Lincoln, Nebraska), I, February 23, 1900,5. 
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.on in Fort Worth, Texas, in cooperation with Mrs. C. A. Drake. 
lIIisS1 
P
arishioner who attended this work acknowledged his adoration for 
One 
~ by testying that after he had received full salvation, he injured 
h;s back in an accident. He asked the leaders at the mission to anoint 
him with oil for healing and according to his testimony, while on his 
knees at the altar, he received instanteous and wonderful healing and 
41 
the pain disappeared. 
Other Fire Baptized workers reported unprecedented successes. 
John E. Dull labored in Iowa, and while at Coalfield at least twenty 
sought and Iidefinitely received the Ifire. 111 persons Dull organized 
these followers into a Fire Baptized Class. As a result the superin-
tendent of the Oskaloosa Quarterly Meeting for the Quaker Church at-
tended one of these services and admonished Dull lito desist from 
teaching the baptism of fire." The evangelist refused and according 
to hh report when the superintendent "pulled the discipline on him" 
he leaped and shouted as he exclaimed, "00 what you think best. We 
bear this testimony that we please God." In a similar encounter at 
~ey Hollow, Iowa, Rev. Dull characterized his former Quaker breth-
ren as preachers of a "moonshine holiness that does not get anybody 
sanctified, they fight the fire, eat hog, and belong to the Iowa State 
Holiness Association, an apostate institution that fights divine 
healing, and the premillennial second coming of Jesus and the baptism 
41E. M. Murrill, "What Of The Fire?" The Way Of Faith And Neglec-
~d Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), IX, October 26, 1898, 2; Edward 
s: Hudson, "A New Testimony," Ibid., November 16, 1898, 5. The enthu-
~asm of Rev. E. Murrill was greatly strengthened on November 14, 1898, 
i en he and Mrs. C. A. Drake were united in marriage. He stated, "She 
~ o~e of the best women on earth and you know I am a happy man." E. M. 
lS;S,ll,IHoliness Mission at Ft. Worth, Texas," Ibid., November 23, 
, 1. 
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, II 
of f,re • Harassment only intensified the desire of these radicals 
the gospel of the "fire. ,,42 to spread 
Rev. N. G. Pulliam confirmed while in Eastman, Georgia, that 
r~ies threw pine knots at the meeting house after his wife had 
preached "under the power and demonstration of the blessed Holy Ghost" 
h 'd "perfect love casteth out all fear, and we conducted but as e sa 1 , 
the servi ce to the Glory of God. The meet i ng closed in good order." 
They next went to Rhine for about ten days then on to McRae for two 
43 
weeks and to the south part of Georgia on their way to Florida. 
These advocates generally travelled by train from one appointment to 
another and one evangelist revealed his total preoccupation with the 
"fire." He confirmed that as he travelled he felt: 
••• enveloped with the 'holy fire.' The noise of the 
engine seemed to sound notes of praise to God and the 
clatter of the wheels beneath the cars seemed to be saying 
glory to God, Hallelujah. The coaches themselves were 
fire lighted, and the wheels beneath
44
eemed to be wheels 
of fire. Fire! Fire! Holy Fire!!! 
The second annual general conference of the Fire Baptized Holiness 
Association of America constituted one of the more important events 
duri ng 1899. This assemblage lasted from April 1 through April 10 in 
Roys ton, Goergia, where a sizable amount of business took place and 
the general overseer, B. H. Irwin, further tightened his hold on the 
nat ional movement. By October 6, 1899, he had purchased a printing 
press and set it up at his own residence in Lincoln, Nebraska, where 
42 John E. Dull, "Iowa, Coalfield," Ibid., October 26,1898,5. 
43 , N. G. Pu111am, "A Good Meeting," Ibid., November 16,1898,1-
44 
Ad "Editorial, Doctrinal Differences," The Pentecostal Holiness 
_VOcate (Franklin Springs, Georgia), XIII, May 22, 1930, 8. 
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Live Coals of Fire, the first periodical dedicated 
to the "fire. 1I This sheet appeared semi-monthly with an annual sub-
.ption price of one dollar and in a newsprint format of eight pages sen 
inches by fifteen inches. From the start of this endeavor 
Bickley acted as plant foreman while Albert E. Robinson; Miss 
Irwin, his son; and Anna M. Irwin, his wife, 
45 
.ssis ted Irwin in his new role as editor. 
This publication provided the leadership of the movement with an 
outlet to the public. Meeting reports appeared 
from allover the Eastern half of North America--Moonlight, Kansas; 
Manitoba and Ontario, Canada; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 
Cu lpepper, Virginia; Central, South Carolina; Royston, Georgia; Marshall, 
Texas; Cherokee, Oklahoma Territory; and many other locales. These 
took place in abandoned store buildings, country 
or county courthouses. But by early January, 1900, at 
least two new churches had been built and dedicated to the Fire 
Typical services in these structures showed extreme 
as witnessed in an editorial which appeared in Live Coals 
45Joseph E. Campbell, The Pentecostal Holiness Church 1898-1948, 
Its Background And History, Presenting complete background material 
Which adequately explains the existence of this organization, also the 
fstence of other kindred Pentecostal and Holiness groups, ~ ~ 
!!sentia1 and integral ~ of the total church set-up, 200, 526. ~:ted hereafter, Campbell, Pentecostal Holiness Church. "In The South," 
W;ve.Coals of Fire (Lincoln, Nebraska), I, January 12,1900,4; 1I0ur 
rk1ng Force," Ibid., October 20, 1899, 4. 
46" I . Ch n The Southland,1I Ibid., January 12, 1900, 4; "Oliver Fluke's 
ape1!" Ibid., April 6, 1900,4. Rev. Charles Croft, a travelling 
~an10n of B. W. Young, was sanctified in a meeting in the Labette 
ff nt~ Courthouse at Oswego, Kansas, in March, 1898, and received the 
f/e 1n April, 1898 near Dixie, Oklahoma Territory. IICrowning Gift 
amHeaven'''~Apostolic Faith (Topeka, Kansas), I, June 7,1899,5. 
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'ng october, 1899. Rev. Irwin confirmed that some parishioners got dun 
lithe holy screams, and others the holy laugh: some leaped and jumped 
while others fell prostrate under the power of God. Some got the 
Ijerks' while others had sudden and long continued attacks of the hot 
47 
chil ls •11 
Such extreme reactions simultaneously accompanied the progressive 
trend in the movement toward out1andis" and unscriptura1 teachings. 
These teachings included dynamite or power taught as a fourth exper-
ience followed in quick succession by lyddite and some adh.erers even 
claimed selenite and oxynite (other forms of high explosives). 
B. H. Irwin as the leading Fire Baptized Evangelist revealed his sup-
port for the dynamite as early as August, 1899, in a sermon preached 
It Moonlight, Kansas. The speaker relied on the Bible for confirmation 
when he quoted from Acts 1:8 "But ye shall receive power (dynamite).11 
Romans 1: 16 "For I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ: for it 
is the power (dynamite) of God unto sa1vation." He employed this 
misuse of scripture to induce all spirit-filled believers to seek, 
find, and witness to this psychic adventure. 48 
The testimony of Rev. Jesse Bathurst of Ness City, Kansas, illus-
trated this point when he described hi~ reception of the dynamite. 
Bathurst avowed that while in meditation a little round sphere which 
looked like a bullet appeared to him. At that time he supposedly de-
veloped the spi ri tua 1 hi ccups; hi s mouth fl ew open and "i n went the 
4711Ed' . . f F' (L' 1 N b 1 ton a 1 Correspondence, II L 1 ve Coa 1 s 2-~ 1 nco n, 
e raska), I, October 27, 1899,1. 
48IITh 8 e Dynamite," Ibid., November 10,199,2. 
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1 ball of pure irresistible lftt e 
dynamite." He continued, "God showed 
III that that 
49 
was when I received the heavenly dynamite.'1 
Another leader, J. H. King, also voiced support for all that the 
oc
iation expounded when he stated that he had received both the ' 
aSS 
dynamHe and lyddite. In confirming the reality of this statement 
King asserted, "There is no mistake of our reception of it. For we 
sought definitely , believed definitely, and received definitely, and 
God was just as definite in giving as we were in receiving." Sarah M. 
Payne, a worker in the Live Coals office added to this chemical jargon 
the experiences of selenite and oxynite. 50 A. M. Hills expressed the 
fee lings of the majority of holiness people when he said, "the Fire 
Bapt ized advocates should seek at least one more blessing, the 
blessing of cornnon sense.,,'Sl 
Nevertheless, the Fire Baptized Holiness Association of America 
cont inued to spread its sphere of influence at least until sometime 
dur ing the summer of 1900. As late as June the official periodical 
showed 140 full time evangelists scattered over twenty-three states 
or territories and in two Canadian provinces. 52 This steady outreach 
made it possible for the association to make plans to send foreign 
missionaries, first to Cuba and later to South Africa. As early as 
49"Jesse Bathurst's Letter," Ibid., November 10, 1899, 5. 
50Joseph Hillery King, "Our Sojourn In Toronto," Ibid., May 4, 
1900, 1; Joseph Hi llery King, "Sarah M. P~yne," Ibid., June 1, 1900,4. 
A 51 A• M. Hills, "Fanaticism Among Holiness People," The Holiness 
..!!vocate (Goldsboro, North Carolina), III, April 1,1903,5. 
(l' 52"Official List Of Ordained Evangelists," Live Coals of Fire 
lncoln, Nebraska), I, June 15, 1900,4. 
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b r 1899, ~ Coa 1 s reported tha t "God had ca 11 edIt Rev. John E. Novem e , 
Du ll to go to Cuba as the first Fire Baptized foreign missionary. His 
du le called for him to reach Havana by January 1, 1900, and there sche 
graduallY expand his work over the entire island. In addition, other 
. t' n evangelists including Stewart T. Irwin revealed that they assOC1 a 10 
cal led to go to South Africa on or before March 15, 1900. felt 
53 
Seventy-five acres of land at Benaiah, Tennessee, was donated by 
Dol lie Lawson for a training school designated as the School of the 
Prophets where outgoing missionaries and local pastors were to be edu-
cated. According to Irwin, this site forty miles north of Chattanooga 
and seventy miles southwest of Knoxville constituted one of "the finest 
spots in America." By November, 1899, I rwin announced plans to con-
struct a building on this site capable of accommodating 250 students, 
and he announced he needed five thousand dollars for this project. 
Honey steadily arrived until the Fire Baptized Evangelist could report 
one thousand dollars on hand, one thousand promised, and a balance of 
three thousand still needed. School actually started without the 
building, and Emma DeFriece acted as teacher until June 1, 1900. 54 
This emerging denomination received an almost fatal blow when 
Benjamin H. Irwin "manifested sin" by living a double life. This first 
53110ur Cuban Work," Ibid., November 3, 1899, 4; "Our Foreign Mis-
sionaries," Ibid., December:-T5, 1899,8; "Our Missionaries To Africa," 
!bid., December 29, 1899, ·4; "Our African Missionaries," Ibid., 
Aprn 6, 1900, 5. . --
54 
, "The School Of The Prophets," Ibid., November 3, 1899, 6; 
'Schoo 1 Of The Prophets," I bi d., November 10, 1899, 4; "Edi tori a 1 
Correspondence, The Schoo1 .0f The Prophets, Monthly Report," Ibid., 
February 23, 1900, 2. All those who attended the school were required 
to do physical work such as plow corn, hoe cotton, dig potatoes, wash 
Clothes or milk the cows. Ibid., November 10, 1899, 4. 
I I 
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to light after Irwin was arrested for drunkenness and bad conduct 
carne 
City, Missouri. Here a local paper carried this story on in Kansas 
front page where his baggage pictured with the insignia, "Blood the 
and Fire and Holiness Unto the Lord," made sensational headlines. As 
a result in June, 1900, Irwin contacted Rev. Joseph H. King who had 
been acting Live Coals editor since April of the same year and asked 
him to assume the complete leadership of the paper and stricken 
" t" 55 organ1 za 1 on. 
King, in response, called a special session of the General 
council which convened at Olmitz, Iowa, on June 20 and lasted till 
July 2, 1900. After several ballotings on the last day the delegates 
elected Joseph Hillery King the second overseer of the Fire Baptized 
Holiness Association of America. The shock of Irwin's spiritual fall 
deeply affected the general membership of the organization he had 
initiated. Once the cohesive power Irwin had exercised over the move-
ment was removed, the group began to disintegrate as fast as it had 
been built up. By 1904 all that remained of the national organization 
was centered in Georgia and the Carolinas, but by January 1905, 
a counter movement emerged to reestablish the work in Iowa, Oklahoma, 
and western Kansas. The ministers numbered about sixty at that time. 56 
5511A Desert Place Apart," Ibid., April 20, 1900,4; Samuel J. 
Phoebus, liThe Fire Baptized Holiness Church, Its History And Practices," 
Bachelor of Theology Degree (New York: The Biblical Seminary in New 
York, 1949). 
56I10ffi ci a 1 Li st Of The Fi re Bapti zed Holiness Church, II Li ve Coa 1 s 
(Royston, Georgia), III, January 11, 1905, 3. Defections from the 
~vement were illustrated when the Fire Baptized Ekklesia Society of 
ansas City, Kansas, which had been chartered under state law as early 
~s July, 1899, petioned May 9, 1900, to drop the name Fire Baptized 
rom their charter. Incorporation Charter Of The Fire Baptized 
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One seldom recognized contribution of the Fire Baptized Associa-
of America lay in its early acceptance of racial equality for 
tion 
Blacks. The Apostle of Fire substantiated this point when he elevated 
several Negroes to the official status of evangelist in his group. 
These included: William E. Fuller from Mountville, ruling elder for 
the Colored Fire Baptized Association of South Carolina; Alice M. 
McNeil from Fayetteville, ruling elder from North Carolina; Isaac 
Gamble from Kingstree, South Carolina; Uncle Powell Woodbury from 
Marion, South Carolina. Irwin also held meetings in cooperation with 
the African Methodist Episcopal Church in his hometown of Lincoln, 
57 Nebraska. 
Another characteristic in the life of the Fire Baptized Movement 
revolved around the political rise of William Jennings Bryan and his 
agrarian populism. This phenomenon drew its grass roots support from 
the same general class of people and geographical area as did Irwin's 
cause. Both movements acted as protests against the Eastern estab1ish-
mente As Tom Watson and Bryan assaulted the banking interests of Wall 
Street and the monopoly power of big business, the holiness radicals 
assailed what they preceived to be the tyranny and ecclesiastical 
power of the Methodist hierarchy. Thus, this religious revolt 
Ekk1esia Society, Kansas City, Kansas, May 9, 1900, Secretary of 
State's Office, Topeka, Kansas. 
( . 57110fficia1 List Of Ordained Evangelists," Live Coals of Fire 11 nco 1 n, Nebraska), I, December 1, 1899, 8; "A Whi r 1 wi nd From The 
N?rth,1I l.!?is!.., 2. By 1900 William E. Fuller initiated as many as 
flfty churches, and in 1905 he served as assistant general overseer 
and trustee on the executive board of the Fire Baptized Holiness 
Church. "Official List Of The Fire-Baptized Holiness Church," Live 
,£,Qa1s (Royston, Georgia), III, January 11, 1905, 3. 
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the political and economic revolt of populism. 58 
A leading twentieth-century pentecostal histor ian has rightly 
t ified the primary contribution of the Fire Baptized Holiness iden . 
e iation of America to its doctrinal belief in a separate and AssO 
subsequent baptism of the Holy Ghost and "fire." This teaching facil-
ita ted a climate among the holiness people by 1906 which made it easy 
for them to accept the neo-pentecostal baptism with the initial evi-
dence of speaking in tongues. By 1911 the pentecostal baptism had 
acted as a primary catalyst in drawing together what remained of the 
Irwin movement and another holiness group known as the Pentecostal 
Holiness Church which also primarily centered its activity in the deep 
south. These two groups merged on January 31, 1911, and adopted the 
name Pentecostal Holiness Church. 59 
A small faction of the Fire Baptized people opposed this merger 
because many of their brethren began to adopt the practices of the more 
liberal Pentecostal Holiness Church of North Carolina. Some leaders 
who took part in the merger illustrated this point when they relaxed 
their standards on wearing neckties and eating pork. The more radical 
Fi re Baptized opposed this trend because they felt it led to a spirit 
of worldliness in the church. As a result, at Penbroke, North Carolina, 
1916, J. J. Carter along with several other former Fire 
Evangelists led a small secession from the larger Pentecostal 
Church. 60 
S 58Vinson Synan, The Holiness Pentecostal Movement l!l The United 
-l.ates, 53. 
59 Synan, Old-Time Power, 99, 129-131. 
60 
Ibid., 133, 134. 
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The only faction of the initial Fire Baptized work virtually 
unaffected by the fall of B. H. Irwin was the independent South-
eastern Kansas Fire Baptized Association which split with Irwin in 
1898 over the ordinance question. At that time these proponents only 
accepted the subsequent baptism of "fire" but rejected the rest of 
Irwinism. As a result they continued to expand the departmental work 
of their association and to gain numerical strength slowly. They 
founded an orphanage in the fall of 1919 and purchased their own camp 
ground in 1926. In 1949 they also initiated a state accredited 
secondary school one mile south of Independence, Kansas. At the 1948 
Annual Business Meeting the group reported a weekly Sunday School 
attendance of 1,787 dispersed among thirty-nine churches. By 1948 
this organization finally banned from the church pulpits the doctrine 
of the "fi re" as a thi rd work and changed thei r name to the Fi re 
Baptized Holiness Church. 6l 
6l"Orphans
' 
Home," The Two Fires (Cherryvale, Kansas), XI I, 
February 15, 1920., 5; "Orphan Hon:,Je Bus!ness Meeting,," Ibid., 6; Craig 
Fankhauser, "A History of the Independence Bible College," May 14, 
19?4, Research paper prepared for History: . Theory and Practice 
(Plttsburg, Kansas: Pittsburg State University, 1974); "Historical ~SSU7 A Statistical Report Of The Fire Baptized Holiness Church," The ~amln~ Sword (Bellflower, Missouri and Tabor, Iowa), XIV, April 1, 948, 16, 17. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE EMERGENCE OF HOLINESS DENOMINATIONS 
Many individuals by the early 1900s mistakenly identified all 
"holiness" people with either the radical independent revival of the 
1880s or Irwinism which plagued the general movement from 1895 to 
1900. These faction~ brought great hardship on the general body of 
holiness people who continued to identify with and profess complete 
loyalty to the established churches. At the same time the leaders of 
official Methodism continued to pressure the holiness advocates to 
accept a changing church. One Methodist loyalist as a supporter of 
Wesleyan perfectionism illustrated their dilemma when he exclaimed, 
"We are in the midst of fearful extremes--deadism, formalism, fanatic-
ism, and wild-fire. These are all bad enough, and one about as bad as 
the other."l 
As early as the General Conference of 1894 the bishops of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, South set the tone of future dealings with 
the holiness people. The bishops warned: 
-
There has spring up among us a party with holiness as a 
watchword; they have holiness associations, holiness 
meetings, holiness preachers, holiness evangelists, and 
holiness property. Religious experience is represented 
as if it consists of only two steps, the first step out 
of condemnation into peace and the next step into Chris-
tian perfection. • •• We do not question the sincerity 
and zeal of these brethren; we desire the church to 
J 1 1John S. Gardner, "Center City Fifth Sunday Holiness Meeting 
lu y 27-28," Texas Holiness Advocate (Greenville, Texas), IX, July 12, 906, 9. 
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profit by their earnest preaching and godly example; but 
we deplore thei r teaching and meOthods in so faro as they 
claim a monopoly on the experience, practice, and advo-
cacy of holiness, and separ~te themselves from the body 
of ministers and disciples. 
The 1896 South Carolina Annual Conference followed the General 
conference lead when it moved to restrict the holiness movement by 
passing a resolution which barred evangelists from moving from one 
point to another. This ruling, if obeyed, would have effectively crip-
pled the ability of holiness leaders to carry their perfectionist mes-
3 
sage to the people. When the next General Conference for the Southern 
Chruch met in Baltimore, Maryland, during May and June, 1898, the 
ministers only reenforced this ruling: 
Any travelling or local preacher or layman who shall hold 
public religious services within the bounds of any mis-
sion, circuit or station, when requested by the preacher 
in charge not to hold such services, shall be deemed 
guilty of imprudent conduct, an~ shall be dealt with as 
the law provides in such cases. 
Holiness evangelists knew full well the importance of this paragraph 
and wasted little time in responding. Rev. Henry Clay Morrison, 
founder of Asbury Seminary and editor of the widely curcu1ated peri-
odica1, Pentecostal Herald, argued: ··If we are called of God to be 
evangelists, we would be guilty of treason ••• were we to suppress 
his testimony ••• but acting as before God, and following the 
2 IIPastora1 Address,·· Journal of the General Conference, 1894, 25; G: W. Wilson, IIH01iness Vs. Southern Methodist Bishops,1I The Christian 
Wltness&!.Q.Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. Xli, June 7, 
1894, 2, 3; ··HoHness Derided,·· Ibid., VII, December 12, 1889, 4. 
311Unauthorized Evange1ists,·o. The Way Of Faith And Neglected 
!b~s (Columbia, South Carolina), VI, January 1, 1896, 4. 
4 K H. l., Frey, ··Paragraph 302,·· The Pentecostal Herald (Louisville, 
entucky), X, June 15, 1898, 9. 
1 SO 
dictates of eternal truth and justice, we dare not be si lent. IIS 
No doubt the action of the 1898 General Conference brought pain-
memories to H. C. Morrison who had been expelled from the church ful 
in 1896 for violating a similar resolution passed by the Northwest 
Texas Annual Conference. The circumstances in that case revolved 
around Morrison's being scheduled to oversee an interdenominational 
holiness camp meeting at Dublin, Texas, at which time the local Metho-
dist officials warned him not to honor the appointment. The evange-
list, after reflecting on the situation, asserted, III was there under 
divine leadership, and, however much I might regret trouble in the 
church, I was not free to leave. 11 The coomittee of local Methodist 
preachers preferred charges against him and Morrison was expelled from 
the church. The evangelist stated that the most ironic thing about the 
whole incident lay in the fact that the wife of one of the accusing 
preachers attended the camp while her husband busied himself in drawing 
up official accusations. She saw the necessity of heart purity and 
instantaneously received the sanctifying experience. "She shouted and 
testifi ed wi th great joyll to the very thi ng her husband 1 abored to 
destroy.6 
5Ibid .; G. W. Stone, IIWhat Shall Be Done? A Layman's View,1I Ibid., 
June 29,1898,4; J. W. Harris, liThe New Law A Pastor's View,1I Ibid.; 
"The.Methodist Popery Of The South,1I The Christian Witness [\nd AdVOcate 
~ B,ble Holiness (Boston and Chicago), n.s. ' XV, ' March 4, 1897,8. 
611 'We Forbade Him,'I; Beulah Christian (Providence, Rhode Island),v, ~ovember, 1896, 2. H. C. Morrison appealed his expUlsion to the 
entucky Annual Conference of which he was a member and in turn the 
~~ference reinstated him into the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal 
urch, South. However, eight years later basically the same issue 
s~rfaced but the officials of the church let the situation die down 
~ht~ou~ official action. "Ho1iness In The M. E. Church, South," The 
--"st,an Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston and Chicago), 
II 
I 
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Rev. Bud Robinson referred t o the ensuing controversy in its 
as the "holiness war." enti rety As one holiness leader put it, he 
longer stay in the "old ship" or church as advised because could no 
each time the "'great iron wheel' makes a revolution some good holiness 
brother's head falls off, not because they preach holiness; oh, no, 
perish the thought. But after trying some of them for twenty years, 
they find they are inefficient.,,7 
Rev. W. M. Adams when charged with "inefficiency" by the Northwest 
Texas Conference presented a summation of his twenty years "labor of 
love" for the Methodi st Epi scopa 1 Church, South before a full sessi on 
of 260 ministers at that conference. Adams opened his defense by 
stating that he had received the second blessing on July 30, 1885. 
Since that time, he reported 1,761 confessed conversions, 68 sanctifi-
cations, 1,376 taken into membership along with 221 infant baptisms. 
When Adams concluded his defense, he challenged any of the ministers 
present to an equal report. Not one minister responded. Since, 
however, the conference had voted three years earlier, 140 to 51 a-
gainst the advocacy of "second blessing holiness," Adams ask that his 
name be honorably withdrawn from the Methodist ministry. Other minis-
ters expelled or who simply withdrew incl uded: Robert Lee Harris, Bud 
Robinson, W. C. Wilson, E. C. DeJernett, Phineas Franklin Bresee, and 
Hartin Wells Knapp.8 
n.s. XV, February 18, 1897, 8. 
7 (L . J: S. Normandy, "Greenville, Texas," The Pentecostal Herald 
OU1SVllle, Kentucky), X, March 30, 1898, 6. 
8 R . W. M. Adams, "Temple, Texas," Ibid., January 12, 1898, 5; Bud 
Oblnson, Sunshine And Smiles, Life story, Flash Lights, Sayings And ~rmons, 75. 
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Such men once removed from the established churches used indepen-
dent city missions as early as the 1880s to propagate the doctrine of 
holiness. Street meetings, homes for fallen women, children's homes, 
and evangelist training schools took root. These endeavors usually 
revolved around a plain but neat hall rented in a central location in 
a large inner city. Rows of folding chairs provided adequate seating 
where a "spirit directed" minister figuratively led his congregation 
to the feet of Jesus. As one observer commented, "There is nothing 
in such a place to pamper pride, nothing to hinder the right of way of 
the evangelist, nothing to divert the attention of the hearers." In 
other words apostolic simplicity, efficiency, and directness marked 
the physical as well as the spiritual atmosphere. One of the earliest 
such works among the conservative holiness people flourished in Ca1i-
9 fornia in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
Here the Pacific Coast Holiness Association ran a centrally 10ca-
ted rescue mission referred to as the Adelphi Mission which had an 
auditorium with a capacity of over five hundred people; room for their 
weekly periodical, Pacific Herald Of Holiness; book and tract deposi-
10 
tory; and a training home. Services conducted daily in the main 
9"The McCall Mission," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), 
VI, December 1, 1887, 2. 
10 
"New Headquarters In San Francisco," Ibid., III, December 12, 
1884, 2. The distinctly holiness work in central Ca1ifornia began in 
1881 under the combined auspices of the Central California Holiness 
Association and the Southern California Holiness Association. Jointly 
these groups published the Pacific Herald Of Holiness with A. Coplin 
~s ~d!tor. By 1883 Coplin separated himself from the editorship of the 
1~Clflc.Hera1d and founded The Holiness Evangelist, a periodical pub-
hls~ed ln Oakland and dedicated to the establishment of independent Ho~~ness churches. Mrs. S. Richards Boyle, "On The Pacific," Guide To 
OQ lness And Revival Miscellany (New York), o.s. LXXI, March, 1883, 
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auditorium consisted of prayer meetings at noon and evening services 
at seven with three services scheduled on the Sabbath. They leased 
this facility for two years at $100 a month, and according to one 
articipant their "heavenly Father supplied the necessary funds just 
p 11 
as they were needed ." 
A typical Sabbath opened at nine o'clock in the main hall with 
services that concluded with an eleven o'clock street meeting. The 
large congregation marched through the central San Francisco district 
singing "Are You Washed in the Blood of the Lamb?" This usually drew 
from three to four hundred onlookers who listened attentively while the 
minister admonished them to seek God. After the speaker or "salvation-
hts," as the street people called them, finished, the mission band 
divided into small groups to tell the gospel story of full redemption. 
One contributor reported that each worker as a "soldier of the cross" 
demonstrated his effectiveness "on the wharfs, on the streets, or in 
the hall." These soldiers confirmed that their Sabbath day street 
evangelism resulted in no less than twelve souls saved. Such results 
constituted the rule rather than the exception--Monday night eight more 
12 
souls joined the ranks, with six or seven on Tuesday. 
New converts were urged to devote as much time as possible to 
holiness mission work. Their dedication in "rescuing the fallen, 
9(6,97; A. Coplin, "The Church Of Christ," The Holiness Evangelist 
Oakland, California), V, September 1, 1888, 8. 
11"Band Reports," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), III, 
D~ce~ber 12, 1884, 3; o. Brewer, "Holiness Work on the Pacific Coast," 
fuchlgan Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), II, March, 1885, 74. 
12 
o "Band Reports," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), III, 
ecember 12, 1884, 3; "Local Bands," Ibid., V, June 17, 1886, 3. 
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outcast and wayward ones" greatly strengthened the cause of Wesleyan 
perfectionism, and ~t the same time put "the carnal church to shame.,,13 
Rev. George Newton, editor of the Pacjfjc Herald, organized these 
oponents into what he called the Army of the Lord. As members of pr 
the Pacific Holiness Association they patterned their extra ecclesias-
tical endeavor after the Salvation Army with the combined "freedom, 
truth, and spirit of the free holiness work.,,14 This group often 
cooperated with the Salvation Army. On Thanksgiving Day in 1884 Mrs. 
"Major" Wells of the Army led a typical union gathering in Stockton, 
California, where "twe1ve or thirteen believers stepped into the 
' 15 
fountain and were cleansed from all sin." 
The founder and 1 eader of the Salvati on Army, "Genera 1" Will i am 
Booth, first started his evangelist work among the poor on the east 
side of London, England, in 1865. From this work emerged the sprawling 
Salvation Army. By 1894 the Army boasted "shelters, refuges, food 
deposits, sisterhoods and brotherhoods." It reported nearly eleven 
thousand full-time officers who 'worked in thirty-eight countries among 
people speaking thirty-four different languages where 4,595 societies, 
corps, and posts existed. The participants held some 2,098,631 meet-
ings annually, plus they visited in 2,747,576 homes yearly. Their 
official ,publication, The War fry, along with other distributed lit-
erature amounted to approximately 43,682,596 individual issues. Use 
l3"Mission Work on Holiness Line," Ibid., IV, March 20,1885,2. 
14George .Newton, "In California," Michigan Holiness Record (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan), VI, November, 1888, 44. 
1511Grand Thanksgiving Day in Stockton for the Holiness Band," 
~cific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), III, December 12, 1884, 4. 
---------- --
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of drums and tamberines served as advertising media to attract large 
crowds of people. One observer commented that these followers of 
Christ did not merely sing '"Hold the Fort for I Am Coming' they in 
turn stormed the fort and batterted down the ramparts of hell, and 
16 
claimed to be more than conquerors through Him that loved them." 
Prior to 1900 independent holiness mission work similar to that 
done at the Adelphi Mission in San Francisco, gained momentum in a 
majority of the major cities of America. A few of these dedicated vol-
unteer activities included: Faith Home, Los Angeles; McCall Mission, 
Jamestown, New York; Bethel Mission, Topeka; Oliver Gospel Mission, 
Columbia, South Carolina; Door of Hope, Fort Worth, Texas; Holiness 
Mission, Temple, Texas; Vanguard Mission, The Temple, and Hephzeibah 
Rescue Home, St. Louis; Wells Street Mission, Chicago; Revivalist 
h 1 d Ch · . T U· M·· C·· . 1 7 C ape an rlstlan emperance nlon lSS10n, lnClnnatl. 
16"The Salvation Army," Guide To Holiness And Revival Miscellany 
(New York), n.s. XXXIII, November, 1880, 152; "The Salvation Army," 
Ibid., XXXV, September, 1881, 86; "The Great Success Of The Salvation 
Army," The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston 
and Chicago), XII, June 21, 1894, 12, 13; liThe Salvation Army," The 
Way Qf Faith And Neglected Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI, 
January 29, 1896, 4. 
17Washburn, History and Reminiscences, 26-57; "The McCall Mission," 
Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), VI, December 1, 1887, 2; 
"Bethel," The Apostolic Faith (Topeka, Kansas), I, March 22, 1899,8; 
"Monthly Report," The wa~ Qf. Faith And Neglected Themes (Columbia, South 
Carolina), VI, November ,1895,5; "Door Of Hope Mission, Forth Worth, 
T:xas,ll Ibid., VII, November 25, 1896,2; "Temple Texas Holiness Mis-
S10n," The Pentecostal Herald (Louisville, Kentucky), X, March 16, 1898, 
15; "Vanguard Mission," The Vanguard (St. Louis, Missouri), VII I, 
January 30, 1889, 1; "The Temple At St. Louis," The Revivalist (Cincin-
nati, Ohio), XII, August 30, 1900, 12; E. E. Otto, "The Hephzeibah 
Rescue Home's Work In St. Louis," The Christian Witness And Advocate 
Qf Bible Holiness (Chicago and Boston), n.s. XVI, February-10, 1898, 4, 
~; "Wells Street Mission," Michigan Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Mich-
1(g~n), VI, June, 1888,6; "The Revivalist Chapel," The Revivalist 
Clncinnati, Ohio), XII, February 1,1900, 15; "Jennie Casseday 
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Almost all of these rescue works struggled to meet the immediate 
needs of the people around them. Rev. S. Willie oversaw the Door of 
Hope Mission in an area of Fort Worth, Texas, referred to as "Hell's 
Half Acre" where within three years of its inception four hindred 
individuals confessed conversion; seventy-five sanctifications were re-
corded; some five thousand meals were served, and about 25,000 men and 
boys sheltered on cold nights. 18 In 1893 Mrs. E. E. Otto assisted by 
Rev. Beverly Carradine founded the Hephzeibah Rescue Home and Purity 
Work in St. Louis, Missouri. Over six hundred young women passed 
through this institution during its first five years. Out of that num-
ber 321 accepted Christ and when they returned to general society their 
Hves "testified to the transforming power of God." Mrs. Otto attri-
buted her success in "reaching and establishing girls, who had lost 
their way, to the fact that all the workers at the home stressed the 
i~ortance of second blessing holiness." A monthly periodical, 
Hephzeibah Home Herald, also appeared in the interest of the home and 
holiness rescue work. 19 The Oliver Gospel Mission in Columbia, South 
Carolina, came about as a result of the death in August, 1891" of 
R. C. Oliver who left his personal estate to found a nondenominational 
h l ' , 20 o lness mlssion. 
Holiness Mission," Ibid., X, September, 1896,6. 
18 ' . 
, F. H. Coppedge, "Door Of Hope Mission, Fort Worth," The Way Of 
1§lth ~ Neglected Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI I, November 25, 1 96, 2. ' 
19 
T ~. E. Otto, liThe Hephzeibah Rescue Home's Work In St. Louis," ~fbrlstian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Chicago and 
Oston), n.s. XVI, February 10, 1898; 4, 5; Ibid., April 7, 1898, 13. 
20 Albert Deems Betts, History Of South Carolina Method i sm, 414; 
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Here Rev. J. E. Duren carried on all the specialized ~ctivities 
of a church. Besides preaching the gospel at twenty-eight regularly 
scheduled services in May, 1896, Pastor Duren, visited in eighty private 
21 
homes, the state prison, and performed two weddings and one funeral. 
This slum evangelist focused his primary efforts on the poor and 
down trodden. He asserted, ··Beneath thei r rags often beat hearts pur-
ified by the precious blood of the Son of God; these have an inheri-
tance beyond the river.·· He further revealed his compassion for the 
poor in a verse of poetry which is reminiscent of the Wesleyan Holy 
Club: 
Go forth among the poor, 
Thy pathway leadeth there; 
Thy gentle voice may soothe their pain 
And blunt the thorns of care. 22 
By February, 1896, Duren organized eight missionaries into the Oliver 
Gospel Missionary Society which assisted the pastor in helping the poor 
and needy. Their rescue work also included a home for girls which ac-
commodated twenty-three and always ran at full capacity.23 
As former derelicts themselves, the workers at such missions toiled 
unceasingly in the prohibition movement. J. M. Pike, editor of The Way 
Qif!i!h published by the Oliver Gospel Mission ran graphic articles 
IIA Kindly Word From Sister Oliver,·· The Way Of Faith And Neglected 
Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI, June 24, 1896, 2. 
21 J • E. Duren,··Month1y Report Of Oliver Gospel Mission For May,·· 
Ibid., June 10, l89~, 5. 
22 -J. E. Duren, ··City Missionary1s Report,1I Ibid., December 4, 
1895,5. 
23J • E. Duren, ··Oliver Gospel Mission Monthly Report,·· Ibid., 
February 12, 1896, 5; Ibid., IX, December 7, 1898, 4. 
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t ed to the abolition of the liquor traffic.
24 Other holiness deYO 
publications such as The Vanguard, St. Louis, Missouri; Law and 
§Rse~' Hutchinson, Kansas; and Fire And Hammer, Topeka, Kansas, ad-
monished their readers to stand united against the sale of all intoxi-
cating beverages. This admonition appeared in a pamphlet, Prohibition 
A Bible Doctrine, which Law and Gospel sold for twenty-five cents 
-----
a hundred. At the same time The Vanguard instructed its subscribers 
in the name of Christian purity to vote for temperance political can-
didates. The Holiness War News at Irving, Kansas, compared the nation-
al temperance movement of the 1880s and 1890s to the moral outcry of 
the pre-Civil War antisla,very agitation: 
If you will watch the statistics, the Prohibition Party is 
coming with four times the celerity. American slavery was 
a pet lamb as compared with this red dragon. All the 
families which have been robbed of fathers and brothers 
and sons by the rum traffic; all the States of the Union 
that have been despoiled of their mightiest men; all the 
churches of Jesus Christ which find the chief obstacle to 
the advancement of religion in the appetite for strong 
drinks; and all the intelligence, and all the enthusiasm 
of the land will yet pack itself into an avalanche that 
will come crushing down ~Don this the worst evil that 
ever afflicted a nation. ~ 
Those who labored in the inner cities also took an active interest 
in the propagation of Bible holiness in foreign lands. Bishop William 
24Gospel Temperance Union Supplement To The Way Of Faith And 
Neglected Themes (Columbia, South Carolina), VI, March 25, 1896, 1-16. 
25A• Smith "Vote Prohibition," The Vanguard (St. Louis, Missouri), 
VIII, January 30, 1889,3; "Prohibition A Bible Doctrine,!! Law and 
Gospel (Hutchinson, Kansas), II, October, 1886, 80; "Rum,Rum," Fire 
~d Hammer (North Topeka, Kansas), December, 1883, 4; T. De Witt Tal-
maC ge! "Prohibition War, National Prohibition,'! Holiness War Ne~s 
Irvlng, Kansas), I, January, 1891, 4; Nettie Arnold, "Our Natl0na1 
Cur~e", lE.i..Q.., July 1891, 4; "An Irrepressible Conflict Upon Us," The 
fbrlstian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. IX, 
June 18, 1 891, n. p-. - --
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lor of the Methodist Episcopal Church was the first missionary to Tay 
combine the work of holiness and a totally self-supporting program. 
first conceived the idea of self-supporting work while in Cali-Taylor 
fornia where he labored from 1849 to 1856 among the miners and gamblers 
of the California gold rush. This evangelist preached in rented halls, 
private homes, and most often in the streets. In 1870 Taylor journeyed 
to India where he helped to organize the South India Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. He made his most lasting contribution to 
the cause of Wesleyan holiness as the first Methodist Missionary Bishop 
26 
to Afri ca. 
Taylor and his associates in Africa inaugurated the idea of divid-
in9 their forces into two equal companies in order to establish a chain 
of fifteen to twenty holiness missions across the continent. One party 
entered at Loanda on the west coast under the leadership of William 
Taylor and travelled toward Tanganyika Lake, a distance of about 2,500 
miles. Dr. W. R. Summers headed the other group which consisted of 
twenty-two white missionaries, eight men and fourteen women, along with 
their fifteen children and carriers. They travelled from the east 
26"Wil1iam Taylor And His Continental Diocese," Pacific Herald Of 
Holiness (San Francisco), IV, April 17, 1885, 1. Taylor did not stay 
for any length of time at one mission station. His travelling expenses 
plus the support of his family in the states constituted a large expen-
diture each year which the bishop covered through the sale of his many 
publications. These dealt mainly with his extensive travels and in-
cluded: Adventures in South Africa, Four Years Campaign in India, Ten 
Years ~ Support Missions, Our South American Cousins, Seven Years 
Str:et Preaching. "Departure Of Missionaries," Guide To Holiness And 
~vl~al Miscellany (New York), n.s. XXXI, November, 1879, 149, 150; 
Wl1ham Taylor, "Wipiam Taylor's Workers," Advocate Of Christian Holi-
!!!ss (Boston), o.s. XI, June, 1879, 142; "Publications Of Bishop Wm. 
ToaYlor," Michigan Hol iness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), III, 
ctober, 1885, 48. 
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t up the Cuanza River, a distance of 120 miles. At this point coas 
they journeyed another one thousand miles on foot into central Africa 
where they joined the Taylor party. Along the way each group estab-
lished holiness mission stations. Two missionaries remained behing at 
each of these respective sites where they made arrangements for the 
physical development of the station. 27 First they entered: 
••• into agreement with the local chief and his people, 
agreeing on their part to import good preachers and teach-
ers from the New World free of expense to the tribe and to 
purchase tools and machinery for industrial schools. The 
chief and his people, on their part, are required to give 
a thousand acres of land for each school-farm, to provide 
subsistence for the preachers and teachers; to build 
houses for the workers, and to pay a small monthly fee for 
the tuition of the scholars. Boys and girls may work for 
their tuition. Those wishing a full course must be allowed 
to remain in the school at least five years. By this agree-
ment the natives are made to feel that they have made a 
valuable acquisition and the mis2~on is at once put upon a 
permanent self-supporting basis. 
Such stations cost approximately two thousand dollars each to put 
in full operation and the expense of each missionary from departure in 
America to being set up in a fully operational mission and school in 
Africa averaged five hundred dollars. In turn money donated by indi-
viduals in the United States went only for transportation to the field 
and none a110ted for return fares. Once planted on foreign soil these 
evangelists worked with the local people in such a way as to exemplify 
2711Subduing Africa With Jewsharps," Fire And Harrmer (North Topeka, 
Kansas), II, July, 1885, 3; "Bishop Taylor's," Pacific Herald Of Holi-
~ss (San Francisco), I I I, December 12, 1884, . 1. Some of the many 
ltems packed inland included: steel hand tools for building, small 
mUsical instruments, and thi·rty thousand yards of calico which acted 
a(s currency. "Subduing Africa With Jewsharps," Fire And Harrmer 
North Topeka, Kansas), I I, July, 1885, 3. 
28··Wm • Taylor1s Mission," Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San 
Francisco), VI, April 28, 1887, 4. 
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Christ and at the same time support themselves. By October, 1887, 
h Guide To Holiness reported that the self-supporting mission board t e _____ -
selected thirty-two more consecrated missionaries to leave New York as 
of the first of October of that same year.29 
No fewer than thirty-five self-supporting stations existed in 
Africa by December, 1890. William P. Dodson, the missionary in charge 
at the Loanda Mission, estimated the value of the property there at 
eight thousand United States dollars. Loanda, a Portuguese settlement 
of seventeen thousand natives and one thousand Europeans, provided 
fertile evangelistic soil for Missionary Dodson. William Taylor de-
scribed Dodson as "a fine linguist in both the Portuguese and Kimbunda 
languages; a good musican, vocal and instrumental; and a good doctor 
who had attended medical lectures in Philadelphia. A similar work in 
Sos Town under the supervision of Rev. H. V. Ekman started in June, 
1888, and within a year and a half boasted the organization of three 
sub-stations twenty to eighty miles inland. At each location, nationals 
directed by Pastor Ekman built dwellings and a chapel for their native 
ministers. By December, 1890, Ekman reported that no fewer than 165 
men and ten women had abandoned heathenism and accepted Christ as 
30 
their personal saviour. 
Self-supporting missions also existed in South America under the 
direction of evangelists sent there by Bishop Taylor. Rev. Oscar 
Krauser labored on the western coast among a group of German colonies. 
( 29"Bishop Taylor's Work," Guide To Holiness And Revival Miscellany New York), o.s. XC, October, 1887, 315. , 
.30"Letter From Bishop Taylor," The Christian Witness And Advocate ~~'ble Holiness (Boston), n.s. VII, September 19,1889,5; "From Dark 
fnca," Holiness War ~ (Irving, Kansas), I, January, 1891,4. 
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e this evangelist reported that he was well accepted by the locals Ther 
and that as many as sixty in one place desired prayer with the result 
reported that the "spirit of God moved on the whole congregation" in 
such a way that they all professed Chr i stian conversion. At another 
colony he met with a similar scene, and in response organized fifteen 
families into a religious band. Such accounts constituted the norm 
for missionary work under the control of William Taylor. Besides his 
constituents in Africa, Taylor had sent three missionaries to India, 
two to Burma, and twenty-two to South America, all on the se1f-
31 
supporting plan, by May, 1897. 
This independent success story stimulated jealousy at times in 
the ranks of the official Methodist Missionary Society. Here state-
ments of apprehension surfaced in official Methodist periodicals over 
the self-supporting method. The Western Christian Advocate quoted 
Drs. R. L. Dashiell and John M. Reid as paid representatives of the 
church when they derided the methods Taylor used. William McDonald, 
editor of the Advocate Of Christian Holiness, responded: 
We would kindly suggest that brethren who receive $5,000 
a year and their travelling expenses, simply to keep the 
missionary ship afloat, with the aid of a million and a 
half of members behind them, are not the men to talk 
about 'irresponsibility' on the part of a man who has, 
by his own untiring efforts, supported himself and fam-
ily, and aided by the pittance of a few earnest friends, 
has during the past year sent twenty-seven missionaries to 
new fields of labor, and has several more ready to de-
part; and all this, while this c10ssa1 institution which 
these Secretaries run has failed to add a single man to 
the laborers in the foreign field during that time. We 
do not object to the $5,000, but these flings at 
. 31Wi1liam Taylor, "William Taylor's Workers," Advocate Of Chris-
!!an Holiness (Boston), o.s. XI, June, 1879, 142. 
Ii 
II 
" 
32 
William Taylor's work. 
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The "Pauline Wesleyan Plan" employed by Taylor served as a model 
and a catalyst to stimulate the establishment of holiness schools for 
outgoing missionaries. These operated on the same self-supporting 
methods as did Bishop Taylor and his workers. 33 Mrs. William Osborn 
initiated such a school in the fall of 1884 near Niagara Falls, 
Ontario, Canada, where she in cooperation with her husband in August, 
1884, founded the Wesley Park Camp Meeting Association for returned 
missionaries. The school at this place followed a prescribed course 
of study which included: foreign languages; Chinese, Japanese, Span-
ish, two Indian dialects--Hindustani and Marathi--and English; church 
history; science; and music. The Bible served as the primary textbook 
and final authority. In time the school at Wesley Park inspired Mrs. 
Osborn to start the Union Missionary Training Institute of Brooklyn, 
New York, and a Missionary Training School in Philadelphia. These 
offered similar courses of study except at Philadelphia where Mrs. 
Osborn arranged for qualified students to take selected courses at the 
Women's Medical College located adjacent to her training school. At 
each of these educational institutions students accepted the responsi-
bi1ity of all domestic chores. This helped to instill a sense of disci-
pline in each pupil. As Bishop Taylor said, "Those who are going to 
the heathen as ambassadors of Christ, ' the carpenter, successors of 
Peter the fisherman, and Paul the tentmaker, should certainly feel it 
no disgrace to cook their own food, wash their own clothes, and scrub 
32"Wi11iam Taylor's Work," Ibid., July, 1879, 165. 
33.!Jll£. 
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their own f100rs. 1I Such missionary training schools worked in close 
cooperation with other independent holiness schools in America. 34 
These included: Pauline Holiness College, College Mound, 
Missouri; The Holiness School, Coldwater, Michigan; Missionary Training 
College, Beulah Park, near East Oakland, California; Texas Holiness 
University, Greenville, Texas; God1s Bible and Missionary Training Home, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Asbury College, Wilmore, Kentucky; Pacific Bible 
35 
college, Los Angeles, California. At these institutions students 
received not only training for foreign missions but also for Christian 
work such as pastors, evangelists, Christian teachers, and rrwsicians--
instrumental and vocal. 
Pauline Holiness College opened its doors to 101 students on 
September 4, 1883, reportedly, the first distinct holiness school in 
the United States. O. C. Redd had acquired the building at College 
Hound, Missouri, formally known as McGee College, from the Cumberland 
Presbyterians who built it at an approximate cost of $35,000. Rev. 
Jasper A. Smith who acted as the first president stated, IIThis is an 
3411Training Homes,1I Pacific Herald Of Holiness (San Francisco), V, 
Hay 27,1886,2; William Taylor, IIMissionary Training School ,II The 
Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston), n.s. IX, 
January 1, 1891, 4T"Mi sSionaryTraining, School ,II Guide To Hoi iness 
~ Revival Miscellany (New York), o.s. LXXXI I, July, 1888, 2. 
3511Pauline Holiness College, College Mound, 'Mo.,11 Fire And Hammer 
(North Topeka, Kansas), III, January, 1885,4; Lura A. Mains, IIHo1i-
ness School ,II Michigan Ho1 iness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), III, 
October, 1885, 48; Charles E. Lambert, IISchoo1s Of The Prophets,11 
Pacific Heraid Of Holiness (San Francisco), V, September 9, 1886, 3; 
A. M. Hills, IITexas Holiness University,1I Texas Holiness Banner (Sun-
se~, Texas), I, February, 1900, 5; IIGodis Bible Schoo1,11 The Revivalist 
(Clncinnati, Ohio), XII, July 26,1900,14; J. W. Hughes, IIA Holiness 
Co11ege,1I The Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Ch'icago 
and Boston17'""n.s. XIII, June 13,1895, 3; IIPacific Bible College," The 
~ntecost (Los Angeles, California), XXI, September 14, 1905, 4. 
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institution for both sexes for their intellectual, moral and religious 
training based on scriptural methods. " They opposed the use of all in-
toxicants , and President Smith asserted, "We train the young for Bible 
living, salvation work for the kingdom of Christ and to avoid the works 
d · 1" of the eVl • Instructors expected students to exhibit physical as 
well as moral purity. Special school revivals held in the spacious 
thousand-seat chapel provided students and faculty alike with a welcome 
break from their day-to-day scholastic activities. At one such assembly 
as many as two hundred stood indicating their need for justification or 
sanctification. In the light of such enthusiasm one correspondent con-
firmed that "many received exper iences in Christ and that "under the 
purifying and unifying power of God, hell's kingdom received an ever-
lasting overthrow in many hearts while the walls of prejudice, ignor-
ance, and carnality tl:lmb1ed f1at. 1I36 
A similar school started on September 1, 1884, at Coldwater, 
Michigan, where Lura A. Mains as principal accepted only girls. Miss 
Mains said that inspiration for this work came to her as a result of 
laboring in the South among the "freedmen and poor whites. II , She con-
tinued, "these do not need teachers that will set an example of the 
pride of life, but the poor and ignorant need to be taught industry, 
economy, cleanliness, and god1iness." Mains initiated her school at 
Coldwater in order to train young women to meet such needs. All pupils 
received free tuition while individual living expenses ran to sixty-
five dollars for the forty-week school term. Inita11y she had one 
36I1Sa1vation At Pauline Holiness Co11ege," Fire And Hammer (North 
To~eka, Kansas), I, October, 1884, 2; "Co11ege Mound Revival Again," 
lElS!., 6; Cowen , "Church Of God (Holiness), " 33-39. 
II 
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dollar with a payment of $2.50 due each week for rent and no official 
backing from any group, but as she said, "We trust God for it a11.,,37 
Principal Mains expected the fourteen girls who enrolled for the 
first term to dress plainly with no ornaments of any kind, no corsets, 
and all clothing supported from the shoulders. Their diets did not 
allow tea, coffee or rich pastries nor meat for supper. Students re-
tired at 9:30 P.M., arose at 5:30 A.M. with breakfast at 5:50, dinner 
at 11:45, and supper at 5:15 P.M. No one could leave the grounds with-
out permission nor under any circumstances attend dances, gaming par-
ties, fairs, circuses or any other activity that might lead the stu-
dent away from God. As one eye witness said, ··strict purity, plain-
ness, and simplicity" marked the daily routine. 38 
The Michigan School opened its third year in new surroundings at 
Dutton with an enrollment of fifty-nine pupils, forty-three as boarding 
students. Individual expenses could be paid in cash or worked out. 
September 1 to May 20, 1887, school term expenses totaled: 
Payment on the place 
Interest on notes 
Insurance on building 
Chapel, material and work 
Wood at $1 per cord 
Board for pupils, average 30 at $1 per week 
Cistern value . 
Bedding, pillows, comforts, sheets &c. 
Furniture, bedsteads, chairs, &c. 
Clothing and books for faith pupils 
Paid money to primary teachers 
Total 
$ 125.00 
42.50 
12.50 
500.00 
80.00 
1,200.00 
50.00 
20.00 
10.00 
20.00 
20•00 
$2,110.00 39 
3hura A. Mains, ··Holiness School,·· Michigan Holiness Record (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan), 11, .August, 1884,34. 
38"Michigan Holiness School, Rules And Regulations,·· Ibid., "I, 
December, 1885, 58. 
39Lura A. Mains, "Report Of Holiness School,·· Ibid., V, July, 
, 
II 
I 
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Free will donations from individuals of many of the major prot-
es tant denominations made it possible for these expenses to be met . 
A congregationalist from Chicago sent one hundred dollars, a Metho-
dist in Ohio sent twenty dollars through reading the Guide To Holi-
ness, a Wesleyan Methodist sent twenty dollars, a Mennonite gave fif-
:.:.---
teen dollars, a United Brethren and a Seventh Day Adventist gave ten 
each. Small donations, from a dollar down, made up the bulk of money 
received, but as Miss Main said, "we do not care how God sends it, in 
40 large amounts or small, only so the expenses are met." 
The turn of the century witnessed one holiness school after anoth-
er established on the fertile plains of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
The Wesleyan Methodist Church of America started a school in the Jay-
hawk state at Eskridge, Kansas, on March 11, 1902. This resulted prim-
arily through the benevolence of William Trusler who donated "a two 
story stone edifice which had two rooms for school administrative pur-
41 
poses and four classrooms." The primary stated purpose of the 
school revolved around the equipping of young men and women to accept 
the responsibilities of li.fe and at the same time to lead all who 
would into the experience of perfect love. By January 1, 1903, the 
students at the school published their own periodical, The Bible School 
42 Advocate. This publication ran until September, 1904. The school 
1887, 22. 
40 lbid • 
41Wayne E" Caldwell, "The History Of The Kansas Conference Of The 
Wesleyan Methodist Church Of America 1871-1968,11 PH.D. dissertation 
(Denver, Colorado: The Iliff School Of Theology, 1969), 194, 195. 
Cited hereafter, Caldwell, IIHistory Of Kansas Conference. 11 
42 : Third Annual Catalogue of the Kansas Wesleyan Bible School 
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remained under the control of the Wesleyans until then when the Kansas 
Annual Conference withdrew its support. However, the Eskridge facility 
continued to operate through freewill donations until the spring of 
1912. During this interval it served as one of the primary institu-
tions where many of the radical conservative holiness people sent their 
children. Editor A. McKinnon of The Two Fires justified the existence 
of such a school when he asserted that the "public schools are infested 
with one or more of the following evils: 'Evolution,' 'Catholicism, ' 
'Infidelity,' and 'Higher Criticism.' Anyone of these will damm your 
43 
children as well as mine." 
E. Faulkner purchased 320 acres at Plainview, Texas, for a pre-
arranged holiness community to be centered around twenty-three acres 
which he donated for the Central Plains Holiness College. A board of 
directors subdivided the tract into sixty city blocks with individual 
building lots and broad avenues. The school received approximately 
$7,800 on its part for land sold adjacent to the central campus. Ac-
cording to Frank T. Alexander, such institutions provided industrial, 
literary, and Bible oriented training for their students. Here in-
structors pointed each pupil to Christ as "Saviour, sanctifier, healer, 
44 
and coming King." 
Eskridge, Kansas, 2, 3; The Bible School Advocate (Eskridge, Kansas), 
I, January 1,1903,1; Ibid., II, September 1,1904,1 • 
. 43Caldwell, IIHistory Of Kansas Conference," 198, 199; liThe Revival," 
~he l!!£ Fires (Eskridge, Kansas), III, April 1, .1912,4, 5; .A. McKinnon , 
The Bible School," Ibid •. , (Scammo~, Kansas), VIII, December 1, 1916, 4. 
~ . -C. J. Menifee, "History Of Holiness On The Plains," Pentecostal 
~dvocate (Peniel, Texas), X, January 3, 1907, 3; Frank T. Alexander, 
~~nmanuel's Bible School, Beulah, Oklahoma," Ibid., February 21, 1907, 
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Rev. B. A. Cordell donated forty-two acres at Greenville, Texas, 
a city of 9,000, where the Holiness Camp Meeting Association Board of 
Directors laid out the campus for Texas Holiness College and the sur-
rounding community in much the same way as did their counterparts in 
Plainview. Prices for building lots surrounding the campus ranged from 
seventy-five dollars to $150 and all proceeds from their sale went to 
getting the college started. Actual class work began in the fall of 
1899 with twenty-seven students and Rev. A. M. Hills, a former pro-
fessor at Asbury College, president. Tuition for each of the three 
twelve-week school terms was thirty-two dollars per pupil. In addi-
tion to their many other college activities the students ran a nightly 
rescue mission in Greenville where Professor Hills stated that as many 
as thirty individuals received either justification or sanctification 
h f · 45 during t e lrst year. 
The untiring efforts of President Hills and his qualified staff 
contributed to the steady increase of Texas Holiness College as re-
vea1ed by 340 students attending the 1905-1906 term. During the first 
two years of operations, the girls' dormority accommodated all the 
classrooms and the dining hall provided a suitable space for chapel. 
One physical improvement after another marked the development of the 
school until June, 1906, when the Texas Holiness Advocate announced the 
near completion of a new sixteen thousand dollar academic building. 
45A. M. Hills, "Texas Holiness University," Texas Holiness Banner 
(Sunset, Texas), I, February, 1900, 5; "Texas Ho 1 i ness Uni ver s ity," 
~ Christian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness (Boston and 
Ch~cago), n.s. XVII, JU;; 15,1899,-12; A. M .• Hills, ":rexas Holiness 
UnlVersity, Greenville, Texas," The Revivalist (Cincinnati, Ohio), 
XII, September 6, 1900, 12. 
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The dimensions of this brick structure measured ninety-five feet by 
sixty feet with an entrance wing of fourteen feet by forty-four feet. 
school officials secured a loan of five thousand at eight per cent 
interest to complete this project, but the other buildings at Texas 
Holiness College remained debt free. As an advocate stated, this 
success story illustrated the campatibility between continued growth 
46 
and the vital spiritual interests of the college. 
Another holiness educational institution, God's Bible-School and 
Missionary-Training Home, opened its doors to the public in September, 
1900. Here the primary branches of education; mathematics, grammar, 
history, geography, orthography, penmanship, and music received em-
phasis in such a way as to provide each pupil with a better under-
standing of the scriptures. The founder, Martin Wells Knapp observed: 
The school is only for those who wish to make a spe-
ciality of the word of God with such other studies as 
may be necessary,. •• It is not a reformatory; it is 
not a sparking school; it is not a stuffing school. 
Instead of the jamming process in vogue in most schools, 
we teach the pupil how to study, how to investigate, 
how to express thoughts, and a~w to succeed as a well-
equipped soul-winning worker. 
46L• B. Williams, "Texas Holiness University," Texas Holiness 
Advocate (Greenville, Texas), IX, June 28, 1906, 1; Mary Catching, 
"Holiness University, Greenville, Texas," Texas Holiness Banner (Sun-
set, Texas), I, December, 1899, 5. Asbury College initiated in 1890 
by J. W. Smith at Wilmore, Kentucky, stood as one of the premier 
holiness schools in the United States. For primary accounts surround-
ing the formative years of this institution see E. F. Walker, "A Holi-
ness College," The Chdstian Witness And Advocate Of Bible Holiness 
(Boston and Chicago), n.s. XI I I, June-r3, 1895, 3;~. M. Hills, 
"A College Teaching Holiness," Ibid., XVI, June 16, 1898, 15; George R. 
Buck, "Asbury College, Wilmore, Ky.," Ibid., June 23, 1898, 13; 
"Comnencement At Asbury," The Pentecostal Herald (Louisville, 
Kentucky), XI I, June 13, 1900, 8. 
47l1God's Bible-School,11 The Revivalist (Cincinnati, Ohio), XII, 
July 26,1900,14, 15; "God's Bible-School,I' Ibid., August 30, 1900, 15. 
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Knapp purchased the property for this school at Rhingold, Young, and 
Channing Streets in the Mount Auburn area of Cincinnati in July, 1900. 
For this site he paid $20,000 with $3,000 down and the balance to be 
l;quated in ten equal payments. By August 1 Editor Knapp moved The 
Revivalist press from its previous location in the YMCA Building and 
--
at the same time scheduled all future Salvation Park Camp-Meetings to 
be held each year starting on the last Friday in June on what he 
referred to as "this Mount of Blessing. 11 Here over the main entrance 
Knapp fixed the school motto, IIBack to the Bible," and below it 
a sketch of the holy Bible with a cross and crown. The founder stated, 
1150, God has a place in Cincinnati where a full gospel can be 
48 preached. 11 Actually Martin Wells Knapp acquired his inspiration for 
God's Bible School from the Revivalist Chapel, an inner-city rescue 
work and day school he first initiated in 1899 under the auspices of 
49 the International Holiness Union and Prayer League. 
This union of holiness advocates traced its inception from an 
organizational meeting held in September, 1897, at the Cincinnati home 
of Evangelist Knapp. This group grew rapidly while its leaders; 
Seth C. Rees, president; Martin Wells Knapp, vice president; W. H. 
Hurst, secretary; G. W. Ruth, treasurer; gradually assumed the respon-
sibility of performing the primary duties associated with the ministers 
of any recognized denomination. Members finalized this trend on 
4811Change Of Address,11 Ibid., August 9, 1900, 3; IIGodis Bible-
School And Missionary-Training Home,1I Ibid., August 30,1900,4; 
IIBi b 1 e-Schoo 1 Openi ng," I bi d., October n-;-1900, 15; IIDedi ca t ion 
Servi ce," lli£., 15, 16-.--
4911The Revivali st Chapel ,II Ibid., January 25, 1900, 11. 
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July 3, 1900, when they adopted the name, Apostolic Holiness Union, 
and changed their constitution "as not only to provide for the forma-
tion of state and local unions which are interdenominational, but for 
the organization of 'Apostolic Holiness Societies,' giving all Church 
privileges where such societies are a necessity." Justification for 
this final break with the old denominations centered around the grow-
ing spirit of opposition to second blessing holiness in the estab-
lished churches and a desire on the part of the holiness people to re-
turn to the simplicity of apostolic first-century Christianity.50 
As Knapp asserted "the great object of the union is to form asso-
ciations in the interests of suffering, ostracized people in various 
localities who are preaching without denominational homes, it favors 
Union Societies wherever they will best serve the interest of holi-
ness." Rev. Seth C. Rees formerly of Providence, Rhode Island, com-
pared the establishment of independent societies in Ohio to ones in 
New England which had proved successful since the late 1880s. Rees 
observed: 
The hottest churches on the Atlantic Coast are independent; 
for ten years we have proven that the best results in soul-
saving are reached by independent churches, independent mis-
sions, and independent camp-meetings. Therefore, we desire 
to see God's holy people withdraw from hopelessly dead 
churches and organize independent churches. Life is too 
short, eternity is too long, and these times are too event-
ful for us to waste o~, ••• energies cannonading upon 
an empty battlefield. 
50 "The Apostolic Holiness Union," Ibid., August 2, 1900, 12; 
Seth C. Rees, "Apostol i c Ho 1 i ness Uni on," I bi d. 
51 Seth C. Rees, "Independent Holiness Churches," Ibid., 
October 14, 1900, 2. 
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The future development of this movement toward a new holiness 
denomination is revealed in its many name changes during its first 
twenty-five years--1897-1905 as International Apostolic Holiness Union 
and Praye r League, 1905-1913 as International Apostolic Holiness Union 
and Churches, 1913-1919 as International Apostolic Holiness Church, 
1919-1922 as International Holiness Church, and the Pilgrim Holiness 
Church upon merger with the Pilgrim Church of California in 1922. 
This group further increased its outreach when it absorbed a number of 
smaller bodies: the Pentecostal Rescue Mission of New York, 1922; the 
Pentecostal Brethren in Christ of Ohio, 1924; the People's Mission 
Church of Colorado, 1925; and the Holiness Church of California, 1946. 
By the 1930s the denomination moved toward a central organization con-
trolled by a 'general board and a quadrennial delegated conference. 
They also moved the church headquarters from Cincinnati, Ohio, to 
Kingswood , Kentucky, and finally to Indianapolis, Indiana, where the 
Pilgrim Holiness Advocate acted as the official organ of this 
d . . 52 enornl natl on. 
The Pilgrim Holiness Church claimed 32,765 members when it merged 
with the Wesleyan Methodist Church of America in 1968 to form the 
Wesleyan Church. In 1969 this body reported a total membership in the 
United States and Canada of 83,313 members, but by December 1982, it 
claimed a 33.4 per cent increase to 111,111 parishioners. These were 
52Jones, Guide to Holiness Movement, 421, 422. For a more com ... 
plete account of the Pilgrim Holiness Church and the Wesleyan Metho-
dist Church of America until the 1968 merger of the two groups see Paul 
Westphal and Paul William Thomas, The Days Of Our Pilgrimage, edited by 
Melvin E. Dieter and Lee M. Haines, Jr.; Ira F. McLeister and Roy S. 
Nicholson, Conscience and Commitment, History of the. Wesleyan Methodist 
thurch of America, edited by Lee M. Haines, Jr., and Melvin E. Dieter. 
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dispersed among 1,824 local churches where as many as 20,049 
professed conversion and 6,131 sanctification. 53 
The Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene emerged during the same 
period and in much the same way. Phineas F. Bresee first merged his 
Los Angeles based Church of the Nazarene with the Pentecostal Churches 
Of America (with congregations in New York and the New England states) 
at Chicago in 1907. A year later in Pilot Point, Texas, this group 
united with the Holiness Church of Christ. At its inception the 
Pentecostal Church of the Nazarenes boasted a combined numerical 
strength of 10,414 members dispersed between 228 congregations. In 
1919 the group dropped the term pentecostal from its official title 
in order to disassociate themselves completely from the modern day 
"tongues" movement. This group, like the Pilgrims, steadily moved to-
ward centralization, and since 1912 the denomination has headquarted 
in Kansas City, Missouri. The official organ, Herald Of Holiness was 
published, and in 1945 the church established a graduate theological 
54 
seminary there. 
53Statistica1 Report of the Wesleyan Church, l2§l Edition, Based 
~ the 1982 statistical reports of the provisional general conferences, 
districts, departments, agencies, and institution of the Wesleyan 
Church worldwide, Ronald R. Brannon, General Secretary of the Wesleyan 
Church, 6, 7, 16. 
54Jones, Guide to Holiness Movement, 132-135. For a primary ac-
Count of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene parent bodies see 
Church 2f the Nazarene (Los Angeles, California), November, 1895; C. W. 
Ruth Manuscript "Reminiscent," December 20, 1938, Nazarene Archives, 
Kansas City, Missouri; ~ History Of The Revival Of Holiness ~~. 
~u1Is~. I. Chu rch, Providence, R. 1., 1880-1887, Qc ~ Statement Of 
!be Circumstances Which Led To The Formation Of The South Providence 
tl21iness Association And ThelPeoptes Evange1iC;1-ahurch; Government 
~ Doctrines Of The New Testament Churches Of Christ; Manual Of The 
~ntecosta1 Ch~c~f the Nazarene. For the-officia1 denominational 
history see, TimothY-L:-5mith, Called Unto Holiness The Story Of The 
!Qrmative Years. 
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The Nazarenes also gained numerically through mergers with the 
pentecostal Mission of Tennessee and the Pentecostal Church of Scot-
land in 1915, the Layman's Holiness Association of the Dakotas and 
Minnesota in 1922, the International Holiness Mission and the Calvary 
Holiness Church of Great Britain in 1952 and 1955 respectively, and 
the Gospel Workers Church of Canada in 1958. 55 By 1959 the church 
showed 478,282 official adherents dispersed between 4,867 local 
56 
churches. 
However, a few holiness people refused to be driven from the 
church of their fathers. The more prominent of these included: John S. 
Inskip, William McDonald, Henry Clay Morrison, Charles J. Fowler, and 
Joseph H. Smith who continually warned the old line denomination: 
Either the Methodist Church will see her error and repent 
of her departure from the teachings of John Wesley and 
the fathers and take this work heartily to her bosom; or, 
continuing her increasing hostility, she will compel those 
carrying it on to seek other shelter, or else the work will 
be destroyed. The results are with the church itself. 
The river will doubtless flow, whether in the old channel 
or in the new will depend, not on the brethren g~ the 
National Association, but on the church itself. 
The doctrine of Christian holiness as a moral protest against sin 
in the church had come full circle since the days of John Wesley and 
his Methodist Societies. In the spirit of Christian reformers his 
followers in the United States during the last half of the nineteenth 
century used the camp meeting system to propagate their teachings and 
55Jones, Guide to Holiness Movement, 132-135. 
56 
Journal of the Twen t ieth General Assembly of the Church of the 
!azarene edited by S:-Edgar Johnson, 297. 
57 
"Open Letter To The National Holiness Association," Nazarene ~ssenger (Los Angeles, California), VIII, July 16, 1903, 7. 
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increase their circle of influence. This resulted in literally 
thOusands of people being swept into a second religious experience 
character; zed as "perfect love. 11 Progressively thi s movement 
fostered holiness literature and the establishment of independent 
holiness associations. By the 1880s and 1890s the leaders of these 
quasi-ecclesiastical bodies progressively reacted to the social and 
intellectual issues of abusive clerical politics, lack of temperance, 
attendance at improper amusements, worldly dress, along with the 
Darwin theory of evolution and Biblical criticism. These Ilisms,11 
they argued, erroded the very moral fiber of the church. The way 
in which these activists engaged these issues ultimately led to the 
formation of separate churches dedicated to the preservation of moral 
as well as spiritual holiness. 
I 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
Rules and Regulations of the Michigan State Holiness Association taken 
from The Michigan Holiness Record (Grand Rapids, Michigan), interspersed 
betwe;n-January, 1885 to March, 1885. 
STATE ASSOCIATION 
Constitution and By-Laws. 
Article 1. 
Sec. 1. 
Sec. 2. 
Sec. 3. 
Article 2. 
Sec. 1. 
Sec. 2. 
Sec. 3. 
Sec. 4. 
Sec. 5. 
Article 3. 
Sec. 1. 
Name-Object-Standard. 
The name of this organization shall be the Michigan State 
Holiness Association. 
The object of this Association shall be the conversion of 
sinners and the spread of scriptural holiness throughout 
the state. 
The Standard of the Association shall be the Bible inter-
preted agreebly to the Statement of Doctrine of the 
Associ ati on. 
Membership. 
Members of holiness bands or county Associations auxiliary 
to the M.S.H.A. may become members of this Association 
by handing their names to the secretary accompanied by a 
written recommendation from the band or president of the 
Association of which they are already a member. 
Persons who are in the experience of entire sanctification 
and who endorse our Statement Doctrine shall be elegible 
to membership in the Association. 
Applications for membership shall be read by the secretary 
and shall require a two thirds majority to be received. 
Those applying for membership, when present shall be closely 
questioned concerning their experience by the President, 
or by any other members. Those sending in their names must 
be reccommended by a member of the Association. 
An accused member shall be brought to trial at a regular 
meeting of the Association and may be expelled by a two-
thirds majority. 
Officers. 
The officers of the Association shall be president, a vice 
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Sec. 2. 
Article 4. 
Sec. 1. 
Sec. 2. 
Sec. 3. 
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president, a secretary (who shall also act as treasurer 
and corresponding secre!ary), trustees, and evangelists. 
All officers (with the exception of evangelists who may 
be elected at _any regular meeting shall be chosen at the 
annual meeting for one year and shall serve until their 
successors are duly elected. 
Officers l Duties. 
The duty of the president shall be to preside over the 
meetings of the Association; have general supervision of 
its religious work; and other duties usually devolving 
upon such officers. 
The duty of the vice president shall be to act as president 
in case of the absence or inability of that officer. 
The duty of the secretary shall be to keep an accurate 
account of the transcations of each meeting and other work 
usually devolving upon such officer. As treasurer he shall 
keep an accurate account of receipts and expenditures, and 
-report the same when called upon by the Association. As 
corresponding secretary, he shall attend to the work 
usually devolving upon such officers. 
RECEPTION OF MEMBERS 
As the holiness work has been greatly hindered by the inconsistent lives 
of many of its professors, we cannot be too careful in receiving mem-
bers into our association. And, as the Bible is our guide book, we 
must, as far as possible, require every member to live in harmony with 
its teachings. Better sacrifice a few or even many members than com-
promise or lower the standard of God1s word. In order to secure the 
desired end, we ask the following question •••• 
1. Have you examined the Constitution and By-Laws, and Statement 
of Doctrine of the Michigan Holiness Association? 
2. Do you heartily endorse them, and will you abide by them? 
3. Will you abstain from the use of tobacco in every form and by 
precept and example discourage the use of the same? 
4. Are you free from alliances with all secret societies? 
5. Are you convinced that all such societies are in direct 
violation of the commands of God1s word? ••• 
6. Deleted. Do you advocate perfect plainness? 
7. Do you believe church fairs, festivals, socials, Christmas 
trees, and the like entertainments, also boat races, horse 
I 
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races, county fairs and all worldly amusement to be wrong and 
will discourage them by example and precept? 
8 • . Have you the witness of the Spirit that you are now a child 
of God? 
9. Are you a membe r, in good standing, of some evangelical branch 
of the Christian church--if not are you in favor of church 
organization? 
10. Is your body presented, a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable, 
unto God as your reasonable service, and will you evidence this 
complete consecration by giving liberally of your time and 
money as God shall prosper you for the support of the holiness 
work? 
11. Do you enjoy the experience of entire sanctification, and did 
you receive it by faith subsequent to conversion? 
12. If at any time you lose this experience, or become unwilling 
to abide by the answers you have now given, will you willingly 
and promptly withdraw from the association? 
These questions having been satisfactorily answered, those asking for 
membership may be received by a vote of the association--after which 
prayer will be in order. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ABBREVIATIONS 
The purpose of this list is to provide the reader with an accurate 
record of the contributing institutions for this work. At the end of 
each entry in the bibliography is the appropriate abbreviations for 
the university, church library, or state historical society who loaned 
that respective item. The style of presentation is patterned after 
Geogory1s Union List Of Serials. 
CBPac California, Berkeley. Pacific School of Religion. 
CSdPL California, San Diego. Point Loma College. 
CSCL California, Sacramento. California State Library. 
CoOl Colorado, Denver. Illiff School of Theology. 
CtMW Connecticut, Middleton. Wesleyan University. 
OLC D. C. Washington. Library of Congress. 
GFsE Georgia, Franklin Springs. Emmaneul College. 
IBIMA Illinois, Bloomington. Central Methodist Illinois Conference 
Commission on Archives. 
lEG Illinois, Evanston. Garrett Theological Seminary. 
ISIH Illinois, Springfield. Illinois State Historical Society 
Library. 
I nAT Indiana, Anderson. Anderson School of Theology. 
InMWA Indiana, Marion. Wesleyan Church Archives. 
InRE Indiana, Richmond. Earlham College. 
laDlaA Iowa, Des Moines. Iowa State Divisions of Museums and 
Archives 
lalalaH Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa State Historical Society. 
KBBM Kansas, Baldwin City. Baker University, East Conference 
Methodist Historical Library. 
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Kansas, Manhattan. Kansas State University. 
Kansas, Pittsburg. Pittsubrg State University. 
KTKH Kansas, Topeka. Kansas State Historical Society. 
KyWAT 
MBBl 
MBU-T 
Kentucky, Wilmore. Asbury Theology Seminary. 
Massachuetts, Boston. Boston Public library. 
Massachuetts, Boston. Boston University School of Theology. 
MWA Massachuetts, Worchester. American Antiquarian Society. 
MiAnMi Michigan, Ann Arbor. Bentley library, University of Michigan. 
MoCMoH Missouri, Columbia. The State Historical Society of Missouri. 
MoKcNA Missouri, Kansas City. Nazarene Archives. 
NblNbH Nebraska, Li ncol n. Nebraska State Historical Society. 
NjMD New Jersey, Madison. Drew University Library. 
NHoC New York, Houghton. Houghton College. 
NNPl New York, New York. New York Public Library. 
NNUT New York, New York. Union Theological Seminary. 
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OCGB Ohio, Cincinnati. God's Bible School. 
ODW Ohio, Delaware. Commission on Archives and History, Ohio 
West Conference, Ohio Wesleyan University. 
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Archives. 
OkTOR 
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TxDaMp 
Oklahoma, Tulsa. Oral Roberts University, Pentecostal 
Research Center. 
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Texas, Austin. University of Texas, Barker Texas History 
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Texas, Dallas. Perkins School of Theology at Southern 
Methodist University. 
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